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The Quaker Spy

THE QUAKER SPY.
CHAPTER I.
THE QUAKER AS A PEACEMAKER.

"Adah! Is thee crazy?"
This question was asked by Friend Hannah Slocomb, in her brick mansion in Arch Street, Philadelphia, when her son, Adah Slocomb, a giant in size,
though he was only nineteen years of age, told her that
he was going to leave the blacksmith's forge and shop,
all his own, to serve his country under George Washington, then in camp near Easton, Pennsylvania, for
this was early in December, 1776.
"Adah! Is thee crazy ?" she repeated. "Were thy
father alive, what would he think when he heard thee
say thou wouldst join with the godless men of war,
the slayers of men, thou, the child of those whose pro·
fession is peace !"
"He would say, were he alive, dear mother, what the
mother of Nathaniel Greene said to him : 'If thee
thinks it is thy duty to serve thy suffering country, Nathaniel, I will not bid thee stay, fo r it must be the
spirit of God which moveth thee to resist tyranny and
oppression. But, remember, if thee is wounded in battle, thee must never come to me if thy wound be in
the back.'"
The grave face of H annah Slocomb relaxed until
the faint sign of a smile came out upon it.
"Thee has a strange way of answering my question,
rA:dab I" said she. "Hast thou forgotten that thou
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boldest a high seat in our meeting? What will Naomi
say?"
"That I must not resist the will of the Spirit!" said
A dab, gravely. "Moreover, I go as a man of peace, not
as a slayer of men, or a shedder of blood. There arc
many ways in which I can serve Friend George Washington, and my country, too, without placing a sword
on my thigh, or a musket to my shoulder !"
"The Lord bless thee, Adab ! I do not know but
thou art right. But I grieve for Naomi."
The lips of Adab quivered, and he replied :
"I shall grieve to be absent from her, but it is meet
that all true men should do their best to keep the cruel
invaders from our own doors. Already they hold New
York, George Washington has been forced to fall back
across New Jersey, his army is growing weak and
small, yet he boldly faces the British and their Hessian mercenaries, and says he will stand between them
and Philadelphia, the once sacred home of our great
leader, William Penn !"
"Yea! It is so!" said Hannah Slocomb, with a
sigh. "Robert Morris is a truthful man, who is giving freely of his substance to the cause, and he says
George Washington is a man of prayer, merciful and
just, where mercy is justice as between man and man.
That he loves his country, he hath shown in many
ways. If thou goest, Ada~thou shalt not go emptyhanded. Go and see Naomi Bliss, and tell her whither
thou art going. Then come back to me and thy raiment shall be ready, and two purses of gold-one for
thee and thine own necessities, the other for George
Washington to use among his needy and often hungry
sol diers."
"My own true mother !"
That was all that the young blacksmith could say;
but there were tears in his eyes as he pressed his lips
on her brow, then turned, and with a rapid step passed
irom the room.
"Heaven bless my son and keep him from harm!"
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sighed the mother, as the sound of his footsteps died
away, and then she murmured, "Poor Naomi! It will
go hard with her. Truly the evil days have come upon
us all!"

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

When A dab Slocomb passed out from the house
owned by his widowed mother, not with the slow step
and sedate visage usual to him, but flushed in face and
hurried in gait, he said:
"I will go now to visit Naomi and break to her my
determination. It will oppress her heart sorely, but
she must bear up under it. If all men stood backward,
in this hour of gloom, the cruel oppressor's foot would
soon be on every neck, and the danger to the young
and lovely is the greatest of all when the rude British
soldiery and the cruel Hessian mercenaries ravage the
land! They must be driven back over the sea, or into
it, or else find graves beneath the soil they seek to possess. If they conquer, we perish, or we exist in chains I
Ah, what is that ? A brawl between men in the Continental uniform? I t must not be; it is a disgrace to the
cloth and to this peaceful city."
T his last remark came from the lips of Adab, as he
saw two men issuing from the door of a tavern bet ween Arch and Race, on Sixth Street, fo r he was at
the corner of the last, both engaged in loud words and
evidently preparing to fight. They were in uniform,
but wore no arms.
Q uickly he strode toward them, his giant form clad
in Quaker clothes, and hi s broad-brimmed hat conspicuous over his fine head. But quickly as he moved, they
were engaged and blows had passed before he reached
them .
W ith a strong g rasp on the collar of each, he held
them apart at arm's length, and sternly said :
"Have ye no shame? This is a city of peace and
brotherly love and ye make it hideous with your profane talk and your unmanly quarrel."
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"Let go my collar, young Broadbrim, or I'll baste
you instead of Sam Salter there!" cried the one on his
left hand.
"Ay, let me go or I'll take the starch out of you
myself, Daddy Prim !" cried the other, while both
struggled to free themselves from his powerful grasp.
"Friends, I came hither to make peace!" said Adab,
quietly. "If ye will make peace I will let ye go-if not,
I will teach ye a lesson !"
"Go to thunder!" cried Sam Salter, kicking at Adah,
fiercely.
"Let me go, or I'll break your head !" exclaimed the
other, and he struck Adah heavily in the breast.
"Verily, it seems that ye are stubborn, and hard to
convince," said Adab. "I will soften your heads, and,
perhaps, your hearts will soften likewise."
And he suddenly brought the heads of the t wo men
together with a crash that could have been heard half
a block away.
"Will ye make peace?" he asked.
And a second time he brought the men's heads together, with a force which must have made them see
stars.
By this time quite a crowd had gathered, and the two
soldiers, sobered enough to see how ridiculous they
looked, and also to feel that they were helpless in the
giant g rasp of the young Quaker, pleaded for release.
"Will ye make peace?" he asked, as he held them off
ag<J,in at arm's length.
"Yes !" gasped Sam Salter.
"Yes-yes-please let me go! My nose is bleeding
all over me!" said the other.
"It is good for brethren to dwell in peace and unity!"
said Adab, gravely, and he released the men, and
passed on through the crowd, which opened for him in
a way that proved the bystanders had respect for his
prowess, if not for his garb.

CHAPTER II.
A TRI.BUTE TO FREEDOM.

The cottage on Race Street in which dwelt Naomi
Bliss and her maiden aunt, Petrunia Stone, varied so
much from the staid, sober-looking and substantial
brick houses around it, that a brief description will not
be amiss.
It was a cottage of the Elizabethan style, with overhanging eaves, a broad piazza all around, with lattice
work on the sides, over which crept climbing roses and
honeysuckle. A garden plot in front contained numerous varieties of outdoor flowers, while inside, choice
flowering bulbous plants could be seen in the open winBfrds-not caged-were singing on the
dows.
branches of fruit trees in the. yard, conscious that no
hand there would be raised to drive them away.
An observer, who knew anything of woman and the
refinement of her taste, would have said at the first
g lance, "Here true women dwell who love the beauties
of nature."
At the same day and hour when Hannah Slocomb
was fo rced to yield to the argument of Adah that bis
country needed him, Naomi was lamenting over the
distresses of George Washington and his brave little
army-poorly clad, fed and yet more poorly armed
and equipped, forced to retreat before the greater
armies of the British and their H essian mercenaries.
Naomi had just reached her eighteenth birthday,
and in feature and form was exceedingly beautiful.
H er plain Q uaker garb perfectly set off her tall, womanly, graceful figure; a mass of golden brown hair
crowned a face so fair, that no stranger on the street
ever saw it, without turning to get a second look, which
mortified Naomi exceedingly, for she was roodest as
she was lovely. The admiration and love of but one
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earthly creature filled all her desire, and that one was
Adab Slocomb.
And for this, in a gentle, loving way, she was often
chided by her Aunt Petrunia, a maiden sister to her
deceased mother.
P etrunia Stone was a cold, grave woman, fully forty
years of age, with no desire to appear a day younger
than she really was ; a maiden by choice, too, for she
-., had refused a half dozen very eligible offers, in a
worldly point of view.
If she had any tenderness it was love for her niece,
though she seemed to strive not to show that, but to
appear cold and dead to all worldly sympathies and
attachments .
These two, with two negro servants-a woman
named Chloe, who was cook, washer and ironer ; a
man named J esse, who was their porter, gardener and
man of all work, taking care of the one horse and huge
two-wheeled chaise in which they occasionally rode
out-for few, no matter how wealthy, used coaches in
those days-were all who occupied the handsome cottage.
Naomi was sitting in the front room, but so far back
that she could not see the street or be seen from it, at
the time when Adab, fresh from his last effort at peacemaking, came toward the house. She was engaged in
sewing, as was also her aunt, but the latter, not afraid
to be seen from the street, or anywhere else, in truth ,
sat near the window, where her eyes caugfit sight of
Adah some time before he reached the house.
A very slight tinge of color came into the face of
Petrunia when she saw A dab, and she said:
" Naomi, thy friend, Adab Slocomb, cometh this
way, clad not in his work-day dress, but in the better
suit which he weareth to meeting. It is likely he intends to pay thee a visit."
"If he doth, he knows he will be welcome," said
Naomi.
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And the color in her fair cheeks deepened till she
was rosy red from the chirt to the temples.
"Thee need not blush, child," said Petrunia. "For
Adab is a godly man, who stands high in the meeting,
and hath a mother whom I esteem greatly."
" If I blush, dear aunt, it is for joy that he cometh,"
said Naomi, in a gentle tone.
And she rose, not to go to her glass to see how she
looked, but to go to the door to admit Adab, for she
preferred to meet him alone in the entry, lest her aunt
should reprove her for the warmth of her greeting.
She was on her way to the door when his hand lifted
the brazen knocker that hung outside, and the next second she opened the door and he entered the little entry,
and hand r rasped hand, while lip met lip in a pure
but warm salute.
" Is thee well ?" was the question asked by each and
answered in the affirmative, and then Naomi led the
way into th e front sitting-room, where P etrunia Stone
sat, pale and thoughtful.
" I am glad to see thee, Friend Adah," she said, not
rising in any demonstrative way, but extending her
h and as he came for ward. "Thou art always welcome
to our humble home."
"I know that," said Adah, "or I should not come.
But I fear that I shall see few such pleasant homes as
Primrose Cottage for a long time to come. I am going
on a journey."
"On a journey, to leave thy mother and thy occupation?" said P etrunia, with much more force than her
wonted g ravity exhibited. "Surely thee does not
mean it?"
Naomi looked at him wonderingly, but she did not
speak, while he replied to her aunt.
"Yea, I have heard with sorrow how George Washington is beset and sore pressed by the minions of a
tyrant who would enslave all in America, who is even
now ruthlessly robbing our people, burning the homes
of helpless women and children, and threatening us-
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even us, in this city of p~ce and of brotherly love.
And I . have felt that it was not becoming to me as a
strong man, a young and a healthy one, to live here in
comfort when God-fearing and true men suffer with
hunger and cold and endure all manners of privations
to keep back the ruthless invaders from our doors."
" Adah Slocomb, surely thee doth not intend to become a slayer of men I" cried Petronia Stone, her face
becoming almost a marble gray in its pallor.
"Nay, I am a man of peace. I will not gird a .sword
upon my thigh, nor yet take a ~un upon my shoul@er;
but there are many ways in which it is possible for me
to serve my suffering country. These ways George
Washington will discover and point out to me, for to
his camp my journey will extend."
"Why does not thee speak, Naomi?" cried her aunt,
in a tone of impatience. "Does not thee care whether
or not thine affianced husband goeth into danger?"
The lips of Naomi quivered, and her blue eyes were
moist when she replied :
"I shall grieve when I feel that he is in bodily peril,
yet I feel that he is right. It is the spirit of the good
Father above which moveth him, even as it moved the
good and wise men of old to resist those who would
enslave or slay them. And hath he not said that he
would not become a slayer of men?"
"Yea, he hath said that," said P etronia. " But if he
should be in a battle and the enemy should come upon
him in their might, he would be slain."
"Then the F ather will care fo r his spirit, and I will
say, 'The Lord gave and the Lord hath taken his own.'
Who shall murmur against the will of the Lord?"
" My own true Naomi!" cried Adab, fondly. "Thou
dost strengthen me greatly in my resolve, and I feet,
more than ever, that it is my duty to go."
"What saith thy mother , Friend H annah Slocomb?
It is written that thou shalt honor thy parents, and
hearken to them," continued P etrunia Stone.
"She not only consents to my going, but furnishes
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me with a purse of gold to give George Washington,
for necessities for his sick and needy soldiers ; and she
furnishes me with another purse, which she saith I
must use for mine own necessities, but. in the main, its
conteDts will go with the irst, for I am strong and
healthy, and my needs will be few."
"And shall we be cold to the needs of the suffering,
Aunt Petrunia ?" cried Naomi, impulsively. "I have
a purse of ~ld, too, to apare for those who suifer in
our defense.
"Child I child I they are godless men of war that thee
wouldst assist."
"Aunt Petronia, they cannot be godless who follow
and obey a man like George Washington. They war
upon tyranny and oppression, and to save life and fiberty. If I were a man, I would go with Adah to help
them."
"I am glad thee is not a man," said Petrunia, gravely.
"Thee has more th.as enough spirit, as a woman. Do
as thou wilt with thy money, but I have none to give to
those who smite with the sword." And rising, she left
the room.
Adah was not sorry, for he had words of thankful
tenderness to speak to N a.omi which he did not wish
should reach any ears but hers.
"Thee will avoid all the perils thou canst, consistent with thy duty," said Naomi, as she placed her gift,
a purse full of gold sovereigns, in Adah's band.
"Verily, I will, for thy sake, dear Naomi, and for
the ~ke of my mother. But where I see my duty
guideth, there must I go, peril or no peril ; for my life,
as thou hast said, is in the hands of Ifon who gave it."
"Truly thou hast spoken, Adah. With thy mother,
I will pray for thy safety, and for the success of those
who suffer for their country. Aid them with my gold,
and if ever thou seest a place where my weak hands
can do good, send for me, and I will come--yea, even
if it be where the contending armies meet."
"Naomi, thou art almost an angel."
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"Nay, Adah; it is irreverent in thee so to speak.
Hush-say no more. Aunt Petrunia is coming back.
Put that gold in thy pocket, lest she see it and chide me
again."
"To keep peace within the house is a duty!" said
Adah, with a smile, as he pocketed the purse. "Come
over to the dwelling of my mother before I go out by
the evening stage that goes through Germantown, and
we will there say our parting words."
"I will come," said Naomi.
Adah had risen, and with his hat on his head stood
ready to depart, when Petrunia Stone came in.
"Adah, is thee going so soon?" she asked.
"Yea. Time presses, and before I depart from the
city I must direct my workmen in the shop, so that in
my absence my customers may not be neglected, nor
the beasts which require shoeing go unshod."
"Thou art thoughtful and provident, Adah. Did
I not hear thee say that the followers of George Washington were suffering from hunger and cold?"
"Yea, such is the common report," said Adah.
"Then if thee sees any one who is cold because of
lack of clothing, or hungry because he hath not wherewith to purchase food, assist him, so far as the few
coins herein will extend," said Petrunia Stone.
She handed him the foot of a woolen stocking, well
filled with coin, both silver and gold.
"Thee is a dear, good soul, Petrunia Stone!" cried
Adah, and before the old maid knew what he meant
to do, he had seized her in his strong arms with a
crushing hug, and kissed her thrice upon her thin lips.
"Adah I Adah! Thou shouldst be ashamed of thyself-and before her, too!" cried Petrunia, turning as
red as a peony.
"I couldn't help it; the spirit moved me," said Adab,
smilingly.
"Then I must not chide thee, for the will of the
spirit must be obeyed," said Petrunia. "But the spirit
must not move thee thus again. Make no mention of
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my little gift, but use it as seemeth just and right unto
thee."
"The suffering shall bless thee !" was all that Adab
replied, and then, shaking aunt and niece by the hand,
he departed.

CHAPTER III.
THE 5py'5 INSTRUCTIONS.

The cold, sharp winds of hlte December beat furiously against the thin sides of the tent used as headquarters by the commander-in-chief of the Revolutionary Army-Gen. George Washington.
Before this tent a huge fire of oaken logs burned
cheerfully, and between it and the tent, on a log, sat
four generals, besides Washington himself. One was
Sullivan, the successor in command of the division of
Gen. Lee, who had been captured by the British, within
twenty miles of New York, on the thirteenth of that
month, through his own want of caution.
Sullivan had safely brought his division through
New Jersey, though closely followed by a far superior
force, and had just crossed the Delaware at Philipsburg, and joined his chief near Easton on the Pennsylvania side.
The other generals were Irwin, Cadwallader and
Greene.
They were holding a council, and every face, that
of Washington alone excepted, was full of gloom. The
enemy, under Cornwallis, now held a great part of
Eastern New York and all of New Jersey, waiting
only for the river to freeze over solidly so as to support
troops and cannon, to move upon Philadelphia, where
Cong ress had been recently assembled.
The American troops, lessened two-thirds by desertion and losses, as well as by sickness and privations,
were greatly disheartened, and nothing but decisive
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action, with an important success, could keep them together much longer. In truth, the united divisions
only numbered about seven thousand men, and many
of those were ready to leave the army when their term
of enlistment expired, at the close of the year.
"Gentlemen," said Gen. \Vashington, in reply to a
r emark of a despondent nature, made by one of the
generals, "gentlemen, there is no excuse for such utter
despondency. There was never yet a night without a
day to follow it. Those who have intrusted the defense
of our country to us, look for action, and we must give
them action to look upon I"
"Then let them feed, clothe and pay our soldiers I"
said Gen. Irwin, bitterly. "Unfed, almost naked, they
are not fit for action."
"Not so loud, general. I can listen to discontent
from officers, but the soldiers must not hear it!"
"Thee knows that they feel it," said the Quaker general, Nathaniel Greene.
"Yes, and my heart bleeds for the causes which lead
to discontent. Our men suffer, but do not we suffer
with them? My tent is as simple and as poorly furnished as that of the humblest non-commissioned officer in your command. Even now I cannot ask you to
sup with me, for lack of viands to offer you."
The g-enerals looked abashed, but Sullivan looked up
and said:
"We complain not for ourselves, general, but for
those whom we would gladly lead to action if we
could."
"Gentlemen, before this day week is over, you shall
meet the enemy," said Gen. Washington. "I have a
plan, and if I can send one trusty man inside the
enemy's lines to find out how they are situated, their
numbers and outworks, I do not cfoubt but success will
crown our efforts."
Here there was an interruption and a voice cried:
"How does thee do, Nathaniel? Can thee tell me
where I will find George Washington?"
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The tall, nobly formed young man, who thus boldly
approached the g roup, was clad in the usual Quaker
g arb, and seemed to have no idea of, or care for military discipline, or difference of rank, for he did not
halt until he was within reach of Gen. Greene's hand,
which he took and shook cordially.
"Thee surely knows me, but 1 am sorely puzzled to
place thee in my memory," said the good-natured
Greene.
"Hast thou forgotten thy old friend, J eremiah Slocomb, and his wife, Hannah? T hou hast often held
me on thy knee when I was a prattling boy, and I
could not fo rget thee !"
" Bless me ! It must be Adab, the young blacksmith
from P hiladelphia," said Gen. Greene. " I did indeed
know thy parents well, and have stopped often beneath their roof when thy father lived," said the general. "But why art thou come hither ? T hou art stout,
and hast a fine presence. If thy heart is but half as
noble as thy form, I think I can claim thee fo r a soldier."
"Nay, nay; I am a man of peace," said Adah,
gravely. " I am anxious and willing to serve my suffering country, but there are ways in which I can be of
use without gi rding a sword to my thigh as thou has
done. Where can I find George Washington ?"
"He stands there," said Gen. Greene, pointing to the
noble-looking hero of the age, who had arisen and was
intently regarding the stranger.
" F riend George, ~here are three purses of gold and
silver coin, in all nearly three hundred pounds sterling,
which have been sent thee by three women of our persuasion for the use of thy sick and needy men. One
of the women was Petrunia Stone, another N aomi Bliss,
and the third my mother. I have another purse whicfl
I will use fo r the cause where I see its need."
Thus speaking, Adab advanced a step and laid the
t wo purses and Petrunia's well-filled stocking foot on
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a table composed of two rough pine boards, near which
Washington had been sitting.
"Gentlemen, who can despond when the women of
the most kindly and peaceful sect in the world thus
render us material aid?" cried Washington.
Then grasping Adah by his hand, he said:
"My stalwart and true-hearted friend, you could
never have come more opportunely to us than now.
The gift you bring shall be expended in medicine and
hospital stores, which now are sadly needed. As for
yourself, since you object to using the sword, I have
a mission which, if well fulfilled, will be of more value
to your country than a thousand swords fresh and
eager for the fray."
"I am ready to serve my country, and will go wheresoever thou dost think it best to send me," said Adab,
quietly, making no salute or obeisance, nor removing
his hat as a soldier might have done in that presence.
"It will require more courage than would be needed
in a battle, more caution or prudence than is often
found in the young, yet I believe you possess them all
and can carry out my desires, even though if detected
your life will most likely pay the forfeit."
"I repeat, Friend George, that, under thee, I am
ready to serve my country in any capacity, except that
of serving under arms. And this last I object to, not
through fear of suffering or of death, but because it
runs contrary to my principles as a man of peace."
"I understand and honor your motive, though I do
not make peace in your style," said Washington, smiling. "Come inside my tent and I will give you instructions, which, if fully carried out, will inform me of
every position held by the enemy across the river, his
strength and his most assailable points. Generals,
enter with me, while we examine the maps and see
where it is best for honest Adah Slocomb to pass the
river."
The generals arose, and all of them went inside the
tent, which was barely large enough to hold them, as
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they grouped around a small writing table covered with
maps, letters and papers.
All had to stand. T here was but one stool inside the
tent, and the camp bed of Washington was a blanket
spread out on cedar boughs, with a second one for a
cover.
Quickly the route was chosen, verbal instructions
given, and within ten minutes the Quaker spy was on
his way to the lines of the enemy, with orders to cross,
unseen, below Trenton, then come up the east bank of
the Delaware, and to enter their cantonments , avowedly
in search of work at his trade, ready to see all that
could be seen, and especially to note every avenue of
approach.
He was also to note all fortified points, and what
armament they held, fi nd out the number and kind of
troops at all points, and see the state of the fords, if
there were any, the ferries, and how the last were
guarded.
H is intelligence, his courage, his prudence and selfcontrol were all to be tested, and though Washington
was confident he would go through the ordeal, Adah
himself feared the result.
"If I am discovered as a spy and meet death as such,
let my people know that what I did was done for the
good of my country," was all he said when he departed on his errand.
N~he said one thing more :
"If I succeed, Friend George, look for me in three,
or, at least, four days."

CHAPTER IV.
I N T HE PATRIOT'S HOME-ADAB 'S RUSE.

When Adab left the camp of Gen. W ashington he
was furni shed with a strong and serviceable horse, such
a one as was necessary to carry his weight, which was
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over two hundred pounds, for his giant form, though
not fat, was made up of bone, muscle and hard flesh.
This horse he was to leave with a patriot farmer whom
Washington named, who dwelt near the river bank,
and to whom Adah was to apply for means to cross
the river after night set in, for his route lay below all
the fords, and there was no ferry near the point at
which he was directed to cross. Once across, he was
to guide himself entirely by what he saw.
Riding swiftly down the river road, the Quaker
reached the house of the patriot farmer, Job Turner,
just after darkness had set in, and dismounting, hitched
his horse near the gate of the front yard, and, advancing to the door, knocked.
His knock must have been heavy and startling, for
the farmer came to the door himself, holding a light in
one hand and a huge horse pistol in the other.
"Who are you, and what do you want ?" he sternly
asked, as one of his buxom daughters threw the door
open for him, and he confronted Adah.
"Put thy deadly weapon aside, and I will tell thee,"
said the latter, showing no trepidation, though the
cocked pistol was leveled full at his breast. "I come
from thy friend, George Washington, and have a letter
for thee."
"So, ho!" cried the sturdy farmer. "You're only a
Quaker. Dang my buttons! if I didn't think you was
one of them sassy Hessians from over the river.
They've been here to-day when I was away, sassing
my gals; and if my old woman, Sally Ann, hadn't had
a kettle of hot water on, and doused 'em with dipperful
after dipperful, till they cleared out, there's no knowing what they wouldn't have done. If you've a letter
from Gen. Washington, let's see it. If it's all right,
you're welcome her~."
Adah took out the letter and handed it to the farmer.
"Here, Almiry, you read it. You know his handwrite," said the farmer, to the rosy-cheeked, auburn-
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haired, buxom girl of eighteen or twenty years, who
stood beside him.
Almira quickly opened the letter, and read these
words:
"FARMER JOB TURNER: The bearer, Adab Slocomb,
is a true patriot, sent on an important duty. Treat
him with hospitality, aid him to cross the river, and
care for his horse while he is gone. By thus doing
you will serve your country and your friend,
"G. WASHINGTON."
"Almiry, that sounds right. T ake Mr. Adab Slocomb in and get supper for him, while I put his horse
in the barn," said Farmer Turner.
And Adab, nothing loath, for he smelled the odor of
a g ood supper, followed the damsel into the family
room, where two more auburn-haired sisters, one older
and one a couple of years younger than Almira, with
their mother, a strong-featured, resolute woman of
fifty years or thereabout, arose to receive him.
- " Mr. Slocomb, mother-a friend of Gen. \Vashington, with a letter to father, " said Almira, by way of introduction.
"Sit ye down, Mr. Slocomb," said the matron.
"Any friend of Gen. Washington is welcome here."
"Thee will please call me Adab, or Friend Slocomb,
I am neither a mister nor an esquire, nor do I hold to
any vain titles," said Adah, gravely, while he took a
seat quickly proffered by the younger sister, the prettiest of the three.
"Yes, I know it is a way with your people. We'll
call you Adab, and hope to find you a friend," said Mrs.
Turner.
" I thank thee, Sally Ann ; I feel friendly to all who
love their suffering country."
"Great Cresar ! How came you to know my name?''
"I heard thy husbanr), Job, utter it, when he told me
of the good use to which thee put hot water to-day."
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"Ho! ho! Did he tell you that ? 'Twould have
done your very soul good to see them Hessian reptiles
dance ! One of 'em was just reaching out to hug Almiry when he got about a g allon of boiling water right
in his face and eyes."
Job Turner presently came in, and supper was at
once served, for it had been all ready when Adab
knocked at the door. Adab ate heartily, fo r he knew
he was welcome, and it might not be easy to fi nd another in the country impoverished by the fo raging of
invading troops.
"H as thee a canoe or batteau in which I can be set
across the river?" asked A dab, of J ob Turner, after
supper was over.
"Yes. I have a dugout," said Turner. " But it will
not do to cross till the moon is down, which will be
some three hours yet, fo r there is a camp of H essians
opposite, which would quickly pounce upon us if they
discovered us crossing !"
"T hee is thoughtful and wise, and I will tar ry here
until the moon is down. And I will arrange with thee
to look fo r me on the third night hence. I will g et
close under the river bank where the enemy 'may not
see it, and make three flash es of light at intervals while
I count twenty. T hen thee can come with thy boat
where the light is seen !"
,
" I'll do it!" said T urner. " I do not ask where you
are going, or what you are to do, fo r Washington is
wise and intrusts his plans only to those who are to
execute them. I know that, for I have already helped
him many times."
"Thee is right," said A dab. " No one but Georg e
W ashington must know my errand until it is done, and
I return to him. Thee has a nice familv, not afflicted
with curiosity, either, for thy daughters have asked me
no questions, neither has Sally Ann, thy wife!"
"The gals and their mother have a knack of attending to their own business, and not interfering with that
of others!" said J ob, quietly.
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"Father, father! T here are two boats coming across
the river, full of soldiers ! I saw their arms giittering
in the moonlight!" cried Susannah, who had been out
at the front door.
"The cursed Hessians ! They come to burn and to
destroy!" cried Job Turner. "W ife, get my gun. I
will load the musket left by one of those cowardly Hessians you scalded. You and the girls must run, but
I'll drop some of 'em before they ruin me !"
Adab arose and said, in his g rave, calm way :
" I t is shadowy in front of thy house. From the
river they cannot see how many are here. Draw up
all thy family j ust in the edge of the moonlight, and
when I hail the boats from the shore, fire all thy firearms, one after another from the shadow, fast as thou
canst do it. But cease after the first volley. I have
bethought me of a plan that may send them back in
terror."
"All right. We'll try your plan!" said Job. "If
they land, Sally Ann and the girls can get away on the
horses."
Adah now strode out of the house, and down to the
side of a large sycamore tree by the shore of the river.
The boats were in plain sight, and already within
gunshot of the shore.
" Halt ! Who comes there?" shouted Adah, in a
stentorian voice. "Guard, turn out! Turn out I Alarm
Lee's Light Horse and Greene's Artillery !"
At the same instant Job Turner commenced a rattling
discharge of firearms, and a bugle blew out a loud and
startling blast.
"Mount I Prepare to charge !" shouted Adah, in a
different tone.
"Load with grape and canister !" he cried again, in a
still diffe rent tone.
It required no further alarm ; the Hessians, believing
a heavy armed fo rce occupied the bank of the river, put
back as fast as they could row, apparently only too glad
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to get away before "Greene's artillery" could open upon
them.
Adab, laughing quietly to himself, now returned to
the house.
"Adah, you're just the smartest man on the face of
the earth!" cried Mrs. Turner, as she threw per arms
around him and kissed him.
"For such a small service, Sally Ann, thee is exceedingly demonstrativ e!" he said, as he disengaged him- •
self from her embrace.
"Small service, friend Adab? I call it a great service; for if you hadn't frightened the H essians back,
they would most likely have burned up everything I
had, even if we escaped with our lives!" cried Job
Turner.
"I think I can still do thee a greater service by boldly
going over in thy boat, which I can row, and deceiving
them. For I will say I have fled from the warriors
who sought to force me to take up carnal weapons, and
to become like unto them."
"But suppose they shouldn't believe you, and should
kill you?" almost sobbed Susannah, the elder.
"I think they will believe me. P eople of my sect
seldom tell an untruth-nor would I, were it not for
a good end. I can tell them the forces on this side are
preparing to cross, and they will flee , and leave this
vicinity, for already their fears are excited."
"The plan is first rate, if Friend Adab cc..n carry it
out," said Mrs. Turner.
" H e will try," said Adab, modestly.
Ten minutes later he was rowing vigorously across
the_ Delaware, while Job Turner fired several bla.nlr
cartridges after him.

CHAPTER V.
THE SPY AMONG THE ENEMY.
~dab plied the paddle of the pine dugout, or canoe,
with a quick and strong hand, and when he neared the
Hessian encampment, on the opposite shore, he appeared to the soldiers who ran down in the bright
moonlight to see him land, to be terribly frightened.
Some of them spoke to him in the German tongue
as he drew the canoe far up on the shore and fastened
its bow rope to a tree. To these he said:
"I understand ye not. I speak no foreign tongue."
An officer came forward who spoke English well,
and asked Adah who he was and whence he came.
"I am a man of peace, a blacksmith by trade, and
ungoldly men over the water sought to force me into
their ranks against my will and duty," said Adah,
earnestly. "They are preparing to cross over, and they
are forcing all able-bodied men to come with them, and
I fled in the first boat that I could find."
"You did well to come here, for we who are in the
service of England's king can protect you," said the
officer, who commanded this advanced post. "We are
about to fall back to our main force at Trenton, and
there, no doubt, you can find service at your trade, for
we need artisans in iron badly."
"It is well !" said Adah. "I will go with ye gladly,
for those wicked men made me sore afraid-they were
so many and so fierce."
"Yes, we have reconnoitered the opposite shore and
found a large force there. Did I understand you to
say they intended to cross to this side?"
"Yea, if they can find boats wherewith to cross," said
Adah. "I was not in their councils and cannot say of a
verity what were their intentions, only I know by the
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sound of their firearms as I fled that they meant n<>
good to me."
"Most likely they meant to kill you and keep you
from warning us of our danger. But we will be beyond their reach when they land ; and as you have done
us a good turn we will afford you rations and transportation to our headquarters, where, perhaps, you will
ind employment at your handcraft."
"I give thee thanks !" said Adah, well pleased at the
easy manner in which he had become affiliated, so t0
speak, with the enemy.
The Hessian commander now called a non-commissioned officer, who also spoke Eng lish, and placed Adab
under his care, telling him to find him food now, and
transportation when the command moved, which would
occur as soon as the moon went down.
They were to leave the camp fires burning, and to
steal away in silence.
Adab went with the sergeant, and managed, for appearance sake, to worry down a second supper, topped
off with a good bracing cup of black coffee.
Then he slipped down to the canoe without attracting attention, and with a piece of chalk from his vest
pocket, wrote these words :
I am safe. Remember the signal.
"FRIEND ]OB:
Thine enemies will trouble thee no more. They decamp with the moon."
His missive was written on a loose board and thrown
upside down in the canoe, where he hoped Job Turner
or his sharp-eyed daughters would find it.
Then he returned to the camp, and within an hour
n as on his way to Trenton with the Hessian battalion.
He was furnished with a seat in a huge, covered
wagon on a pile of boxes, and finding a roll of blankets,
he stretched himself out a,1d slept irnundly.
P erhaps had he known that those boxes contained
cartridges and fixed ammunition, he would not have
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enj oyed his night's rest so well, for both the guards
on the fron t of the wagon, as well as the driver, who
rode the off-wheel horse, smoked their long pipes with
true German nonchalance.
In his ignorance of the combustive danger he found
bliss, for A dab slept soundly all night, and did not wake
until after sunrise, when the command was. filing into
Trenton.
H ere, wh en the command halted, and began to pitch
tents in a new encampment, he left the wagon, and, fo r
a time, wandered uninterrupted over the encampments,
taking keen note of troops, positions, fortifications, etc.
They were met near the headquarters by Col. Rahl,
the commander of the troops, and Maj. Malthaus,
whose detachment he had encountered at the landing,
and A dab was questioned closely by these officers.
Professing anxiety for work, Rah l at once sent him
to his armorer, where, at a movable army forge, he
soon made himself so usefu l that all suspicion of his
being anything but what he professed to be, a Quaker
and a good blacksmith, was speedily allayed.
The work at which he was set -sharpening, lengthening and tempering bayonets- was new to him, but he
acquitted himself so well that the armorer and his
mates made up their minds to have a private carouse,
since the newcomer could evidently do their work in
the time allotted to them, and quite as well.
H ad they known what Adab proceeded to do as soon
as they left, they might have fe!t less comfortable over
their mugs of foamin g beer.
He said to himself:
" T hese carnal weapons are now exceedingly well
tempered, and temper is dangerous to human life and
safety. I will soften them , so that they may be less
dang erous if brought to bear upon the breasts of my
patriotic countrymen."
And quickly he had them all at a white heat, from
which he took them and allowing them to cool slowly
on the ground, every particle of temper was taken from
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them, and they would bend on meeting a very slight
obstacle.
That night, when all was still, Adab stole softly from
t he town, evading the posts of the sentinels, which he
had observed during the day, and long before dawn
he had taken note of the British force quartered in
Princeton, and when the sun arose was engaged in
making a detour around Trenton, so as to take in Bordentown and Burlington, down the river, before his
return.
He had secured quite a supply of Dutch black bread
and cheese while in Trenton, filling his capacious pockets, so that he had no occasion to halt anywhere for
refreshment, and striding along at a rapid gait in the
rear of the British lines, he met with no interruption
until near nightfall, when he was within a short distance of Burlington.
Here he met a British scouting party, consisting of
a sergeant and two drago<ilns, who had been sent toward
Philadelphia on a reconnoitering trip.
The sergeant rode up to him, and the two dragoons
covered him on either side, while the former, shouting
"Halt!" asked him if he were not "an infernal rebel."
"Thee need not be profane," said Adab, quietly.
" Thee can see by my dress that I am a F riend, and a
man of peace. Therefore, go thy way, and let me go
mine."
"Your way will lie in the direction we go?" said the
sergeant, with an oath.
"Nay, friend, that is doubtful," said Adah, quietly.
"Thou seemest to be going northward, and my way
lieth to the south at present."
"We'll see. Right about face, and march," shouted
the sergeant, drawing his sword and flourishing it over
Adab's head.
"I am not a soldier, therefore I cannot comprehend
thy orders," said Adah, still calm.
"I'll make you understand ! How do you like the
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fee ling of that point ? Turn around, and move fo rward, or I'll run you through !"
T he sergeant dropped the point of his sword to the
breast of A dah and pricked him slightly.
"Thee is too careless with edged tools," said Adah.
And, quicker than thought, he snatched the sword
from the sergeant's hand, and struck his horse a terrible slap on its quarters with the fl at blade, and as it
rushed away at a gallop, he clutched each of the soldiers on the right and felt by the shoulders, and brought
them from their saddles to the ground with such terrible fo rce that they lay there stunned and helpless.
All this occurring at the edge of a thick forest , which
lay between the road and the river, Adah glanced at
the sergeant, who had succeeded in checking his horse
several hundred yards away, and was now returning,
pistol in hand, and said :
"If I tarry I shall be forced to slay that profane soldier, or submit to be slain. I will continue my journey,
firs t ·despoiling these P hilistines of their deadly weapons."
Thus speaking, he broke the swords belonging to
the dragoons, secured their pistols, which he placed
beneath his capacious waistcoat, inside the waistband
of his strong, drab breeches, and as the sergeant galloped furiously toward him, waved a farewell, and then,
leaping the fence, disappeared in the thick undergrowth
of the forest.
The sergeant arrived too late to get a shot with the
only weapons left in the party, his own h ol s t~r pistols,
for Adah was already out of sight. The two privates
lay groaning on the ground, to which they had been
brought with such a terrible shock that one lay with a
dislocated shoulder, the other with a broken thigh botte.
"That Q uaker is a devil incarnate. I never felt such
a crushing g rasp!" cried the soldier, whose shoulder
was out of joint.
"We'll have a pretty story to tell when we get back
to headquarters!" muttered the sergeant. "Three well-
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armed men of his maj esty's horse disarmed and
whipped by an unarmed Quaker!"
"If you're fool enough to tell the story," said the
soldier, who lay groaning with a broken thigh. "Why
not make up a tale, and say we were dismounted by the
rebels, taken prisoners, and then left to make our way
back as we could? If you tell the truth you'll be reduced to the ranks."
"Egad! that is so! I'll make up a story, and mind
you both stick to it," replied the serg eant.
He now managed, with a great deal of difficulty on
his part, and much suffering on theirs, to remount his
two men and then to slowly return to the command
whence he had been dispatched, there to tell a marvelous tale of a rebel attack and charge, his own prowess,
and the final release of himself and his wounded companions, without arms, for he threw away his pistols,
to make his story credible.
Meantime, thinking that the information he had
gained in regard to the forces of the enemy at Trenton
and Princeton of sufficient importance to justify his
return. even earlier than was anticipated, to report to
Gen. Washington, Adab made his way to the river
bank, hoping to find some means of crossing to the
other side. For he knew that his last exploit would
make it very hazardous if troops were met who had
heard of it.
To his great annoyance, though he traced the river
bank upward nearly all day, he found no boat, but just
at dusk he recognized a house nearly opposite as that
of Job Turner. He crept up to where he had left the
canoe. It was gone. Then thinking of the signal he
had agreed to make, he took a flint and steel and a box
of tinder from his pocket, and taking position under an
overhanging bank at the very edge of the water, he
lighted some tinder, and with some resinous light wood
made a small fire, which was concealed from the opposite shore by his body.
Three times he moved aside while he counted twenty,
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so the blaze mig ht be seen from the other shore, and
then he extinguished it entirely.
For almost an hour he waited, and then, no boat appearing, he again made the same signal. This time it
was attended with success, and in less than twenty minutes from the time he extinguished the second fire, he
heard the quiet dip of a paddle.
Soon after he saw the dim outlines of the canoe, and,
in a low tone, said :
"Hist ! Is it thee, Job?"
" No, Friend Adab--but it is me, Susannah! I'm so
glad you've got back alive. I've dreamed such awful
dreams since you went away, I was afraid the horrid
sojers had killed you. Father is off gathering up boats
far and near for Gen. Washington, but he told me
to watch for your signal, and to come after you when
it was made."
"Thee is very kind, Susannah ; but had thee watched
a little more closely thee would have seen my first signal, made near two hours ago. But it is well as it is ;
I shall yet be able to reach the camp of Washington
before midnight. Let me take the paddle; I am
stronger than thee."
"Stronger most likely, but not more used to the river
and the dugout. Sit there in 'the bow, and I'll have
you across in no time," . said Susannah, when Adah
entered the canoe and pushed from the shore.
"Thee is, indeed, handy on the water," said Adah, as
the light canoe went rapidly across, impelled by her
strong and skillful hands.
"I'm handy everywhere, if people only knew it," said
Susannah, with a tinge of sadness in her tone. "I can
sew, cook, wash and iron, and scrub, and scour with
the best of 'em. And I can play the keyed bugle with
the best bugler in the army. Didn't you hear me sound
the assembly call to 'boot and saddle' the night you
scared the Hessians off?"
"Yea; I heard the bugle sound, but I did not know
it was thee who sounded it."
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"But it was. You'll stay all night at our house, and
I'll play for you 'Scots wha hae wi' Wallace bled,' and
'Auld Robin Gray,' and ever so many tunes."
"Nay. Though I would cheerfully listen to thy
music, my duty urgeth me to proceed at once to the
camp of George Washington, to whom I have matters
of importance to communicate."
"We women folks are all alone,'' said Susannah.
"Father is up the river somewhere, and there's no
knowing when he'll get back."
By this time the canoe was at the landing in front
of Job Turner's house. Here Adab was met by Sally
Ann and the other two daughters and welcomed back.
"Come in; supper is on the table," said Sally Ann.
"I would rather at once take my horse and hasten
to the camp of George Washington," said Adab,
gravely.
"I'll get out your horse, and saddle it while you eat,''
broke in Susannah, who was determined to make herself specially useful to Adah.
"Since thee is so kind and thy mother insists, it
would be ungrateful to refuse to break my fast," said
Adab. "But my stay must be short."
"The horse will be ready when you come out," said
Susannah.
Adah went in, and the hot shortcake, with fresh butter and some broiled bacon, went down with a relish.
After eating, he took out the· four captured and
loaded pistols, and putting them on the table, said:
"Friend Sally Ann, here is a weapon for thee and
one for each of thy daughters, which I took out of the
hands of some profane and evil-minded soldiers, who
mig-ht have made a bad use of them. Though I much
object to the use of deadly weapons, these may serve to
terrify any person that might come to annoy thee and
thine."
"Great Cresar ! Did thee capture these weapons, and
from real soldiers?" cried Sally Ann, in wonder.
"Yea, there were two soldiers and an officer, who
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sought to make me go with them against my will. The
officer thrust his sword against my breast, and I took
it from him and smote his horse so that it ran away,
and when the others assailed me I cast them from their
saddles, broke their swords and took away their carnal
weapons, lest they might do me or some other peaceful
man bodily harm."
"If you aren't just the bravest and handsomest man
that lives! Oh, I could eat you !" cried Almira, and
she looked as if she intended to embrace him as she
had seen her mother do once before.
"Your horse is ready, Friend Adah," said Susannah,
sadly, coming to his rescue at an opportune moment.
"I thank thee, good friend Susannah," said Adah.
"Commend me to thy father when he returns. I hope
to meet ye all again."
"You'll meet me, if I have to hunt you up," said
Susannah, as Adab went out and mounted his horse.
"Oh, mother!" she added, as he rode off swiftly in
the gloom ; "he is so brave and so handsome !"
"Little good 'twill do you, child. The Quakers
never marry out of their own sect."
When the sound of Adah's horse was lost in the distance, each girl, with the mother, took one of the caJ>tured pistols as a relic of their departed lfero, little
thinking at that moment how useful they might prove
in the time to come.

CHAPTER VI.
THE

scouT's

RECEPTION BY GEN. WASHINGTON.

It was midnight when Adab Slocomb was halted by
the pickets outside of Washington's camp, but when
assured that he was a friend, with important news for
headquarters, the officer in charge of the picket post
at once hurried him forward with a guide to the tent
of the commander-in-chief.
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He found the latter up, alone in his tent, with a lamp
burning where he could overlook his maps and papers.
There was a sad, careworn look on the face of the
great general when Adab entered with his guide, but
that noble face brightened, and when Adab said he had
news of importance, Washington sent the picket soldier
to summon the other generals, and while he was absent told Adab to relate his adventures.
This Adab did, briefly and modestly, and the general laughed heartily when Adah told how he had discomfited the three dragoons.
In a short time Gens. Greene, Irwin, Knox and Cadwallader came in ; then, with a large sheet of paper before him, and a piece of black crayon, Adab marked
the course of the river, the place where he had crossed
at Job Turner's, the route he took to Trenton, thence
to Princeton, and back to his recrossing point. At
Trenton he marked out the position of the troops, gave
their numbers, their artillery, and all so minutely that
Washington was astonished.
The same was done in regard to the forces at Princeton.
No engineer or officer could have done the work assigned him more completely, and the military points
seemed to be all taken in.
"Gentleman," said Washington, after all had noted
the plans and heard Adab explain them, "it seems as
if we were to be favored by Heaven in the enterprise
I contemplate. On Christmas, as is their custom, both
English and Hessian will undoubtedly indulge in festivity, and through this very indulgence be off their
guard. We must cross the river on that night and
strike a blow, which, if fully successful, will awake the
nation from one end to the other, and at the same time
cheer up our own despondent soldiers. For this I have
been secretl y collecting every boat, batteau and scow
that can be found for thirty or forty miles up and down
the river. The report of this bold and faithful scout
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makes our work easy in contemplation, and sure of
execution.
"I shall cross with three columns; leading the main
attacking party myself, and sending the other two to
intercept fugitives and to act as a reserve to fall on
the rear of the enemy should he be so reinforced as to
press me hard."
" It is action ! The soldiers will endure any hardship, meet any peril boldly, if they can be on the move!"
said Greene.
"Ay," said Irwin, "a scout from my own command
has just arrived from Bordentown below, where
Donop, with another body of Hessians, is lying. I
was about to bring the news to your excellency when
I was summoned hither."
"Better yet. Your column shall cross there, Gen.
Irwin, finish up Donop and join me at Trenton. The
crossing will be at Bristol, where you will find more
than one 'widow's son,' bright from Eastern light,
ready to aid you."
"Let Gen. Cadwallader take that post of honor, general," said Irwin, modestly. "I would serv: under
your own eye."
"We will arrange these poihts after cons~ :ration,"
said Washington. "All that we now und .::1stand is,
that we will cross and attack the enemy. Heaven will
send us victory. Go to rest now. To-morrow I will
make out the orders in detail."
Each general respectfully saluted their beloved chief,
and then departed.
When Washington was alone with Adah, the latter
said:
"Thee needs rest, Friend George, and I will retire."
"No, stay. I have more questions to ask, and when
you are weary there are blankets there on that side of
the tent, and you can rest here. In the morning I will
have you suitably quartered. Have you supped?"
"Yea. Sally Ann Turner and her daughters made
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work for thee."
"Yes ; he is busy collecting boats for my crossing.
He received you kindly?"
"Yea, with exceeding kindness, and his family likewise. I had it in my power to render them a service."
And Adab detailed the manner in which he terrified
the Hessians who were crossing the river and induced
them to leave the camp.
Washington laughed heartily at the Quaker's ruse,
and said:
"You did us a service as well, for that advanced
corps of observation would have been in our way. But
I will keep you up no longer, Adab. You must take
plenty of rest. When I move across the river you will
be my g uide."
"I ask no better place, F riend George," said Adah.
And after breathing a silent prayer, he threw himself
on the blankets which Washington had pointed out,
and was soon asleep.
It was sunrise when he awoke. He arose quickly,
shook his gigantic frame, and going out, met Washington as he paced thoughtfully to and fro in front of the
blazing camp fire, at which a neg ro servant was making coffee, hoecake, or corn bread, and broiling some
bacon.
"Wash, good Adab, and then breakfast with me,"
said the general, pointing to a purling stream a rod
away, where a coarse linen towel of homespun hung on
an oak branch within reach.
Adab knew not how to refuse ; the courteous offe r
was given with the kindness of a fri end and the dignity
of a command.
"Thee is very good," he said, and he hastened to
lave his brown hands and fresh, fair face in the bright,
ice-cold water.
When he returned, on the little pine table there were
tin cups and tin platters for two, and a large smokebrowned pot of hot coffee, with hoecake and bacon.
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It was a plain but a substantial meal, and George
Washington , motioning Adab to a seat on the log before the table, asked Heaven's blessing on it and all
his host.
Adab said nothing. His heart was full. Here was
the chief opposer of a mighty king and his vast armies,
living even more humbly than the artisans in his own
shop in Ph iladelphia.
Here was the owner of a palatial mansion in Virginia, of many broad acres, a man reared in luxury
and affl uence, denying himself every comfort, sharing
the simplest fare with an humble follower, and facing
peril and death, because he loved freedom and sought
liberty for his native land.
He ate sparing ly, and as the chief did not speak, remained silent.
"Eat heartily, Adab," said the chief, at last. "Thou
art large of frame, and must require strong food."
Adab looked up at the tall, graceful form of his
chief, and said:
"It is true, Friend George, that I have somewhat the
advantage of thee in size; but if my heart was half so
large as thine, there would hardly be room in my breast
for it. If all the world knew thee as thou art, thou
wouldst have no lack of soldiers or the wherewithal to
pay and feed them."
Washin gton smiled, and said, kindly :
"We must hardly expect to be understood fully in
our own day and generation. In ages to come, the
thoughtful and wise will peruse the pages of history
and do us and our motives justi<;e. Meantime we must
li ve, act, and, if need be, die for the good of our country and all mankind. For this struggle is for a principle in which the whole world has an interest-libe rty
of thought, speech, conscience and of person."
"Yea, it is so. And happy will be he who lives to
see that freedom attained," sa·: d Adab, gravely.
"And happy, too, will all be who aid in its attain-
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ment, whether they live or die, for God's holy blessing
is on them," said Washington, with enthusiasm.
Some of his generals were now seen approaching,
and Washington, calling to an officer of his Life Guard,
told him to provide quarters and rations fo r Adab, who,
as a confidential scout, was to remain near his person.
The officer at once took Adab to a tent, in which he,
with two more, slept, and told him to make himself at
home, both in the tent fo r rest and at their table when
they took their meals. T he man whom Washington
had honored as Adab had been honored, was a fit companion for any under him.

CHA PTER VII.
A VI CTORY FOR THE PATRIOTS.

It was night-the night of Christmas, 1776. Snow
covered the ground, deadening all sounds-the hoofs
of iron-shod horses, the rumble of cannon wheels, the
tread of infantry. Hours before, Gen. ·w ashington
had sent two columns away to distract the attention of
large bodies of the enemy in New Jersey, above and
below the real point of his own destination, for that
night he had determined to strike a terrible blow-a
blow which should terrify the hired mercenaries of
Great Britain, who, for gold, had crossed the seas to
aid in robbing, murdering and enslaving a people who
were struggling fo r freedom.
With his main column Washington reached the Delawai;.e at McConkey's Ferry-now known as Taylorsville-a little after dark. His guide was Adab Slocomb, who had traced the ground all over and knew
this to be the best place for crossing.
The column was strong, consisting of over two
thousand troops, with twenty piects of light artillery,
under Knox . Gens. Greene and Sullivan were with
W ashington in this body.
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When the last report from the river reached Washington at his cam p, it had been clear of ice, and he expected to make a speedy crossing, for he had boats
enough collected to cross the whole force in two hours
if everything went right.
But when night came on, with it came a terrible
storm of sleet and snow, and while it blinded observation from the other side, driving sentinels and pickets
under shelter, it obstructed most seriously the movements of the patriots.
Ice loosened in the upper river, drifted in masses
down the swift current, and it seemed as if it would
be impossible to force boats through the floating crush
of snow and ice.
But W ashington, entering one of the fi rst boats in
person, ordered the crossing to proceed as swiftly and
silently as possible. With him in that boat stood Adah
Slocomb, silent and steady, though he knew he must
soon be where the hail of iron and lead would fly as
thick as the sleet and snow flew then about him and the
great chief by his side.
For eight long hours on the other shore, almost within hearing of the wild carousal songs in Trenton, the
chief waited till all his forces were across- waited
without fire or shelter in the terrible storm, knowing
that discovery before all were landed and fo rmed for
action would insure defeat -perhaps total destruction
to his forces.
And defeat to him then was death to the cause of
freedom in America.
At four o'clock in the morning all were across, but
many were helpless from cold and exposure. In fact,
one soldier was frozen to death, according to the account of Maj. Wilkinson, then on Washington's staff.
Now the heroic chief put his fo rces in motion for
T renton on two roads , leading himself to the point
where most danger was to be expected, the central position of the Hessian t roops, as pointed out by Adah
Slocomb.
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It was nearly eight o'clock in the morning before
the troops reached the town, and the Hessians, stupefied from the debauches of the previous day and night,
knew no danger until their guards and picket posts
were driven in, and the patriot army at two points was
fairly upon them.
The storm had now abated, and as Col. Rahl hurried
to head his troops he found them completely surrounded. A short running fight, a desperate attempt
at resistance only entailed fearful loss on his panicstricken men; he was mortally wounded, and finding
escape impossible, the Hessian leader asked quarter for
his men.
The surprise was complete, the victory glorious.
Two officers and four soldiers wounded, and two killed
comprised the patriot casualties.
The Hessians had six officers and thirty men killed,
many wounded, and over one thousand were made prisoners, while a field battery of brass guns, over one
thousand stand of arms, a large quantity of stores and
provisions fell into the hands of patriots who needed
them so much.
Col. Rahl, the commander of the forces, lived long
enough to express his sorrow that he had come to war
upon a foe far more merciful and kind than he had
ever been, and to thank Washington for his goodness
to his prisoners.
The general, knowing well that the entire British
force in New Jersey would quickly rally to attack him
if he remained on the Jersey side of the river, recrossed
on the evening after the battle, with his prisoners, and
all his artillery, arms and stores in safety, camping in a
better position not far from the farm of his old friend,
Job Turner, who had done good service ih collecting
boats for the expedition, and to whom, with our friend,
Adab Slocomb, was now assigned the duty of secreting
them for future use, and to conceal them from the
emissaries of the enemy, who might try to seize them
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for the same purpose to which they had recently been
appli ed.
The portion of the patriot troops which had been
dispatched to make other crossings and attacks, failed
to do so, not daring to make the perilous attempt which
Washington had so successfully accomplished.
And it was perhaps all the better. Their movements had kept Donop, with two thousand Germans
and British, from coming to the relief of Rahl, and
Washington would have had a terrible battle to have
held his advantage had those fresh troops come in upon
him.
On the night after recrossing, or rather in the morning which followed that night, Adah found himself with
Job Turner once more at the farmhouse of the latter.
Many of the boats were concealed in a creek near it,
and when this work was done, Adah, having proposed
to ] ob that they should go back to camp and get some
breakfast, th e latter insisted that as they were nearer
to his house than the camp, they should go there for
breakfast.
"It'll make the women feel so much easier to know
that we are safe," said Job.
"If thee thinks best, I will go there with thee, and
tarry long enough to get some food, of which we both
stand sorely in need, fo r it is nearly four and twenty
hours since we partook of nourishment. But my stay
must be brief, for George Washington may need my
services further."
""We'll only stay long enough to eat," said Job. "For
I must report the boats stowed away, and see what
next Gen. W ashington wants of me; for though I am
not an enlisted soldier, I serve whenever and wherever
he points out a way."
" Thee is a good man, Job, for thou lovest thy country," said Adah, as he strode along in the direction of
Job's house.
"Why should I not?" said Job. "Here I was born,
h·ere are the g raves of my parents. Here I live on the
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farm they gave me, and here have I raised a family of
good and loving children. The man who wouldn't
help to defend such a home and family doesn't deserve
to have 'em."
"Thee speaks warmly, but in the main thou art
right," said Adab. "Thy home is a pleasant one and
worthy of thy care."
"Well, we've taught these H essians one severe lesson, and they'll soon get a few more," said J ob.
"Washin gton has taken a new start, and he'll follow it
up. Congress and the people will feel inclined to help
him now ; and when his army is strengthe ned he'll pitch
into the British and Hessians right and left !"
"Ay, I doubt it not; but look, Friend J ob, is there
not trouble at thy house yon der? I see the smoke and
hear the report of firearms in front of it."
"Thunder! There are soldiers attacking my gals I
Follow- follow!" shouted J ob, rushing toward the
house.

CHAPT ER VIII.
ADAB

TO

THE

RESCUE.

Job was a good runner, and he had called on Adab
to follow him, but the latter went by: him in a few seconds, and at every leap he gained in distance, for, by
appearan ces, there was need of manly help at the farmhouse of the Turners.
In front of it several horses were fastened, while a
small party of red-coated soldiers seemed bent on effecting an entrance, though the smoke of firearms, evidently fired from the inside, showed that they were
meeting a bold resistance .
Scarcely one mi nute after the discovery, Adah Slocomb, heedless of bullets fl ying from within, rushed
fearlessly among- the soldiers, and seizing- one--app arently an officer by his richer uniform- by both arms,
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he: raised him as if he were a mere puppet and thrashed
down men right and left with the body of his captive,
using it like a g reat fl.ail to beat them down.
" I t's that cursed Q uaker giant !" cried a sergean t,
whom Adah recognized as the man who had halted him
on the other side of the river before the attack on
Trenton .
As the sergean t spoke he raised a pistol and fired at
Adab, but, missing him, shot his officer through the
shoul der.
"Thee is a very poor marksm an," said Adah, coolly ;
and droppin g the woun ded and helpless officer, he
seized the sergean t by the throat and forced him down
helpless ly to the ground with one hand, while he disarmed him with the other.
At the same instant the door of the farmhou se flew
open, and out came Sally Ann Turner with a pailful of
scalding water in one hand and a dipper in the other,
and the three girls all armed with g uns and pistols.
Job had at the same time reached the scene.
Some of th e soldiers fl ed now toward their horses ;
others, unable to do so, lay groanin g on the ground,
where lay fou r dead, shot before Adab had come up.
Adah saw the moveme nt fo r the horses, and dashing
the sergean t to the earth with such fo rce that he could
not rise again, the brave Q uaker leaped toward the
horses, tore the first and only man that had mounted
from his saddle so fiercely that the man lay quiverin g
on the frozen g round, Adah shouting, as he did so:
"As the Lord liveth, that ma n shall die who doth not
now yield himself a prisoner to George Washin gton !"
"Georg e Washin gton-i s that George Washin gton ?"
cried the corpora l, who with fou r men had sought to
mount and get away. "We surrend er-we surrend er I"
And throwin g down their arms, as Job T urner came
up to the assistance of Adah, the entire detachm ent,
consisting originally of sixteen privates , a sergean t,
corpora l and lieutena nt, were prisoner s or dead.
"Adah, this beats Trenton !" cried J ob, as the dis-
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armed prisoners were mustered in front of his house,
while Katurah Ann, the youngest girl, mounted a fleet
horse to get a surgeon fo r the wounded, and a g uard
for the living, from the camp of Washington , two
miles away.
"We are but two mtn, and here we have eleven live
prisoners and four dead on the ground; and we have
t he arms and horses of all!"
"Thee forgets that the women slew the dead, and
held the others at bay before we came up I" said Adab,
modestly.
"Yes," cried Sally Ann, "he always forgets that
women are around , exceptin' when he is hungry. I
reckon if th ere hadn't been women here, J ob Turner
wouldn't have a roof to sleep under now !"
"You're right, wife- always right !" said Turner,
ashamed at taking so much credit to himself. "I
know I'm not of much account, but Friend Adab here
did fight like a lion!"
" Nay, nay," said Adab. "I did not so much as lift
a carnal weapon."
" If that miserable sneak isn't a carnal weapon, I'd
like to know what is!" cried Susannah, pointing to the
lieutenant, who sat: groaning against the side of the
house.
The poor wretch not only had a bullet in his shoulder, but Adab had actually broken both his legs by
thrashing them against the heads and bodies of his
own men.
"I have slain none, though I may have bruised some
sinful bodies, and broken some unworthy bones!" said
Adab. "The men who make war upon women in their
houses need to be taught lessons which will make them
more peacefully inclined."
"They've got one, and you're just the blessedest
peacemaker I ever saw !" cried Susannah.
Katurah Ann , wh o had ridden off on a three-year-old
colt belonging to her father, at full speed, now came
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back at the same gait, saying that a guard and some
wagons for the wounded were on the way.
"Did thee see George Washington?" asked Adah.
"Yes, and he is coming this way himself, with Gen.
Greene and a man they called Morgan-a stout, handsome man he is, too."
"Why? Didn't we surrender to Gen. Washington
just now?" asked the wondering corporal.
"Yea, friend , in the person of one who serves him,"
said Adah. "Thee need not grieve that thou hast surrendered to a peaceful man like me. It might have
been worse for thee if thou hadst not done so, since
the Satan of my inner man was becoming greatly excited, and it might have broken out after the manner
of men of war, and then I might have smitten thee,
even as Samson smote the enemies of Israel in the
olden time."
"I've no more to say. Though I did wonder when
I thought the great fighting general was a Quaker,"
said the soldier.
"He is a peacemaker, as thy sovereign, George III.,
will find before long. But he maketh peace in a different way from us Friends. He smites until ye will
cry out 'Smite no more and we will let ye alone.' But
there he comes, and thee can see for thyself what
manner of man he is."
The soldiers and the wounded officer looked off wonderingly in the direction pointed by the eye and hand
of Adab, and saw a nobly formed man of middle age,
dressed plainly in the Continental uniform, with a blue
cloak floating loosely from his shoulders, riding swiftly
toward them, followed by two or three officers and an
escort of not over a dozen men.
No one could mistake that face, at once commanding
and dignified, yet full of manly goodness and sympathy.
As he rode swiftly up, throwing his horse almost on
its haunches by a sudden curb as he halted in front of
the group, he bowed low to Mrs. Turner and her
daughters, whom he saluted with courtly grace, spoke
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a word pleasantly to each girl, and to Job, then while
a kindly smile beamed on his glorious face, he spoke
to Adah.
"Have you been testing your peacemaking powers
here, Friend Slocomb?" he asked, pointing to the
wounded officer and his hurt and captured followers.
"Yea, Friend George; they were stubborn and hard
t 0 convince; but now they are submissive, and wait
.hy pleasure in meekness of spirit and contrition of
heart. But charge not upon me the death of those
slain by leaden weapons, for I have not used a carnal
weapon, neither will I, unless some great need comes
upon me and I find no other way whereby my own
life can be saved and the enemies of our country
brought to submission."
"No excuses are necessary," said the general. "No
one, neither any six of my armed soliders, hath shown
the power of reducing an enemy to submission that you
have done. Even Gen. Morgan here could scarcely believe the story of yonder damsel, and came to see for
himself."
"He is convinced,'' said Morgan, smiling. "And I
wish we had ten thousand just such peacemakers in our
army. Gen. Greene is a specimen of a fighting Quaker,
and you are-I hardly know in what category to place
you."
"With the peacemakers, who abhor the use of the
sword when it can be avoided, even as a child hateth to
partake of medicine, but nevertheless will take it before
he will perish without its use," said Adah.
By this time the surgeon had arrived and was ready
to attend the wounded, while a small detail made ready
to bury the dead and then to guard the prisoners on
their way to the American camp.
"You will be pleased to ride back with me, Adah,''
said Washington. "I have a new mission for you, and
the sooner you receive instructions and set out upon it,
the better for me and the country. You will take the
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captive lieutenant's horse, for it will be some time, I
think, before he is in a fit condition to ride."
Adab quietly went and lengthened the stirrup leathers
and prepared to mount the handsome charger which
the wounded officer had ridden, while the general spoke
a few kind and assuring words to the prisoners, telling
them that they should be treated kindly until exchanged.
He also told Job Turner to remain with his family
and on his farm until further orders, to retain arms
enough to protect his homestead, and also ordered two
trusty riflemen to remain with him as a guard for a
time, until the enemy were completely driven back from
the other shore of the river.
Then the commander-in- chief gave his horse the
reins and started back for his camp.

CHAPTER IX.
THE PURSUING RIDER.

Within his tent, alone, Gen. Washington held an
interview with our hero, an hour after his return from
the scene at Turner's. The nature of this interview
showed how quickly Adab had won his way into the
confidence of the wisest man of his day-one who
seemed to read human nature as he would the pages of
a book, and who but in a single instance in his military
career seems to have been grossly deceived. That deception was in the character of the second Judas Iscariot- Benedict Arnold-a name ever to be written in
the ink of infamy.
"Friend Slocomb, I sent for you to intrust you with
a mission which requires haste, yet prudence-ener gy,
yet the most studied care."
"I am ready to go wherever thou senriest me, and to
do my best and most faithful endeavor to serve thee
and my suffering country!" replied Adah.
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"Many of my troops are leaving, dissatisfied, because
I cannot pay them their dues," continued Washington,
thoughtfully. "I wish to return to New Jersey and to
drive the enemy back to his intrenchments in New
York. If I have money I can retain the troops I have
and quickly call more to my banners. I want you to
go to Robert Morris, with a line from me to introduce
you, and to state plainly how I am situated and what I
want to do. You know where to find him?"
"Yea, if he be in Philadelphia, for he dwells near the
house of my mother."
"He is there. I heard from him this morning. Go
to him and tell him that with fifty thousand hard dollars I can resume active operations at once."
"I will do it," said Adah, rising to depart.
"Stay yet a moment. I said this business must be
done in haste. Take this list of names and points on
your route. At each point you will be provided with
a fresh horse, to speed you on your way. On returning the horses can be left. If help is needed, or escort,
Robert Morris will provide it. And if you have time
while in Philadelphia, see the leading men of your sect,
many of whom I hear are leaning strongly on the king's
side. I think his agents, by various perversions, have
turned them against our cause. A word in season may
set their minds aright."
"With some the word may be useful," said Adah.
"With others the love of lucre is strong, and believing
the tyrant will conquer, they side with him lest they lose
their property. With such I have no patience to deal.
If they would hang themselves, there should be no lack
of rope for the purpose. Hast thou any further orders,
Friend George?"
"None, but to urge haste. I doubt if sleep visits my
eyes in your absence."
"I will not tarry a second longer than to fulfill mine
errand," said Adah.
An instant more and he was gone.
A clatter of hoofs was heard, and Washington knew
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that the brave and faithful Quaker was riding down
the river road as fast as a swift, strong horse could
carry him.
At the house of Job Turner, Adah halted to water
his horse and drink a bowl of milk, for he did not
expect to halt for any more substantial nourishment between there and the city of Philadelphia.
"Have you seen our Susannah?" asked Mrs. Turner,
while Adah was tightening the saddle girths, preparatory to mounting.
" I have not," said Adah. "Leastwise not since I
saw her here with thee."
" Strange; she mounted one of the finest of the captured horses and said she was going up to look at the
camp."
"She may be there now," said Adah, mounting. "I
was with George Washington in his tent, till I started
ior P hiladelphia, whither I am now going ."
He paused no longer, but touching his horse with the
spur, bounded off down the river road toward the
great city.
When Adah was almost out of sight, Job Turner
saw something which surprised him, and he said:
"I wonder who that chap is, riding like smoke on the
track of Adah? Maybe it is a boy sent to call him
back. He goes as hard as his horse can run!"
"And the horse is a fast one-it looks like one of
them we took this morning from the Britishers!" said
Sally Ann.
" Maybe it is. Washington, you know, took all but
two away, and Susannah rode one of them off!"
A few seconds only was the swift rider in sight, and
then a clump of trees that had already hidden Adah
from view concealed the stranger.
Job now entered the house, and his wife and the two
girls followed him.

CHAPTER X.
A

LOAN TO THE GOVERNMENT.

Adah rode fifteen miles at a very rapid gait, for looking at his memorandum he found that at the end of
that distance he was to have a fresh horse, and he had
no fear in regard to tiring the one he rode.
While halting at the farmhouse whither he was directed, to put his saddle and bridle on the fine horse
which the farmer brought out readily on seeing the
order from Gen. Washington, Adah noticed a smartlooking young man, clad partly in Continental uniform,
riding past, down the river road, his horse evidently
tired, from long travel or great speed, but he paid little
heed to it, for couriers were coming and going all the
time.
In less than five minutes he was himself on the road
again, going like a cloud before a gale, for he now rode
a magnificent black horse of great stride and power,
which the owner told him would carry him his next
twenty miles in an hour and a half if he gave him the
·
rein.
When half a mile on he overtook the stranger whom
he had seen passing. The latter had turned aside to
water his horse in a stream near the road, so Adah only
got a glimpse of his slender form, and did not see his
face at all.
"A young lad, and too fragile for the hardships of
war," he muttered, as he dashed forward, intent on losing no time in his important mission.
Once only he looked back, and then he saw that the
strange lad was still hurrying his tired steed forward
on the same road.
It is needless for us to keep on the track of Adah any
longer in his journey. Suffice it to say, that, uneasy in
person, but unflagging in spirit, only a little after dark
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he rode swiftly down past the house of Naomi Bliss,
through the street where his own loved mother dwelt,
but he did not draw rein until he reached the wellknown residence of Robert Morris, the banker, and
the financial agent of the new g overnment.
When he drew rein there, it was hardly necessary to
t ie his fourth horse, fo r it was ridden almost down.
By the route he came he t raversed near fift y miles, and
had only been fou r hours in making the distance.
Entering the mansion, to which he was readily admitted when he briefly said, " I come from George
W ashington on business with Robert Morris," he was
conducted by a servant into the library where the great
financier and patriot was seated, looking over his voluminous correspondence.
"Friend Robert, I bring thee this letter from George
Washington. A fter thou hast read it, I have further
message to be given thee by word of mouth."
Morris took the letter, which was merely one of introduction, and then, reading it at a glance, said:
"Art thou Adah Slocomb ?"
" Yea, that is my name ; and thou shouldst know me,
since I often shod thy horses in my shop near by."
"What ! A rt thou A dah, the blacksmith? Washington says he has no one more true and trusty about
his person."
" Friend George is kind to speak well of my poor
endeavor to serve him and our country. But I have
no time to speak of that. H e sent me to thee for
money wherewith to pay his soldiers. Some have already left, dissatisfied because they are not paid, and
others will foll ow thei r example, unless he pays them.
He wants to fo llow up his great victory at Trenton, to
recross the river and fo rce the invaders back to their
shipping at New York. To thee he looks for help; to
me, to convey it to him quickly. It is but a little over
four hours since I left bis camp on the P ennsylvania
side of the river, beyond Trenton. Four horses are
wearied down by my swift journey."
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"They wiJI have a night to rest in," said Morris,
thoughtfully. "I have not this . money on hand, but,
God willing, I will get it. Be here at sunrise, and thou
shalt have it, with a strong cart and two good horses
to carry it to the American camp, for, I suppose, it
must be in hard dollars?"
"So George Washington said," replied Adab.
"He shall have them. His victory over the Hessians
at Trenton has cheered every patriot heart throughout
the land. I suppose, with your giant frame, you were
in the midst of the fray?"
"Yea; it was necessary that I should be there, to
show George W ashington and his followers where to
find the enemy, and how to avoid their cannon and
their pitfalls of destruction. But my hand was not
raised to slay or destroy, for, as thou knowest, I belong
to a peaceful sect, who abhor the spilling of blood."
"But how is this? Gen. Washington says that on
the very morning when he wrote this letter, you
wounded and captured, single-handed, a lieutenant,
corporal and nearly a dozen private dragoons of the
enemy?"
"George Washington doth not tell an untruth. I did
make captive several of the enemy, and perchance I injured some with my hands, for I possess g reat bodily
strength; but I assure thee, I have never drawn a
sword nor fired a gun upon the foe. I have desired to
render them peacefully inclined, and may have bruised
them a little, or maimed them for a brief period, to convince them how much better it is to dwell in peace and
unity; but I am no willful shedder of blood. "
Robert Morris laughed heartily. He liked tl:e style
of peacemaking adopted by the stalwart young Quaker.
Adab smiled, and asked:
"Hast thou anything further for me to do to-night,
Friend Robert? If not, I will see to my horse, and put
him in a warm stable that belongeth to my mother, and
give him provender, so that he may be ready for travel
in the morning."
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"Go," said M r. Morris ; "but on your way stop at
the house of John Q uirk, the wealthy merchant, a
Friend, and tell him I want to see him immediately.
After that, do what thou wilt, or rest until sunrise,
when all shall be ready for your return."
"Thine errand shall be done," said Adab, and he
retired from the house at once.
Meantime, Robert Morris walked the floor of his library, his face and his frequent low-toned utterances
telling how much he was disturbed in mind.
The financial life of the young republic was in his
hands, and deeply he felt the vast responsibility.
Suddenly, without a knock or any announcement, an
elderly Q uaker, with a noble and benevolent expression
in his pale, thoughtful face, entered the room.
"Thee sent for me, Friend Robert. I am come," he
said, s.topping short near the door.
"Yes, Friend Quirk. I am in trouble. I need immediately fifty thousand hard dollars."
"It is a large sum in these perilous times, Friend
Robert."
"I know it, but I must have it; our country must
have it, or the British and Hessians will g rind us all
into the dust, or drive us into the Western wilderness
to starve and die."
"What security canst thou give me that the money
shall some time be returned if I lend it to thee, Friend
Robert?"
" My note and my honor! I can give no more," said
M orris, gloomily.
"Thou shalt have the money, Friend Robert,'' said
the noble Q uaker. calmly. "Thine honor has never
been protested. Within an hour I and some of my
trusty brethren will bring it hither."
"The ~ood Lord thank thee! I cannot find words for
myself,'' said Morris, g rasping his hand. "You have
removed a heavy weight from my heart."
"It is well. There are not many chances to do good
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in this world, and we should be thankful when one
comes and avail ourselves of it,'' said Mr. Quirk.
Another second and he was gone.

CHAPTER XI.
A

MISSION

FOR WOMEN.

After leaving the message from Morris for the ,
Quaker merchant, Adab hastened to the home of his
mother, and first placing his horse in the warm stable
and seeing personally to its bedding and food, he
knocked at the door and was speedily admitted and
warmly embraced by his mother.
"Heaven bless thee, Adab !" she cried. "I rejoice to
see thee alive and well. Thy strength seems not to
have abated, for thy hug is like the embrace of Samson!"
Adab smiled, and answered:
"A life of hardship, with rude food and none too
much of that, hath well agreed with me."
"How didst thou leave George Washington?"
"Well, dear mother, and hopeful for the success of
his cause. He was truly thankful for the gold and
silver sent by thee and Naomi and her Aunt Petrunia,
and it was used to purchase medicine and comforts for
the sick and needy in his army. Many a suffering
man, relieved, calls down blessings on your heads.
Hast thou seen Naomi ?"
"Yea. She hath been here every day to get tidings
of thee. It is not an hour since she went home."
"Thither I will follow her, but I will not tarry long,
since I want to converse with thee before it is bedtime,"
said Adab. "At sunrise I must hurry back to the camp
of Washington, for I have a large sum of money to
carry from the banker, Robert Morris, unto the leader
of our armies."
"Adab, speak low. I think I saw the shadow of a
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man in the shrubbery near the window," cried the
widow, rather too loudly, for, even as she spoke, Adah
saw a man distinctly, moving swiftly out of the yard.
He rushed out to intercept him, or at least to see who
he was, but when he reached the front gate there was
no one in sight.
"It was some one lurking around, most likely looking
for something to steal," he said, as he returned to his
mother. "He saw that there was a man in the house,
and fled."
"Heaven grant his errand hath been no worse," said
the widow. "When thou goest with this treasure take
others along to help thee guard it. It is a g reat sum,
and wicked men may be sorely tempted to take it from
thee."
"I will be careful. And now, mother, wait up for
me. I will soon return. George Washington gave me
certain work to do, which my time will not allow me to
perform-to speak to certain members of our sect on
grave reports concerning them, which hath reached his
ears."
Adah reverently kissed the white forehead of his
mother, and then sallied out.
With a rapid stride he hurried to Primrose Cottage,
much surprising Naomi and her aunt, who had no expectation of seeing him, since the former had just returned without any news from his mother's house.
But he was welcomed with loving warmth by Naomi,
and with unusual cordiality by Petrunia Stone, her
a unt.
"Thee hath certainly grown ruddy and stout," said
the latter to Adab. "The life out of doors must agree
with thee."
"Activity of both body and brain, it hath been written, is excellent for bodily health. And I have been
very busy," said Adab.
"Hath thee been frequently in danger?" asked
Naomi.
"Not frequently, but occasionally," he replied. "If
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I was a soldier my life would be more often in peril,
but I am aiding George Washington as a scout and
messenger, and am not thrown into the front of battle
very often."
"Where wert thou when he took Trenton and chastised those rapacious Hessians?" asked Petrunia.
"By his side, and though it was a chilly day, at
times I thought I was in a very warm place," said
Adah, quietly.
"Yet thou hast borne no sword, carried no gun ?"
asked Naomi.
" No. I have endeavored to conform to the principles of our sect, though I have at times had my temper
sorely tried. 'For instance, I saw over a dozen wild
and ruthless British soldiers try to break into a house
defended by three maidens and their mother, and had
I not come up betimes Heaven knows that they must
have succeeded in their wicked efforts."
"Did thee fight and destroy them?" asked Petrunia,
her face all aglow with eager interest.
"Nay; I only shook them up one against the other
until they cried out for quarter. The maidens had
already disabled four of them with weapons they possessed. The rest became prisoners, and are in the hospital of the American camp."
"I could not have blamed thee hadst thou smitten the
ruffians right and left," said Petrunia, warmly. "This
is a holy war, for it is waged against wrong and oppression, and if I were a man, I would go with thee, Adab."
"Thou art a noble woman, and canst ·ai d the soldiers as thou hast already done. They need clothing,
shi rts, shoes, stockings and blankets ; and woman in
her way can help them while they defend her and her
home."
"We will do all that we can," said Naomi.
"And I hear there are some of our people disaffected
with the cause of freedom, Friends who cling to the
side of tyranny. Women have the gift of speech, and
can by argument win over those who think more of
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their own weal than of the woes of others. This was
a part of my mission, but I shall have no time to visit
any other house than this and that of my mother, for
at sunrise I must start back to the camp with the
treasure fo r which I came."
"Thee must be very careful," said Naomi. "This
day, in meeting, Friend Pemperton told us that we
must look well to our locks and bolts, for there were
many bad and lawless men gathered in the city, who
waited for the hour when those who love freedom
would have to leave their homes and flee from the
armed invaders who threaten us with their armies and
fleets."
"I will be cautious," said Adah, and his thoughts instantly reverted to the man who. had been skulking
under the window of his mother's house.
For an hour he talked pleasantly with Naomi and
h er aunt about his life in camp-the kindness of Gen.
Washington, the patience and fortitude of the suffering and ill-paid soldiers, and their determination to be
free or die battling for freedom.
Then pressing his lips to the ashen brow of Petrunia
Stone, and then to the ripe, red lips of Naomi, he said
farewell and went back to the house of his mother.
There till late in the night he laid before her the
wishes of Washington in regard to the leading people
of her sect.
She knew as well as he that some were already
openly traitorous to the American cause, th at while
professing neutrality, they were covertly giving aid
and countenance to the enemy, and hoping for the
day when he would appear and occupy the city.
At last Adah, who was weary and sadly needed rest,
closed his discourse, and after telling his mother he
must breakfast before the dawn and be ready to leave
at daylig-ht, he retired.
Hannah Slocomb went to Harriet, her maid of all
work, and waking her, bade her make all preparations
for an early breakfast, for it was now one o'clock in the
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morning, and the widow feared if she went to sleep,
leaving no one awake, her wearied son would oversleep his hour of duty.

CHAPTER XII.
THE YOUNG STRANGER OVERHEARS A PLOT.

It was nearly midnight when a young rider, with a
soldier's cocked hat on his head and a blue military
cloak over his shoulders, rode up in front of the White
Horse Tavern on Race Street, and called, in a shrill,
boyish voice, for the hostler.
He wore a sword and had a brace of pistols in his
belt, but on his plain coat wore no insignia that betokened what his rank might be in the Continental
Army.
As the hostler came out, and with him the landlord,
the youth dismounted, and said :
"My steed has had a long, hard ride to-day. Rub
him well and feed nim with care, and thy usual fees
shall be doubled."
"He shall be as good as new, and as lively as a colt
in the morning," said the hostler.
"Thou'lt have supper and a bed for thyself?" asked
the landlord.
"Yes ; let my supper be sent to my bedroom, for I
am very weary," said the youth.
"What will you have? Cold meats, bread, beer, or
wine?"
"Whatever may be handy. Send it quickly, for I
would sleep soon. ~ must be called at daylight."
"Comest thou from the army of Vv ashington ?"
"Ay; but, good landlord, ask no questions to-night.
I am utterly tired out. In the morning I will answer
readily."
"Poor lad, thou art indeed weary, and too young to
lead a soldier's life," said the landlord, leading the way
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at once to an upper chamber, taking a light from a
hall table as he went.
He showed the young stranger into a neat bedroom
in a wing of the house, setting the light on a table,
said :
"I will send up a good cold supper to you, and in
the morning you can make amends over a hot breakfast. My larder is as good as any in the city."
"I doubt it not," said the youth, as he threw himself
wearily down in an armchair.
The landlord hastened back, and in a little while a
lad came up with a large tray, on which there were cold
roast beef, cold fowl, a bottle of wine, and some bread
and cheese. Leaving the tray on the table, the boy
bowed and withdrew.
The young soldier now threw his cloak aside, revealing a slender and graceful form, and when his Continental hat was cast down, he showed a fair and beardless face, a fine but rather delicate cast of features, but
which evidently had fire in it should excitement kindle
it up.
The youth laid his sword and pistols on his bed, then
went and closely bolted his door. This done, he turned
his attention to the food and drink, and in a little
while the tray presented a very meager appearance.
"Fifty miles to-day on one horse, since noon," muttered the youth. "Had any one told me yesterday I
could endure it, I would have laughed him to scorn.
But I am here, and now the next thing is to ascertain
where he is, an d whether he hath what I fear most,
a sweetheart in the place! Ah ! the landlord must have
more guests. I hear his voice, his step, and he is followed by others."
The youth was silent, for heavy steps approached
and passed his door, but a second later he heard the
landlord throw open another door, and say:
"Gentlemen, here is a three-bedded room where you
can all retire when you are ready, and you shall be
called at daylight, as you desire."
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"All right," said a g ruff-voiced man. "S.1. .1d us up a
couple of bottles of rum, some hot water and sugar,
and we'll take care of ourselves."
"They shall be up in a few seconds," sa·; i the landlord, well pleased at such a liberal order, and away
he went.
"Now, mates," said the man with a gruff voice, "all
we have to do is to lay our plans and keep awake on
our rum and sugar. For I'll trust no man to wake
me when I've so big a ventu re ahead."
" Did you say th e young Q uaker was to carry back
fifty thousand hard dollars?" asked another voice-not
so harsh as the first, but a cold, sharp-toned one.
"Yes; I heard him tell his mother he was to receive
it at sunrise from Robert Morris."
"Then those fifty thousand dollars must be ours, if it
costs the young Quaker his life," said a third voice.
"Hush! here comes our rum," said the first speaker.
The young soldier had listened to this conversation
with bated breath, his eyes wild with eager interest, his
face flushin g and paling by turns, as if it were to him
of the utmost importance.
Now he shaded his light under his bed, lest the landlord might see its gleam, and in some way hint to
the men in the next room that there was one near who
might overhear their talk, if they intended it to be
private.
But mine host of the White Horse Tavern thought
only of hi s profits, and setting down the liquor and its
accompaniments, left his guests to themselves.
Again the youth on tiptoe, moved near the wall of
the adjoining room, so a<: not to lose one word of what
was said there.
For a few moments the men seemed busy in mixing
their drinks, and then a new voice, which made the
fourth heard in the room, gave this toast:
"Here's success to all true knights of the road , the
m en who war on all but their own profession, and win
every time they play."
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"Good !" cried the gruff-voiced man. "When the
king's men get this town, money will be plenty, and
gold will jingle in our pockets, which now can hardly
give back the chink of silver. But this venture will
set us up."
"Will this Quaker have any one with him to guard
the treasure ?" asked one.
"The driver of the cart, perhaps ; it is not likely that
he will have any armed men along. Quakers, you
know, are averse to the use of arms."
"I've heard of fighting Quakers, it seems to me,"
sai d one.
"Not in these days. T he most of the Quakers here
will turn the other cheek if you smite one. But this
Q uaker is a giant in size, and must be in strength. But
an ounce of lead, or a few inches of steel, will settle
him. We must wait until he is well out of town and
in a lonely part of the road before we ride upon him."
"Ay; I know a good place, up beyond Germantown,
near a bend in th e river," said one of the men.
" Fill up, fill up, mates. We may as well make a
night of it. I shall mount our party and get clear of
the city before the Quaker comes out. He has but one
road to travel, and we cannot miss him."
"Oh, Heaven. help me!" murmured the young soldier. "This is a robber band, and their plan is to rob
A dab Slocomb, who has been sent hither by Gen.
Washing-ton fo r money to pay off his troops. I must,
and will save him! But how? Not for th e world
would I have him know I foll owed him here ; for if he
knew the real cause he would hate and despise me.
But I know his danger. I will save him and his treasure, or perish in the attempt. They will watch while
th ey carouse. I, too, will remain awake, and watch,
without carousal."
And the younR soldier rebuckled his sword to his
side, looked at the priming of his pistols, replaced
them in his belt, and sat down carefully in utter silence.

CHAPTER XIII.
"WASHINGTO N

•

AND

GLORY!"

Adah Slocomb was aroused half an hour before
dawn by the kiss of his fond and good mother, and
quickly laving his face and hands in the clear, cold
water which she brought, he descended from his chamber to the breakfast room, where a delicious meal
awaited his fresh and hearty appetite. Nice warm biscuit, good steak, fresh butter, and coffee with cream,
was fare far superior to any he had tasted in camp,
and he enjoyed it the more for its good home taste,
which all men cannot help enjoying.
His horse, well rested, took to the oats which he gave
him before he ate his own breakfast in a manner that
showed he would soon be ready for his return journey,
not likely now to be quite so fast, since Adab had the
whole day before him, for he intended to reach the
camp of Washington before the sun went down.
As soon as his breakfast was finished and his horse
saddled, Adab received the parting blessing of his good
mother, and started for the house of Robert Morris,
for it was now daylight, and rosy clouds in the east
told that the sun was on the verge of the horizon.
Th e sun was just gi lding the steeple of the old Christ
Church when Adab Slocomb drew up in front of the
house of Robert Morris. A stout but light wagon,
with two horses in front of it and a sturdy looking
driver on the front seat, was waiting there, and Adah
had no doubt that it was the conveyance alluded to by
Morris th e night before.
Adab fastened his horse and went in, finding Morris
wai ti ng for him in the library.
On the table, in strong canvas bags, each sealed and
a label affixed, noting its contents, the money was deposited, while below were four small trunks, in which
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it was to be deposited as soon as Adah had seen and
taken down the number of bags and copied the labels
thereon. For Robert Morris was a methodical business
man, and wanted the receipt of the messenger when
t he latter had seen the money locked up and received
the keys.
This matter was quickly attended to, for Adah did
not wish to lose any time.
" T he driver is well armed and trusty," said Morris.
"He has before taken treasure away for me in safety,
with no one to guard it but himself. Nevertheless, if
you wou ld have an extra g uard to assist you, I can get
one from the council."
"Nay, it is not necessary," said Adah. "I have a
plain, clear road before me, with friends at every
change of horses, and I do not think there is the slightest danger on this side of the river in the broad light
of a clea r day like this."
"Neither do I. My men shall now take out the
t runks," said Morris.
"Give them no trouble about it," said the sturdy
blacksmith. " 'T will take me but a few seconds."
Even as he spoke, he took a trunk in each hand, and,
weighty as they were, car ried them to the wagon. Returning, he placed the other two with the first, then
giving his hand to the banker, said:
"F are thee well, F r iend Robert. After I have acquitted myself of mine errand I will ask George Washington to write to thee thereof."
"Farewell, good Adah, and good speed!" said the
banker. "Master Williams, thy teamster, is a social
and worthy man ; see to his comfort when he gets to
camp."
"Yea, verily, I will do it," said Adab, mounting his
horse.
The next moment the wagon moved on through the
still streets, taking the Kensington road, while Adah,
urging the driver to all convenient speed, rode on behind.
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"We will occasionally change thy team for fresh
horses," said Adah. "Theref ore, Friend William s,
thee need not be afraid to keep up a good gait."
"All right ; the horses shall keep the wheels spinning," said William s, cheerfully, touchin g his sleek animals with the whip.
Adah made no further remark, but rode on, his mind
no doubt turning backwa rd to Primros e Cottage, where
his faithful Naomi dwelt, waiting, like him, for more
peaceful and happy times, when, united, they could
glide softly down the tide of time, enjoyin g life as they
went.
Near German town the first change of horses was
made, and here Adah saw, to his wonder, riding slowly
behind him at some distance, the same young Continental soldier whom he had passed far up the river on
the previous day.
But he did not mention it to the driver, though he
again urged the latter to speed forward , for they had
a long distance yet to travel, some of the way over a
very rough road, before they could reach the American camp.
William s urged his fresh horses into a fair trot, and
Adah, looking back, saw that the young soldier increased his speed, though he had not the advanta ge of
a change of horses.
"Can the youth be watchin g me or following me?"
he asked himself. "He can scarcely be an enemy, yet
wolves can wear sheep's clothing ; that is containe d in
Holy Writ. If he continueth to follow me, I will ascertain what it means."
The wagon was moving along into a part of the road
shaded on either hand by a dense old forest, and as the
road had been here somewh at neglected and was rough,
William s was frequently obliged to slacken his speed
to a walk.
Suddenl y, as they turned a bend in the narrow road,
Adab, who was a rod or two in the rear, heard a shout
from William s, and saw him lashing his horses furi~
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iously to make them move forward ; but they would
not, or could not, for a barricade of small saplings and
underbrush had been thrown across the road.
As Adab spurred fo rward, four armed men dashed
out from either side of the road on horseback, and as
W illiams drew a pistol, one of them struck him a merciless blow on the head with a huge bludgeon, which
crushed him down bleeding and senseless in the wagon.
At the same instant Adah rode swiftly forward,
s houting :
"H old ! Forbear! In the name of the Continental
Congress, hold I"
One of the ruffians with a huge dragoon pistol shot
Adah's horse through the head, and it fell so suddenl)'!
that Adab himself was caught with one of his legs
u nder the fallen horse.
" H urrah! the Quaker is fas t! He has no weapons !
Out with the trunks!" shouted the man who seemed
to lead the ruffians.
Adah groaned, not with pain, but agony at the
thought of losing the treasure so much needed by! hi 5
country, and struggled madly to release himseif from
the fallen horse.
At the same second he heard a shrill shout, the cry
of "Washington and glory !" and saw the youth in
Continental uniform come dashing on at full speed,
with a pistol in each hand.
T wo swift, sure shots, and a ruffian fell with each,
a third was in another second cut down by the
stranger's sword, and the fourth, springing upon his
horse, dashed up the road, followed by the young soldier, with his drawn sword in his hand.
"I thank thee, oh Lord, that these sons of Satan have
not succeeded in their wickedness !" cried Adah, devoutly, as with a mighty effort he managed to extricate his almost broken leg from under his dead horse.
Limping up to the wagon, he climbed in and examined Williams, the driver, whom he almost expected
to find dead.
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But the man was alive-his thick wool hat had partly
broken the force of the blow, and the blood which ran
from the wound was rather a benefit than otherwise,
for he soon revived enough to direct Adab what to do.
First clearing the road so as to let the wagon pass
on, then securing the three horses left by the dead robbers, Ad ::ib last took from their bodies all their arms
and laid them on the wagon by the side of Williams.
Then, after dressing the gash in the driver's head,
as well as he could with a portion of his own linen and
a handkerchief, the latter was able once more to take
the reins.
"I wonder whither the brave youth hath gone who
came so timely to our rescue?" said Adab. "I had
seen him and regarded him with suspicion, whereas he
hath proved a most needful friend, rather than an
enemy."
"Where was he when you last saw him?" asked Williams.
"Chasing the fourth robber, the leader of the party,
with a drawn sword in his hand-a young David after
a very Philistine!"
"Your young David has conquered," said Williams,
a moment later, for they both saw the youth in the
road some distance ahead, fastening a second horse,
head and head with his own, while a dark object on
the ground told plainly enough that the fourth robber
had succumbed to his prowess.
The youth did not wait for them to approach, but
vaulting lightly into the saddle, while they were yet
a hundred yards in the rear, he rode on, keeping ever
just where he could see them, and quickly join them
in case of attack, but evidently not intending to give
them even a chance to thank him for his timely aid and
wonderful courage.
Adab, whose bruised and strained leg pained him
very much, now mounted one of the captured horses,
and Williams hurried his team forward to the next
changing place as fast as he could drive.
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The youth, by changing from one horse to the other,
kept his lead without difficulty, and when they were
changing the wagon horses fo r fresh ones, he dismounted some ways ahead, and let both his horses rest.
"He evidently intends to stay near us as a guard,
but not to hold any communication with us," said Adab.
" I am sorely puzzled what to make out of him. If he
hath been sent to escort me, why should he keep aloof ?"
The mystery was not solved all that day. No further attack or interruption came upon them, and they
made such good speed that with their frequent changes
for fresh draug ht horses, they were in the American
camp almost an hour before sunset.
Gen. Washington warmly welcomed faithful Adah
and his treasure, and when told how nearly it had been
captured, and the wonderful act of the strange youth,
he caused inquiry to be made on every side for the
young hero. But in vain.
Adab had missed him, finally, about two hours before
reaching camp, when the far mhouse of J ob Turner
was just heaving in sight. The lad had then turned
short off into the woods, where a stream rippled across
the road, and was seen no more.
The troops soon got the news that their pay had
come, and cheer on cheer rent the air.
"We will pay to-night, and to-morrow move on the
enemy," said W ashington.
At once the proper officers and pay rolls were sent
for to carry out the g reat leader's wishes.
In general orders the name of A dab Slocomb was
read at the head of every regiment as worthy of especial commendation fo r his courage and faithfulness;
and the unknown hero was called upon to come forward
and receive a handsome commission in the line for his
bravery and timely attack upon the robbers.
But no response came, and Adah looked in vain
among all the mounted men fo r the fo rm which he so
well remembered.
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He had not seen the face of the youth, nor heard his
voice except in that one ringing shout:
"Washington and glory !"

CHAPTER XIV.
THE BATTLE OF PRINCETON.

The news flew like electricity through the surrounding country that Washington was once more able to
pay his suffering troops, and that again he contemplated striking his British and Hessian foes. Many of
his soldiers who had started for distant homes, came
back, new ones enlisted, and when ready, nex t day, he
crossed once more into New Jersey, with an army of
four thousand men, and took post at Trenton.
As soon as he crossed, Adab Slocomb and other
faithful scouts were sent out to discover the position
and strength of the enemy, and soon \ Vashington
learned that Cornwallis, with a much superior force,
was at Princeton, but ten miles distant, and that he
was receiving reinforcements, and evidently making
ready to attack the Continental forces.
Adah, under the pretense of selling an old and badly
spavined horse, managed to get completely within the
lines of the enemy and learn its force and the nature
of it.
When he reported to Gen. Washington that he had
seen the artillery trains supplied with ammunition, and
the provision trains loaded for the march , the general
at once fell back to a strong position eastward of the
town, where, with forty pieces of light artillery, · he
felt confident of being able to hold his ground, if
Cornwallis was not too strongly reinforced.
The American force, one-half of which was undisciplined and poorly armed militia, now numbered five
thousand, while the enemy was even yet stronger, and
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his force composed entirely of well-drilled and veteran
regulars.
On the second of January, 1777, Cornwallis moved
forward from P rinceton, but he was harassed in his
march by light troops under Greene and Morgan, so
that it was nearly sunset when he reached the front of
W ashington's well-posted army.
Now, under cover of a fu rious cannonade, he attempted to pass the bridge over the Assanpink Creek,
and was to assail Washington in fro nt, but he was met
by showers of grape and canister, as well as with infantry and riflemen on the American side, and his
troops recoiled, with terrible loss.
F or nearly three hours the British general continued
the attack ; but, repulsed at every point, he at last fell
back and encamped, determined, with reinfo rcements,
yet to come from Princeton, to renew the attack in the
morning .
H e wa." so confident of success that he assured Sir
William E rskine, who was with him, that he had his
"fox" in covert, and would capture him in the morning. H e sent couriers back to Princeton to order the
t roops remaining there to move up to his support as
early as possible the next morning.
But Washington was too cunning a fox to be caught
by such a poor hunter. With his lines crowded with
camp fires , guards in full view, and every evidence of
intention to remain and "fight it out on that line," he
was preparing to elude the foe in front, attack his reserves in the rear, and, by a masterly piece of strategy,
draw him back from the route to Philadelphia, over a
country which he had already ravaged and rendered
desolate.
Heaven favo red the American general, for, though
the night opened soft and mild, so that it was almost
impossible to move the artillery over the yielding
ground, before ten at night a cold northwest gale set
in, the g round became har d, and at midnight the Continental Arm y was moving swiftly toward Princeton,
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while the unsusp ecting Cornwallis slept on a downy
bed near Trento n, dream ing of his fox hunt on the
morro w.
He was awakened from his sleep at sunrise, not by
the shrill tones of "Yank ee Doodle" in his front, but
by the thunde r of artiller y far away in his rear, on the
Princeton road.
Over a new and circuitous road Washi ngton had
presse d throug h the darkne ss of the stormy night, and
just after dawn he fell in with the advanc e brigad e
of the enemy movin g up to reinforce Cornwallis at
Trento n.
A terrible battle, literally hand to hand, opened at
once. Almost in the onset the heroic Gen. Mercer fell,
sword in hand, and, bayoneted, was left for dead by
the enemy.
Washi ngton in person led the Pennsy lvania militia
into action, and, expose d on every side, cheered them
forwar d.
Silent and grim, carryi ng a banner, but no weapon,
Adah Slocomb strode by the side of the heroic leader,
and heedless of the bullets which pierced his flag, careless of sword or bayonet, moved into the thicke st of the
fight.
"Down with that Yanke e flag !" yelled a gigantic
dragoon, riding full upon Adah and makin g a sweep at
his head with his gleaming sword, which Adah parrie d
with the staff of his battle flag .
"Down with thee, thou foul-mouthed ruffian !" cried
Adab, and with his left hand he clutch ed th e soldier
by his sword -arm and tore him from his saddle, bringing him to the g-round with a crash that literally drove
the life out of his body.
Washi ngton saw it, and cried out:
"Beho ld our brave standa rd bearer ! Without a
weapon he crushes the foes into the groun d which they
desecr ate!"
On--o n swept the ti de of war. Thoug h Mercer had
fallen, Knox, Haslet , Potter , Shippen, and many an-
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other noble spirit was left, and nothing could stem the
overwhelming patriot tide.
T he British broke and fled, leaving many dead and
wounded on the field, and the victory of Princeton was
complete.
Q uickly Washington destroyed all the stores and
munitions of war which he could not carrv off, and
then he resumed his march, for already Cornwallis
was rushing back from Trenton to overwhelm him,
while his forces were exhausted from marching and
battle.
The Fortieth and Fifty-fifth British Regiments,
when broken and dispersed, fled toward the Millstone
River, in the very direction which Washington wished
to take.
There his march was also pursuit. Taking some
prisoners, and gathering up deserted arms by the hundred on the route, Washington and his victorious army
pressed on, until not a British soldier could be seen
in front.
In his rear, with all his force, Cornwallis was now
pressing on, for he believed Washington intended to
strike for the royal stores left in New Brunswick.
But the brave and careful chieftain knew that his
force was inadequate, and that he must hazard a general battle, with numbers and discipline against him,
if he made the attempt.
Making a bend to the left, taking the highlands
toward the Delaware for his route, checking his pursuing foe from point to point, he moved on with very
little loss, to secure quarters in the hills back of Morristown.
His bivouac was rough, and the Jerseymen from
every side brought provision to the chief who was
winning glory and the admiration of the world on their
soil.
And his victorious army, almost doubled since his
recent rapid and masterly movements, felt as if they
were literally invincible. They had discovered heroes
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among men whom they had hardly noticed, they had
seen British regulars recoil and fly before raw militia,
they had seen the peace-loving Quaker, banner in hand,
move as fearlessly into the ranks of death as the bravest
o f their armed men.
Washington was more than ever hopeful. Whether
this hope was justified or not, we shall see later.

CHAPTER XV.
A

REJECTED

W IDOWER.

"Naomi, child, what aileth thee? Surely, surely,
something dreadful it must be to excite thee so !"
Thus P etrunia Stone cried out when she entered the
sitting-room of P rimrose Cottage, three days after
Adah Slocomb had behaved so gallantly at P rinceton
as to win, a second time, notice in general orders.
N aomi was walking to an d fro over the floo r, her
face flushed and her eyes fl ashing, while she held a
letter all crushed in her hand.
"Matter enough, dear aunt , when one of the elders
in our meeting dares to slander a better man than himself, and then to add to the cruel insult by asking me
to break my plighted troth. As if there was any man
on earth who could fill the place of A dab Slocomb in
my heart."
"Who hath slandered Adah, and thus insulted
thee ?" cried her aunt , in turn becoming excited. " I
will rise and denounce him in meeting, if he sits on the
highest seat of all."
"Read that letter from John Roberts. I will not
call him friend, who would stab the absent in the
back. "
And N aomi reached out the crushed and crumpled
letter ; and P etrunia Stone, fo r getting to put on her
spectacles, read it aloud without them. It ran thus:
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"NAOMI BLISS: It behooveth me, as an elder in
the meeting, to deal plainly with thee, and to give thee
counsel such as beseemeth one who is young, comely of
form, and exceedingly fair to look upon.
"Thee must hereafter have no more to say or do with
the graceless and sinful apostate known as Adab Slocomb, who is even now fighting against his king, to the
disgrace of our pe'!ceful sect and to the perdition of
his own wicked spirit. And to protect thee from his
wicked approaches, since, as thou knowest, I have, a
year gone by, been a widower, I offer to take thee as
my wife before the meeting on the earliest day which
thou canst name.
"That thee may know that I speak understandingly
of the wickedness of Adab Slocomb, I send thee herewith copies of the general orders of the rebel, George
Washington, wherein Adab and his exploits in war
are spoken of. Thine, lovingly,
"JoHN RonERTS."
"The old dolt! The miserable, bald-headed wretch!"
cried Petrunia Stone, as she threw the letter on the
floor and trampled on it. "Were he here, the spirit
would move me to scratch his eyes out ! Send that
letter to Adab, Naomi, send that letter to Adab, and
he will show it to George Washington, who will know
who it is that dares to call him a rebel."
"I will," said Naomi. "And I am glad he has sent
it, else we had never known from Adab how highly
he is esteemed by the good and wise man who is trying
to save our country from wreck and ruin."
"Yea, verily, Adab is too modest to sing his own
praises. And even by the hand of his enemy have
hiS merits been made known. Will thee answer this
letter, Naomi?"
"Nay, I will treat it with the contempt of silence,"
said the lovely young Quakeress. "Should he dare to
come hither, I will then speak my mind to him in a
way that will show him there are other rebels to his
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king than our Adab. Ah ! there cometh good Hannah
Slocomb, Aaab's mother. We will tell her all!"
In a few seconds Hannah Slocomb entered, and was
warmly greeted by both niece and aunt, the latter
taking up the trampled letter, putting on her spectacles
now and reading it.
"What doth thee think of that?" she asked, as she
laid down the letter.
"I am not astonished, Friend Petrunia," said Hannah Slocomb. "John Roberts and Abraham Carlisle
have both openly denounced the patriots in meeting,
and I hear they will strive to have my son Adab dismissed from our sect. But I hold a letter from George
Washington himself, saying that while Adab hath
nobly served his country, and is even now doing so,
he hath drawn no carnal weapon, or armed himself
after the manner of soldiers. That in no way hath he
conducted himself unseemingly as a Christian or a man,
but, on the contrary, hath won the love of all around
him by his tender care of the sick and the wounded,
his devotion to his country, and his obedience to those
above him in station. Let these traitors to God and
their country arise in meeting to denounce Adab, and
the letter of George Washington shall be their answer!"
"Thee is right," said Naomi, proudly. "But look I
that sleek-faced hypocrite, John Roberts, is coming
this way-even to the house, for he enters by the
gate!"
"Yea, he cometh for an answer to his letter," cried
Petrunia Stone. "Give it to him, Naomi, and fear not;
we will stand by thee!"
The face of Hannah Slocomb grew rigid and pale,
but she did not speak.
In the meantime, John Roberts, a tall, lean, cadaverous-looking man, clad in the extreme of Quakerism,
knocked loudly at the door.
Neither of the women stirred to admit him, though
he could see them through the front window, where
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they were seated near the open fireplace. Finding
that no attention was paid to his knocking, he opened
the door for himself and stalked in.
Without removing his hat, he strode forward, and
said:
"It is a cold day to keep an elder of the meeting
knocking at the door when there is a warm fire within."
"There is a warmer fire waiting for thee in the
nether world, J ohn Roberts!" said Petrunia Stone,
sharply. "And thee will be more welcome there than
here."
"Yea, for thou wilt meet slanderers and liars that
suit thine own base and sinful nature !" said Hannah
Slocomb, scornfully.
"Why does not thee join in the hue and cry?" said
Roberts, turning short upon Naomi.
"Because ill-bred curs who bark against their betters are not worth my notice,'' said Naomi, quietly.
The sallow face of the gaunt Quaker grew livid for
an instant, and his thin, treacherous lips trembled as
he said:
"For this insult I will make ye women weep tears
of blood and repent over the ashes of your homes!
The king and troops will "oon occupy this city, and
then you will shriek in vain for the intercession of one
who could save you-even I, John Roberts. I came
to get a kindly answer to my proposat for that damsel's hand, and I receive nau ght but abuse!"
"Thou wilt receive something warmer still!" said
Petrunia Stone. "If thee remains here one minute
longer I will scald thee as I would a hog, till there is no
hide or hair left upon thee !"
And she took a huge iron ladle from its hook in the
corner, and immersed it in a large kettle of water
which boiled over the fire.
"As I live, ye shall suffer for this!" he cried, as he
turned to leave the room.
On the threshold he halted, and looking back at
Naomi, he added:
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"As for thee, proud girl, I will so humble thee that
thou shalt envy the poorest scullion that delves in the
ashes at the inn !"
"And I will live to see thee exalted, after the manner of Haman, who builded his own gallows !" cried
Naomi. "That is, if thou dost not follow the example
of thy traitorous ancestor, Judas Iscariot, and hang
tliyself."
It is likely John Roberts would have replied, but
just then he saw Petrunia Stone approaching him with
a ladle of hot water, and he retreated-his pace being
accelerated by a steaming application, which reached
his tight-fitting coat in the back, and made him howl
out an anathema as he went.
"Thee hadst better send that letter to Adah, and an
account of what this man hath threatened in regard to
the king's troops coming hither, and laying our houses
in ashes," said Hannah Slocomb, addressing Naomi,
after the sudden departure of John Roberts.
"I will-not from any fear that I feel, but that
George Washington should know wh~ re traitors dwell,"
said Naomi. "It is more dangerous to h(l.ve traitors
within the lines than enemies without."
"Thou dost speak truly," said Hannah Slocomb.
Then turning to Petrunia Stone, she continued: "Thou
hast scalded thy hog, but he did not stay to be salted
and cured."
"True. He hath gone to save his own bacon," said
Petruni'.1, with a quiet smile on her grave face.

CHAPTER XVI.
A NEW DUTY FOR ADAB.

Believing Washington to be marching with all of his
forces to capture the stores at New Brunswick, Cornwallis pushed on by the nearest route for that point,
using such haste that several of his l;>aggage wagons
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were broken down. Leaving a small guard with these,
he still hurried forward with his troops, but such was
the state of the lower roads, cut up before by his advance, and now frozen into deep ruts and sharp clods,
that it was night before his army, tired .and dispirited,
arrived in New Brunswick to find the stores safe, as
Washington was also in the hills to the westward hours
before.
Adab Slocomb, who had been sent by his chief with
a small escort to watch the movements of Cornwallis,
had seen him reach New Brunswick, and satisfied that
he would move thence to New York, if he moved at all,
rode back with his escort toward the American lines.
Suddenly, some miles to the rear, he was confronted
by a horseman, who said:
"Adab Slocomb, a mile to the front of thee, on this
road, there are three wagons moving slowly on,
guarded by a force not much greater than these with
thee. The wagons contain warm woolen blankets and
clothing, now so much needed by our troops. Will
you let them pass ?"
"Nay; it would be a woeful sin if I did," said Adah.
"Lead the way, and we will rush upon the guard with
a great shout and scare them off, and we will turn the
wagons in a proper direction."
The stranger said, "Then follow me!" and instantly
rode on.
It was so dark Adab could only see that the speaker
was a man in uniform, with a sword by his side, and
yet there was something familiar in the voice, though
it seemed low and hoarse.
In less than five minutes' rapid riding they reached
a piece of wood, apparently stunted pine or cedar.
"Here halt, till I give the word to charge. Then go
in with a yell on every lip," said the stranger.
In a few seconds the creaking and jolting of the
heavily laden wagons could be heard, with the oaths
of the drivers and chilled soldiers who formed the
guard. Nearer and nearer they came, until, scattered
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and without order, the escort was seen moving on
ahead of the foremost wagon.
" First Battalion, Light Horse, charge! W :> shington and glory !" shouted the strange soldier at this second, and in a breath, shouting terribly, Adab and his
men dashed forward on his track.
The British never fired a shot, or waited to even
draw a saber. Taken utterly by · surprise, they fled in
every direction. The teamsters, leaping from the saddles of their wheel horses, fled also, and in little more
time than it takes to describe it, the wagons were
turned, and, with new teamsters, were moving at the
best possible gait toward the American headquarters.
But the strange soldier who had led the charge was
gone. No one saw him after he dashed forward,
sword in hand, upon the enemy.
But Adab had recognized in that charging shout
and peculiar battle cry the young Continental who had
saved him an<l his treasure from the four robbers on
the river road, and he yearned in his heart to meet
him and thank him for the first as well as this second
service .
. But as he had done before, he avoided recognition
and thanks, and they saw no more of him that night.
It was noon the next day when, after several halts
and twice feeding from the grain found in the wagons,
Adab reached the camping ground of Gen. Washington with his valuable prize.
When the commander-in-chief examined and discovered the real value of the stores thus bloodlessly
taken, he rejoiced exceedingly, and caused the blankets,
woolen shirts and stockings to be at once distributed to
his most needy soldiers. And there were commissioned officers in his command, long unpaid; who were
but too glad to share equally with the privates in this
timely bounty.
Ah, how little do the well-clad and well-fed soldiers
of to-day feel the sufferings of those who fought and
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toiled and endured privations that they might g ive us
freedom's legacy as a joy fo rever!
How little indeed do we, the descendants of those
heroic men, appreciate the past- how carelessly do we
guard the trust they left us !
When W ashington heard again of the youthful Continental who had a second time enabled Adah to be
successful and do such good service to the cause, he
reg retted that he had not come forward for a substantial recognition of his services.
On the third day after the battle of Princeton, Washington established his intrenched quarters near Morristown, with a fine country in his rear, occupied by
patriots who were willing to give freely to aid their
country's defenders, and in his front the enemy, occupying the shores adjacent to New York, upon which
he could throw his invigorated and encouraged light
troops suddenly, and if outnumbered, retreat to positions which were impregnable.
F rom his eyrie back of Morristown, with a powerful telescope, he could scan all the seaward plains, and
send troops swooping down on detached posts of
camps, when they least expected attack, thus keeping
them constantly alarmed and uneasy, and making their
foothold in New J ersey insecure.
Thus he dashed down upon and seized from the
grasp of the British lion, Newark, Elizabethtown and
Woodbridge, forcing the enemy back to Staten I sland
and New York, and capturing every post of the enemy
in New J ersey, except Amboy and New Brunswick.
These exploits spread far and wide, even across the
ocean, struck dismay to the hearts of our enemies,
while they rekindled the fire of hope in the bosoms of
our friends.
Many who had been lukewarm in the cause now
openly espoused Freedom's side, and the disloyal
shrank back into the British lines, fearing just retribution for their treachery.
Adah Slocomb, often absent on missions planned by
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Washington, was still trusted and beloved by the chief,
and when with him was quartered under the same roof
as one of his military family.
Some three or four days after they had settled in
what the commander-in-chief called his winter quarters , he sent an orderly out to find Adab, for a letter
quaintly addressed to "Frie'n d Adab Slocomb, in care
of George Washington, the Friend and Defender of
Liberty in the American Colonies," was just received.
Adab was found, and when Washington handed him
the letter a faint flush of pleasure came upon his face,
and he opened it quickly. He had recognized the handwriting of Naomi.
But his face darkened as he glanced at a dirty,
crumpled inclosure, and after reading a few words of
Naomi's letter he read the crumpled scrawl written by
John Roberts.
His face turned almost black with suppressed wrath
as he read it--every word to the end.
"If I had John Roberts here, I would not smite him,
but I would grind him into the dust beneath my feet!"
he muttered.
And he ground his own massive teeth as if he had
John Roberts between them.
He then read all that Naomi had written, and after
he was through, he turned to Gen. Washington, and
said:
"Friend George, mine own concerns, and the insults
offered to one very near to me, will not concern thee
much, but the arch traitor who is at the head of all this
trouble, talks of the enemy occupying Philadelphia,
and then of his ability to wreak his unmanly vengeance
on the heads of the helpless, even upon my mother, and
upon my betrothed wife!"
And he handed Washington his letters to read.
Kindly the great chief perused them, and then he
called to an aid to bring him a paper which he designated as among those on his table.
"John Roberts and Abraham Carlisle., Quakers, of
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Philadelphia, are men now in treasonable correspondence with the enemy," he said, as he looked over the
paper. "We will cut their career short, and put them
where they can do no harm. You shall proceed to
Philadelphia and arrest them both, and bring them to
these headquarters, and if they are found guilty of the
charges herein made against them, thou shalt have no
fear of rivalry as far as this Roberts is concerned. His
punishment will be death."
"I would not aid to utterly destroy him," said Adah,
"for I am not given to hatred or malice. But I would
gladly see him put where he can do no harm to our
country, or to those whom I love."
"Justice must be done, no matter on whose head it
falls," said ·washington, calmly, but decisively. "Traitors are more dangerous to our cause than open foes.
Will you make ready to go, with a small escort, once
more to Philadelphia?"
"If it is thy wish, Friend George, I will go. But
I need no escort to bring such men as those hither. I
could lead them each, with an ear between my thumb
and finger, from their thresholds to thy presence. The
man who threatens a woman is too cowardly to raise
a hand against a man, much less against one whom he
knows could crush him as he would a serpent beneath
his heel, if he was moved to anger. When does thee
wish me to start?"
"Immediately. But I shall insist on your taking a
small escort, for I shall send dispatches of importance
to the Congress and to Robert Morris ; and Cornwallis
may at times send out li ght parties of scouts from New
Brunswick, which might detain, or, in fact, execute
you, when such correspondence was found on your
person."
"Thee hast the most wisdom, and what thou thinketh
best I accede to," said Adah.
"Then tell Col. Fitzgerald, my aid, to detail ten good
and true men. I will furnish funds for thy expenses.u
"Nay. Remember that my mother gave me a purse.
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which I scarcely have opened," said Adab. "I will
take no money from thy military chest until it is better filled than now."
Washington smiled, for he knew how little indeed
his treasure chest contained, and he said, kindly :
"Have your own way, good Adah. I hope to see
the day when our country will be able and willing to
reward such disinterested services as yours. Get ready
and report to me when prepared to depart, and I will
have the dispatches ready."
In a short time, Adah, in company with ten wellarmed and well-mounted horsemen, rode away from
the American camp, heading for a ford near Phillipsburg.

CHAPTER XVII.
A COUPLE OF TRICKSTERS.

The rage of John Roberts at his reception from the
occupants of the Primrose Cottage was fearful, and
most un-Quakerlike. Scalded in the back, wounded in
his pride, taunted by the maiden after whom he
yearned, he felt as if he could murder them all and yet
not feel satiated.
Hurrying to the quarters of a confederate in evil
doings, of the same garb and persuasion, named Abraham Carlisle, he told of his defeat and ignoble repulse
in terms explicit enough to be understood.
"And will thee fold thy arms., and sitting down say
thou art foiled and subdued?" asked Abraham Carlisle, with a sneer. "Or wilt thou teach thiS young
Jezebel a lesson?"
"Show me how! Show me how!" cried John Roberts, his small gray eyes flashing with hate and a desire for vengeance.
"Seize her! ·Carry her within the British lines, and
if she refuse to be thy wife, force her. Thus wilt thou
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fini sh her and strike that arch rebel, Adab Slocomb, a
deadly blow, fo r he loveth the very g round over which
she treads with her dainty feet."
"The spirit surely aideth thee!" cried John Roberts,
exulting ly. "Had I studied a year I could not have
wrought out a more perfect plan to punish them all. I
will do it ! I will make my plans perfect. I will confer with the friends of the king, whom we know in
N ew York, and have quarters prepared to place my
captive in. And I will hire certain ruffians who stand
ready to do anything they are paid for, to aid me in
bearing her off."
"What need of that, when thou and I ca.n do it and
none others be the wiser ?"
"We will be known and lose our standing in the
meeting."
"Why should we be known? Need we always wear
our broad-rimmed hats, and drab coats and breeches?
Cannot we put on the garb of worldly people, and if
need be, mask ourselves? What can two weak, nervous women do against men as stout as thou and I ?"
"Verily, thee speaks wisely. But I did not know the~
would undertake so much in my behalf."
"Have I not even undertaken more in thy company?
Are we not bound, for an immense consideration, to
deliver George Washington into the hands of the
king's general, bound hand and foot? And are not
our spies and emissaries now in his camp, watching to
inform us when it will be possible to lay hands upon
and secure him ?"
"Yea, verily, it is so, and together we must swim
or sink. But this is my private venture."
"And privately I will aid thee in it, that thou mayest
have more heart for the other enterprise."
"Thank thee, Abraham. With thy help I cannot fail.
I told the maiden I would humble her into the very
dust, and I will."
"And what said she unto that?"
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A visible shudder ran through the frame of Roberts
as he answered :
" She said I might be exalted, like Haman, on a gallows of mine own building."
"The jade is sharp. But thou shalt take the edge
from her wit. Write at once to thy agents in New
, York, and we will make ready to play our part here.
I will procure the disguises, and then we will see how
to effect a quiet entrance to the cottage in the dead of
night, when all is still."
" Yea, we can take a stormy night, when the few
sleepy watchmen keep close in their watch boxes on
the street corners and look not abroad."
"Thee understands it all. We cannot but succeed,"
said Carlisle, rubbing his thin hands together. "I
almost envy thee the possession of the damsel, for she
is wondrous fair to look upon. If she becometh thy
wife her possessions will fall to thee, and I have been
told she hath a goodly portion."
"Yes, she will come well dowered," said Roberts.
"And now I will retire to mine own domicile, and have
my servant apply ointment to my scalded back. Since
I see a prospect of vengeance, I wish to have it speedily
cured."
" Good-night, Friend Roberts. Come again whenever the spirit moveth thee, and let me hear from thee
daily if we meet not. For what we do must be done
quickly, if we would reap the reward offered by the
king's officers."
"Thou speakest truly, and I will not be dilatory,"
said Roberts.
The next moment the door closed upon him.

CHAPTER XVIII.
A

MYSTERIOU S LETTER,

When Adah Slocomb and his little party arrived at
the ford where they intended to cross, a long bar just
below Phillipsburg, formed where the river was widest
by sand and g ravel forced out of the impetuous Lehigh, which enters the Delaware at Easton, they found
the streams swollen by reason of recent rains above,
and full of floating ice at that point, s.o they had to go
farther down the stream to find a crossing.
They went nearly down to Trenton, and camped for
the night in a dense pine grove, sheltered completely
from the wintry wind ; and they were able to make a
huge camp fire to throw ·out heat fo r themselves and
their horses, so fa r within th e grove as not to be
visible through the thick evergreen undergrowth from
the road.
They had forage for their horses, three days' rations
for themselves, and good warm blankets. So they
were comfortable, despite the cold, inclement weather.
Adah told the sergeant who had charge of the escort
t o set such g uards as he deemed necessary.
"Thee knowest," he said, "that I lay no claim to
military knowledg-e, and I leave to thee all that pertaineth to our military guidance and defense."
"Though not a soldier, you've a mighty rough way
in putting down our enemies," said the sergeant. "I
was near your side when the giant trooper at Princetqn
tried to wrest your banner from your hand. You shook
the life out of him quicker than a terrier would worry
a rat."
"Yea, Ii remember. He wanted that which did not
belong to him, and I gave him peace here. \ Vhether
he found it in the hereafter is more than we can tell."
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"Where will we be able to cross the river, think
you?" continued the sergeant.
"There is an eddy, and above it still water, opposite
the house of a friend to our cause, whose name is Job
Turner," said Adah. "If the river is frozen anywhere,
it will be there, and if it be not, there are large boats
near by which he will bring to aid us in crossing, when
he sees my signal."
"Good ! We will be on our way as soon as day
dawns," said the sergeant.
Setting a single sentinel between the camp and the
road, to be relieved every two hours, he calling his
own relief, the sergeant told the rest to roll up in their
blankets and to sleep while they could after supper was
finished.
Nothing occurred to disturb them, and at dawn
breakfast was taken, the horses fed , and then the little
party mounte~ and made a start before the sun was
up.
Riding swiftly down the river road, they reached a
point opposite Job Turner's house at about ten o'clock,
and found the ice strong enough in the still part of the
river to bear them by going in single file and leading
their horses.
Just as he reached the riverside, Adab, looking
across, saw a horseman in Continental uniform, who at
once reminded him of his friend on two occasions, the
bold rider whose watchword or battle cry was "Washington and glory!" This man was riding swiftly down
the road, past the house of Turner, and Adah saw him
toss a packet toward Job, who came out, and ride rapidly on toward Philadelphia without halting.
They had to cross slowly and with caution, and it
was near half an hour before Adah and his party drew
up in front of Job Turner's house, where the good
Quaker was warmly welcomed by Job and his wife,
Almira, and Katurah Ann. Susannah was not in sight.
"Here's a packet for you, Friend Adah, which a
stranger threw to me as he rode past. He went like
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Satan, and never stopped to speak or to give me a
single look."
Adah saw that it was addressed to him, and he tore
it open. It contained only these lines :
"Haste or your mission will come to naught. The
traitors in Philadelphia had spies in Washington's
camp who have fled to warn them of your approach.
"'!our friend till death,
"FoR WASHINGTON AND GLORY I"
"Speed on! We must not lose a second !" cried
Adah, thrusting the packet inside his waistcoat.
And without exchanging another word with the
Turners, he dashed the spurs into the flanks of his
horse, and rode on at a gallop, the escort following
close behind.
"We must not halt except to change tired horses for
fresh ones," he said to the sergeant, who rode up to
his side. "I have a message from a true friend who
warns me that haste will only enable us to accomplish
what we are sent to do."
The sergeant asked no further questions. His orders
had been to escort Adah, obey his commands, and no
others, until his return to the Life Guards to which
he belonged.
All that day, with only one change of horses, they
rode on, dashing into Philadelphia just as darkness
closed upon them.

CHAPTER XIX.
AN UNUSUAL SCENE IN PRIMROSE COTTAGE,

John Roberts hurried into the room where Abraham Carlisle was toasting his toes in slippers before
a cheerful fire on a stormy night, the very .same in
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which Adab and his party encamped in the grove, on
their way to P hiladelphia.
"Abraham," he cried, "dress thee in thy thickest
clothing quickly; fill thy purse, and prepare for a
journey."
"Why, what is the matter, J ohn?"
"Matter enough. There is danger, though I wot not
what it is. The signal flashes have been madf! from
across the river- and they have of course come all
the way from New Brunswick, and perhaps beyond.
They are the lights agreed upon-which mean, 'Danger near to you ! Decamp !' I answered from my
upper window, and asked, 'Is it pressing?' Again came
the same sig nal, 'Danger is near ! Decamp !' "
"Then we must be up and moving. But you will not
go alone. It is a splendid night to make the girl captive. That done, we three can cross to Camden, and
ride sw iftly to New Brunswick, where we will be safe
while we learn what the danger is."
"Thou art right, Abraham. I will hasten to prepare
three horses, and thou wi lt be ready when I bring
them into thy back yard with the disguises. There is
a narrow alley back of P rimrose Cottage, where we can
leave our horses whi le we enter the house through a
rear window. T he maiden and her aunt retire early,
so that if we surprise them we can secure and gag both,
and while we leave the aunt to her meditations, we can
carry off Naomi easily."
"Yea, John, thou hast the right idea. Be sure now
that the spirit faileth not when the real work comes
on."
"Fear not, Abraham. We play for heavy stakes, as
the world's people say, and I will not falter. I will
hasten for the horses. Be thou ready when I return."
"Yea, I will be prepared in a short season. T arry
not."
Away flew J ohn Roberts, and Abraham Carlisle hurri ed to a closet and took out two rough suits of heavy
clothing, such as were worn by laboring men or team-
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sters in winter. One of these suits he hastily exchanged for the one he had on, and after dressing
himself in it, he took a heavy purse of gold from a
pocket of his other suit and secured it on his person.
He also went to the same closet and took two brassmounted pistols, and placed them in the large pockets
of the rough coat which he now wore. From a pocket
in the same coat he took a black mask, and when he had
put a slouch hat on his head his disguise was complete.
Looking at himself in a large oval mirror, he muttered :
"No one could possibly identify me in this disguise!"
A moment later John Roberts entered, but he started
back in alarm when · he saw such a rough-looking
stranger there in the place of Abraham Carlisle.
" Be not afraid, Friend J ohn-it is only I," said Carlisle, in his proper tone of voice.
"Verily, I thought it was Satan himself," said Roberts, amazed at the change in his friend's appearance.
"Lay thine· own garments aside and put on these,
and thou wilt be as much altered as I," said Carlisle.
"Hasten, for it is already late, and we must secure the
girl and be out of the city before dawn. It will not do
for us to be discovered here, masked and armed."
He pointed to the other suit as he spoke, and John
Roberts took off his Quaker suit in a hurry, and put on
the other clothes.
In less than ten minutes he was garbed and armed
in the same manner as Abraham Carlisle. Then, putting their Quaker clothes in a couple of pairs of saddlebags, only excepting the hats, which they had to leave
behind, the two wolves blew out the light and left the
house.
In an alley in the rear the horses were tied, and leading one, they mounted the others and rode swiftly
along the deserted streets until they reached an alley
which stretched along in the rear of the home of
N aomi Bliss.
Here they dismounted and secured their horses.
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Then opening a small gate, they passed into the yard
in the rear of Primrose Cottage. There was no light
visible below, but in a chamber on the upper floor a
light still threw its gleam through the curtained win~
dow.
"That is the chamber of the maiden," said John Roberts, in a hoarse whisper. "Petrunia Stone sleeps below, in a bedroom off from the sitting-room."
"Could we not enter the chamber from that piazza
roof outside, and seize and carry off the maiden before
her aunt awakes below?" asked Carlisle.
"Yea, it might be done, if we acted quickly. The
window must be broken in and she taken up just as we
find her, for if we give her a moment's time she will
alarm the neighborhood."
"John, it is our best plan. It will look more like the
work of ruffians, and no suspicion will attach to us,
even though our absence may be noted."
"Well, go thou first on the roof. Thou canst ascent
by that strong lattice work."
"I will go first, John, but do not thou fail to follow .
If thou art treacherous or faint-hearted, and I have
t o shoot at any one, I will make thee my target!"
"Tut, tut-don't talk that way. If thou doubtest, I
will lead the way. But thou art the lightest."
"True; it is so," said Carlisle, and he at once clambered lightly up on the roof of the veranda.
J ohn Roberts almost instantly followed him, and
stealthily they crept up to the window. A small part
of the curtain was so drawn aside that they could peep
in. There sat Naomi, not yet disrobed , reading the
Bible. None but fi ends could look on her pure and
lovely face, contemplate her in her innocence and
beauty, thus piously engaged, and meditate wrong to
the helpless girl.
Yet those two fiends, base hypocrites, looked on her
without one spark of manly feeling , and prepared to
dash in upon her. and break the peace of that touching
and beautiful scene.
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One moment only they hesitated, then Abraham Carlisle said in a whisper: "Now- and together!"
Both the men threw their heavy fo rms against the
slender sash, and in an instant it went crashing inward.
With a wild shriek, Naomi rose to her feet and
rushed toward her chamber door, but J ohn Roberts,
bounding like a tiger on its prey, g rasped her slender
form in his brutal arms, and hissed out:
"Now thee shall know who is master!"
"Murder! help !" shrieked the terror-stricken girl.
" Adah Slocomb is not here to help thee now!" cried
the vile wretch, fo rgetting to change his tone, and she
knew who it was that bore her struggling to the window, where Abraham Carlisle waited to receive her.
"Q uick! L eap down and be ready to catch her in
thy ar ms," cried Carlisle, as he held her over the edge
of the veranda.
R oberts was already on the g round, and as shriek
after shriek broke fro m her lips, he cried out:
"Drop her ! Drop her, so I can gag her, or choke
her into silence !"
Brutally, Carlisle let go his hold, and the girl fell,
but Roberts was there to catch her and break the force
of the fall.
At the same instant a lower window opened, and
the voice of Petrunia Stone was heard.
"Aunt ! John Roberts has got me !" shrieked Naomi,
and then a brutal blow struck her senseless, and she
made no more outcry, while the ruffians, bearing her
along, fled to their horses.
Poor P etrunia rent the air with her shrieks as she
heard the horses gallop away, but though the whole
neighborhood was now aroused, it was too late. Naomi
and her abductors were gone---no one could tell where.
Messengers were sent in every direction ; H annah
Slocomb came quickly to try and comfort poor Pet runia Stone. and many who would not at first believe
that such godly men as J ohn R oberts and Abraham
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Carlisle could appear to be in meeting, had aught to
do with this daring and shameful abduction, went to
the houses of both men and found that they had left
in haste, for their rooms were in dire disorder.
All that clay, over the usually quiet city, nothing was
talked of or thought of but this new and dastardly
outrage.

CHAPTE R XX.
THE PURSUIT.

With his horses nearly 1,1sed up, Adab conducted his
party to the White Horse Tavern, there to put up their
horses and get supper, while he rode home to put up
his own horse and make inquiries which would enable
him quietly and speedily to arrest those for whom he
had been sent.
He found his mother and Petrunia Stone at the
house, and learned to his horror and agony what had
taken place. At the same time his mother handed him
a scrap of paper, and said:
"A boy soldier, who looked too slender and fragile
to endure fatigue, rode hither two hours gone by and
told me to give thee this."
Adah read these lines :
"The traitors were signaled of their danger, and
have escaped, carrying with them what I have just
learned is your heart's dearest treasure. I have found
theii: track-it leads to New Brunswick . I will recover Naomi Bliss for you if I die in the attempt.
"Your true friend,
"WASHING TON AND GLORY!"

"The blessing of the Almighty be on his head !"
cried Adab, pressing the letter to his lips. "But he says
the track of the villains leadeth toward New Bruns-
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wick, and alone he hath followed it. I, too, will take
it!"
"Thee will go into the presence of the enemy and
thy life will be in danger. For thou art known by
name and person, since George Washington hath taken
such note of thy good conduct," said Hannah Slocomb.
"Is not Naomi Bliss worthy of the peril of my life-yea, more, a thousand times to me?" cried Adab. "And
have I not the orders of George Washington to pursue
those vile miscreants, John Roberts and Abraham Carlisle, and to arrest them as traitors to our holy cause?"
"Yea, and H eaven will help thee !" cried P etrunia
Stone, sobbing as she spoke. "Th e Father above will
aid thee to save our dear Naomi from deadly wrong."
"I hope so. Fare thee well, dear mother, and good
Petrunia Stone. Look not for me until I can restore
Naomi to your arms."
And Adab hurried out, remounted his horse, and
rode swiftly to the White Horse Tavern.
There he had a long conference with the sergeant,
and he also wrote a letter to Gen. Washington, for he
had decided to send the escort back, since the two
Quakers had doubtless gone so far that pursuit would
be useless. They had had abundant time to reach New
Brunswick, and once there only strategy could avail
to rescue Naomi or secure the traitors.
So Adab determined to set out alone on a fresh
horse, sending his own steed back with the escort, and
entering the lines of the enemy at New Brunswick to
try and discover and aid Naomi to escape, even if he
could do no more.
He arranged with the sergeant a code of signals, if
Washington should send any party to aid him, by which
their vicinity might be made known, and to which he
could reply, if reply was possible.
This done, he paid the reckoning at the tavern for
the party, bidding them rest until morning, while he at
midnight rode away, crossing the river above Glau-
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cester P oint, and taking the nearest route to New
Brunswick.
All night he rode on, meeting no one, and at dawn he
halted at a farmhouse to breathe and feed his horse,
and get some nourishment fo r himself. He made inquiry there if any parties had passed belonging to his
sect, for Petrunia Stone had only heard the voice of
Naomi and J ohn Roberts, and did not know the disg uises of the latter and Carlisle.
The woman of the house said that not far from noon
on the previous day, two men in rough, shabby clothes,
and a woman wrapped in a long mantle, had ridden
past without stopping. Their horses seemed jaded,
as if they had been hard pressed in travel.
This was all the woman could tell. She was a
patriot-her husband was even then with Washington.
Adab felt sure he was on the right track, for it
would have been natural for the men to disguise themselves in other clothes. The woman was seen riding
between the two, and evidently she, as a captive,
would be thus g uarded.
Nothing had been seen of the young Continental
soldier at this house. He must have passed in the
night if he took that road.
Adab rested an hour under this hospitable roof,
while his horse had a substantial feed, and he partook
of a good breakfast, fo r he did not intend to draw rein
again until New Brunswick was in sight.
The woman gave him the name of a friend, a farmer
within a mile of the town, who could be relied on as a
patriot, for he was her uncle on her mother's side,
though her mother had mar ried outside of the sect.
Refreshed, Adab mounted again shortly after sunrise and rode on at a steady gait, intending to reach the
vicinity of the town at an hour which would enable
bim to enter it under cover of darkness.
Twice only he paused at houses on the wayside to
make inquiry. At one he learned that a young Conti-
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n ental soldier had passed some three hours before him,
and there also the two strang e men and a woman had
been seen, but it was near nightfall on the day befo re.
At the next house where he called fo r information
he was rudely rebuffed, and the conduct of the man
who told him to mind his own business, as he did, satisfied A dab that this person was a fri end to those whom
he was pursuing, and doubtless had harbored them on
their journey.
He did ride on, but he took note of that man's location, thinking the future tide of war might bear him
that way, and he might repay his scant courtesy.
It was j ust the change from light to twilight when
A dab reached the house of Isaac Stacy, the friend to
whom he had been commended.
H e found the worthy Quaker much mystified and
greatly angered. He had received as a guest at dinner
a young Continental soldier, whose horse yet remained
in his stable, but while he had gone by request of this
soldier to the town to make certain inquiries regarding
two persons who had come from Philadelphia with a
female, this young soldier had gone, he knew not
wl!ither, having in his company Deborah, I saac's young
and comely daughter.
At least, both of these persons were missing, and,
the strangest of all, the young soldier had left his uniform in th e room allotted to him to wash in. ·w hat
had he worn away, Isaac could not tell, since his hired
man was in the field, his wife away at meeting , and no
one had seen Deborah and the young soldier leave.
That they had gone together was evident from this
line left by Deborah on her dressing table:
"FATHER: Neither thee nor mother need fret about
me. I have gone aw:ly with one who needeth me, to
do a good action, of which thou wilt approve when I
return.
"Thy loving daughter,
" DEBORAH."
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Adah partially set the mind of the good old Quaker
a t rest by stating truly that the young soldier was in
quest of Naomi Bliss, and relating the history of her
a bduction, and that Deborah, when told of it, had in
11er sympathy offered to go as a g uide and assistant
in th e work of rescue.
'' T hee takes a kindly view of it," said Isaac Stacy.
" I can hardly believe that my Deborah would elope with
a stranger and he a soldier, for she hath ever been a
g:ood and dutiful child. W hen thee gets ready to go to
t he town, I will go with thee as thy friend and guide,
and perchance we may fall in with the missing ones.
M y heart will misgive me if my D eborah hath done
w rong."
"We will go at once, as soon as I have seen my
horse fed and bedded down," said Adah. "The merciful man is merciful to his beast."
"Yea, and that thou mayst have strength to pursue
thy mission, my wife shall set out the table and we will
eat before we start for the town. For the British
occupy all houses of entertainment ther e, and m en in
thy garb and mine are treated with scant courtesy."
" I am at thy disposal since thou hast kindly consented to go with me inside the lines of the enemy.
Thy presence will be a protection to me, since thou art
doubtless well known there."
"Yea, it is even so," said I saac Stacy.
It was nearly two hours after dark when I saac Stacy
a nd Adah passed within the British lines, carrying
some eggs and butter in two baskets, making trade a
pretext for the visit.

CHAPTER XXI.
AN APPEAL FOR SYMPATHY.

When Naomi Bliss was struck silent and senseless
by a cruel blow on the temple from the brutal hand of
John Roberts, she was rendered helpless for the time.
She was then hastily borne out to where the horses
were left, was fastened on the side saddle of one, and
held up between the two ruffians as they galloped away
out of the town.
Crossing the river on the solid ice, the keen, fresh
air brought her back to consciousness, and when the
horses landed on the Jersey shore she -was able to
speak, and indignantly denounced John Roberts, whom
she had recognized by his disagreeable and hated voice.
"Thee is wasting thy breath, Naomi," said Roberts,
after she paused in her bitter rebuke. "Thee is in my
power, and there is no escape for thee. Thou wilt
sleep thy next slumber within the British lines, where
thou must consent to become my wife."
"I would die a thousand times before I gave such
consent. And I will live to see thee, and thy consort
in evil here, even Abraham Carlisle, swinging from the
gallows tree !"
"Thee hadst better bridle thy tongue or we will do it
for thee!" cried Carlisle, who till now was not aware
that she had recognized him.
"Ye can add murder to the outrage already committed," she answered, defiantly; "but the Lord who
knows thy guilt will not let the guilty escape. In Him
I trust for deliverance, for to Him have I called in my
hour of need."
The men made no answer, but each holding a rein
of her bridle, they dashed swiftly on over a level road
that led northward, as she could see by the polar star
in front of them.
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On in silence now, through the long, long night-on
when day broke, stopping nowhere for many, many
weary miles, until poor Naomi felt as if she would die
in the saddle to which they had securely bound her.
At last, when it was nearly nig ht, they halted at a
house-the same where Adab afterward met his rude
repulse-an d here Naomi was lifted from the saddle
and carried into the house, for she was unable to stand.
She saw no one of her own sex, only a man who was
evidently a fri end and agent of her abductors, for she
heard them talk of signals he had sent on the night
before, and which caused them to leave Philadelph ia
much earlier than they had intended.
She was urged to take food and drink here, but she
refused, weak as she was, dreading that she might be
drugged and rendered even more helpless than she
was.
They tarried here till after dark, and then, with their
horses rested and strengthen ed by feed, they moved
on again, riding into a town, occupied by red-coated
British soldiery, after night had set in.
Before entering the town, John Roberts had told her,
in a tone which made her shudder from head to foot,
that if she made the least outcry, he would cut her
throat from ear to ear, and he had significantly shown
a long, sharp knife hidden under his waistcoat, ready
t o do the deed.
Along the streets of this town they rode a li ttle way,
and halted at a stone house which stood near a river,
fo r she saw water gleaming in the lamplig ht, and here
she was taken from her saddle again and carried in.
She was left in a chamber which overlooked the river,
but the only window was a narrow one, with but six
panes of g lass, two on a side, and a heavy iron bar
down the center made the window safe from ingress
and proof against egress, even with so slender a fo rm
a s hers.
J ohn Roberts and a har d-featured , elderly woman,
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with a light, took her to this room, and the for mer
said:
"Here thou wilt tarry, undisturbed, fo r the night.
Thou mayst as well eat of the food this woman will
bring thee, that thou mayst have strength to journey to
N ew York, whither we go shortly, and where thou
wilt decide whether to be my wife by inclination or
force. "
Naomi made no reply, but sank weeping and exhausted into a chair.
Roberts and the woman went out, Jocking the heavy
oaken door behind them, and then Naomi sobbed out,
in the bitterness of despair:
"Oh, Lord, hast Thou deserted me ?"
She wept and prayed by turns, till a noise-the unlocking of her door-aroused her attention.
It was the woman she had seen before, bringing in
food and warm tea.
"You must eat," she said, in a tone that was not
unkind, though it was gruff and stern. "You are very
weak now, and will g row weaker if you do not take
food."
" I care not. I would rather die than live a captive
in the power of bad men," said Naomi.
The woman sighed, and put the food on a small
table, and placed that in front of Naomi.
That sigh gave the poor girl a glimpse of hope.
Could she work on that woman's sympathy, or even
h er avarice ? She would try.
"If I eat a little, will you stay here and keep me company? I am terribly lonesome."
"I'll stay while you eat," said the woman. "But
they who have hired me will want me back soon. I
have their supper to get."
Naomi tried to swallow a few mouthfuls, but it was
hard work. She had no appetite. Meantime she
studied that woman's face. She could read no sign of
pity or womanl y fee ling- th ere, but in her small g ray
eyes, in her pinched face, she saw a look which either
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denoted want, or avarice, she could hardly decide
which.
"You are not rich?" Naomi said, at last.
"No ; I would not be a servant to others if I was,"
said the woman.
"Save me from the dreadful fate wh ich my persecutors design me, and 1 will make you rich," sai d
Naomi, in a low, earnest, pleading tone.
"How ? You have no riches here, nor can you command them."
" If I was free, I could put twenty thousand hard dolla rds in your lap."
"You cou ld-but would you ?" said the woman, with
a cold, calculating look. "Folks promise, while they
are in need, and forget after ward."
"But I will not forget . H elp me to get away, and
go with me and leave me not till thou a rt paid."
John Roberts, who had been listening at the door,
strode in, and said to the woman, sternly :
" Martha, thee has listened to the romance of this
girl long enough. She can never lay her hand on a
dollar ; it has already been declared confiscated to the
king. Go, attend to thy duties. I will bear the maiden
company since she is so lonesome."
"In mercy leave me, thou second Satan!" cried Naomi. "I need rest, and let me have it."
"I will accede to thy wish, but beware how thou dost
attempt to tamper with any whom I employ. I tell
thee, once for all, thee cannot escape from me alive.
If thou diest thou art free from me, and not till then !"
said John Roberts, sternly.
"Then the sooner death comes to relieve me from
this wretchedness the better!" said Naomi, sobbing
again.
Roberts made no reply, but followed the woman out,
locking the door himself when he closed it.
In desperation, N aomi tried to wrench the iron bar
from the center of the window, for could she have done
it, she would have thrown herself out rather than re-
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main there at the mercy of the wretch who had torn
her from her home. But it resi sted all her efforts.
She next exam ined the door, and to her joy she found
that it could be strongly secured inside by an iron bolt,
and a wooden bar, which, placed in hasps on each side,
added to its security.
"At least I can protect myself from intrusion while
I sleep," she said.
And now, fai nt and weary, she threw herself on the
bed, without dis robing, and breathing a silent prayer,
she resigned herself to slumber.
And it was the sleep of one almost worn out-sound,
dreamless and heavy. When she awoke the sun was
shining in through the narrow window, showing that
it looked eastward, for the sun was hardly yet above
the treetops on the farther bank of the river.
She looked out, and saw that only a narrow street or
strip of land separated the house from the river, on
which boats were already moving to and fro, mostly
rowed by men in the British uniform.
While she gazed out, she saw two women passing
slowly on, looking up at the house with earnest expressions on their faces, as if they were looking for
some one. Both were dressed in the simplest style,
and evidently belonged to her sect. She longed to cry
out and attract their attention, but at that moment a
tremendous knockin g at the door of her chamber drew
her attention from the women, one of whom seemed to
see and notice her earnestly.
Naomi ran to the door, and asked who was there.
"It is I , John Roberts. How darest thou to lock
thysel f in, when it is thy breakfast hour? This is thy
second day of sleep !"
"Thee can go away; I need no breakfast. There is
a portion of my supper left yet," said Naomi.
"Thee hadst better open, or I will batter down the
door!" cried John Roberts, in a fearful rag e.
At that instant, while he was yet knocking at the
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door, a small stone with a paper affixed to it, came
through the window pane.
Naomi, with a thrill of hope, ran and picked it up.
"If Naomi Bliss is a captive there, let her wave her
hand through the window. Help is near!"
These words were written in pencil on the paper.
Quickly Naomi ran to the window, and though she
cut her wrist on the broken g lass, she gave the required
signal.
At the same moment, the door, beaten from its
hinges and fastenings by ] ohn Roberts, was broken in.

CHAPTER XXII.
WHAT

TWO

WOMEN

DID.

As the door, all shattered and broken, fell inward,
J ohn Roberts and Abraham Carlisle, followed by the
woman before spoken of, ru shed forward .
Naomi, holding up her bleeding hand, confronted
t hem with a fearless face, fo r she felt assured that God
had heard her prayers, that help was, indeed, near, else
how would the one who called for her signal know her
name and captivity.
"Has the J ezebel been attempting to escape?" cried
John Roberts, who saw the broken window and her
bleeding hand.
"What folly! A bird could scarcely fly through that
aperture," cried Abraham Carlisle.
Both these men were now dressed in Quaker costume.
"Nevertheless, she hath tried it. Look at her bleeding hand !" said Roberts . "Ha! she hath a paper in
her hand. A letter, mayhap, from some arch traitor.
Girl. give it here!"
"Never!" said Naomi, and she instantly put the letter
in her mouth to swallow it.
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The brute sprang upon her, clutched her by the
throat, and strove to tear the paper from her mouth;
but in a second, with a scream of agony, he released
his hold and tore his lacerated fingers from her mouth.
She had almost bitten them off; and now, before he
could renew his dastardly attack, she swallowed the
paper.
" Thee hadst better have died at once than thus have
:;
treated me!" cried the maddened wretch. "I will have
no mercy on thee now. I would not marry thee now
for thrice thy dowry. Thou shalt kiss the dust I walk
through in thy agony and--"
John Roberts ceased his loud threats as suddenly
as if he had been struck by paralysis, and shook from
head to foot with sudden terror, for within six inches
of his face the muzzle of a huge dragoon pistol bore
fairly on his eye, while the finger of a stern-faced
woman pressed the trigger.
"Breathe not, move not, or you die as you stand,
you miserable wretch !" said this woman.
John Roberts looked and saw that Abraham Carlisle
was on his knees before another woman, who held a
pistol close to his pallid face.
The servant woman cowered terror-stricken in a
corner.
"Naomi Bliss," said the woman, who held the pistol
to the head of John Roberts, "take the cords from thy
bedstead and bind this wretch hand and foot, and then
I will show thee how to gag him. After he is secured,
we will attend to the other. And if either breathes a
loud word now, it is the last he speaks on earth. I
have sworn it !"
Naomi needed no second bidding, no instructions
now. She knew what must be done to secure her liberty. She tore off the bedclothes, unknotted the
strong bed cord, and cutting it with the knife which
protruded from the waistcoat of Roberts-the very
knife he had threatened to kjll her with-she bound his
hands behind him and his feet together. Then she
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forced a portion of a sheet into his mouth, by direction
of the strange woman, and tied it there with a part of
the cord, drawn around back of his neck with cruel
force.
Then Abraham Carlisle was secured and gagged in
the same way, and th e woman servant also, though she
promised si lence and pleaded piteously for release.
"Our own safety demands thy detention," said the
strange woman.
Then turning to her companion, she said:
"Now, Deborah, hasten home with Naomi. I have
some other work to do at th is post of the enemy, but
will see thee again. Leave my· garments and my horse
where I bade you, and keep my secret."
"Yea, that will I," said the young Quakeress, whom
she called Deborah. "Remember thy promise, too, for
I sh all not rest easy till I see thee again."
" I will not fo rget," said the woman, and she said to
Naomi: "Follow Deborah without fear, and when you
meet Adab Slocomb, tell him his fri end, who lives now
only for 'Washington and glory,' has saved you that
he may be happy."
"Heaven will reward thee; I never can," murmured
Naomi , and casting one look at the prostrate and helpless wretches who had caused her so much agony, she
hurried out, with Deborah holding her by the hand.
"Tell Adab Slocomb, if you meet him, to keep thee
hereafter well g uarded, and g et away from this vicinity
quickly," cried th e woman, after them, as they went
out.
Naomi trembled when she got on the street, but her
companion said:
"Thee need not fear. We will soon be out of the
town, and at my father's house. He will speedily place
thee bevond all danger of recapture."
"I will strive to be calm," said Naomi. "But I would
rather die than again fall into th e power of those
wicked men ."
In a very few minutes they were out of the crowded
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streets and on the outskirts of the town, and N aomi
began to breathe more freely.
A ll at once a deathly pallor came upon her face, and
she stopped still on the road, gasping for breath.
" W hat aileth thee?" asked her companion, in alarm.
"Look- look-it is Adab-it is Adab !" cried the
pallid girl, pointing to one of two men who were approaching them from the opposite direction.
And she fa inted, and would have fallen but for the
sustaining arm of Deborah Stacy.
It was, indeed, Isaac Stacy and Adab Slocomb, who
were on th eir way into the town to look for the very
persons they now met.
Adab rushed fo rward, and clasping Naomi in his
arms, wept like a child for joy, while Isaac Stacy said,
tenderly :
"I am glad to have found thee, D eborah, fo r my
heart misgave me greatly. What hast thou done with
that young soldier?"
"ffe has gone his way, and I have come mine, dear
fath er," said the g irl, demurely. " Why dost thou not
help thy fri end ?- for yonder maiden hath fainted! "
" She is coming to herself," said Adab. "Lean on
me altogether, dear Naomi. Thou art safe, and no
mortal power shall tear thee from me !"
"A dab; oh, I have suffered so much!" she moaned.
And it seemed as if she would faint again.
"Do not speak ; do not try to tell me now. We will
go quickly back to the house of F riend Stacy, and thou
shalt rest and be refreshed."
" The sooner she is on her way to a safer hiding place
the better," said Deborah. "I and another have rescued her from the direst peril, leaving her enemies
bound and gagged ; and if they are released from whom
we took her, the British soldier will be sent after thee
and her."
"Thy daughter speaks truly," said Adab, to Isaac
Stacy. "Our stay with thee must be brief."
"I have a wagon in which she can rest while we
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travel," said Isaac Stacy. "The Lord forbid that I
should sh rink from any toil or peril when one as good
and innocent as mine own child is in deadly danger. I
will harness up as soon as we reach the house, and we
will take a route they will not suspect, one which will
speedily carry us into the American lines near the camp
of Washington."
"I will foreve r be indebted to thee," said Adab.
They now moved quickly back to Stacy's house, and
within twenty minutes the good old Quaker was driving off in a light, covered wagon, while Adab rode
behind on his rested horse.
Deborah waved her adieus as they drove out of sight
up toward the headwaters of the Raritan.

CHAPTER XXIII.
THE IMPERILED CAPTIVES.

Left prone on the floor, facing each other, John
Roberts and Abraham Carlisle glared at each other in
rage and agony, neither able to speak, neither able to
move. The woman alone had been left in a sitting
posture in a chair near the window, but she could not
speak or move from her position, for she, too, was
bound hand and foot, though not with the cruel tightness of the two men. The rope which secured her was
also fastened to the iron bar which protected the window.
J ohn Roberts strove, till it seemed as if his veins
would burst open, to loosen his bonds, but all in vain.
Abraham Carlisle watched him, and seeing that he
struggled in vain, only exhausting himself, remained
quiet for his own part, evidently hoping some one
would come in, discover their situation and release
them.
Suddenly there was heard a fearful commotion in the
town outside of the window. Plainly the sounds came
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to the ears of the helpless ruffians. The ringing of
bells, drums beating the assembly, and then, louder and
plainer, the shouts of-"Fire ! Fire!"
The woman, who was seated so she could look from
the window, seemed terror-stricken, and yet, unable to
move from the spot where she was, could not explain
her terror. Her eyes were wild with fear, her face
turned to an ashen hue, and she shook from head to
foot.
Roberts and Carlisle heard the wild alarm, they saw
her face, and they seemed to know that they, as well as
she. were in deadly peril.
The warehouses where the British kept their stores
were on the river bank, just above the house where
they were now lying helpless. If these houses were on
fire, what could save those two men and that helpless
woman? Nothing-nothing !
The terror of the woman seemed to increase with the
clamor. Great clouds of smoke swept past the window, obscuring the sky beyond. Yells, shouts, the
crackling of leaping flames, reached the ears of the
poor wretches on the floor. The woman wildly dashed
her head forward against a corner of the wall and
loosened the gag in her mouth, and finally got it clear
so she could speak.
"Curse ye!" she shrieked to the Quakers. "You two
cowards got me into this scrape. The warehouses are
all on fire, and this house must come next. 'Ne must
die-we must die !"
Great drops of sweat oozed out on her ashy face as
she tried to gnaw asunder the rope that bound her to
the iron bar. She could reach no other, for her hands
were tied behind her back, and she could not raise her
feet.
The Quakers were wild with the agony of terror,
but utterly helpless. They tried to roll toward the
door, but it lay a broken heap on the floor and they
could not pass it.
Nearer and nearer came smoke and flame, the sparks
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driving into the woman 's face as she shrieked wildly
throug h the window, fo r she had dashed out all the
glass with her head, heedless of the cruel gashes it
made.
"Help ! help!" she screamed, in the wild agony of a
certain-terrible death.
Darker and darker swept the smoke cloud on until
it came stifling into the room, and then the flames
lig hted up its nig ht-like blackness as it swept past the
narrow window.
"Help ! help !" screamed the wretched woman, in
tones that seemed to pierce the very wall s.
And now, if she was not heard, death must soon end
the agony of all in that room, for the crackling flam es
overhead told that the house was all ablaze.
But a shriek of joy broke from her cracked lips, and
she shouted, "Saved ! saved !" as rushing foo tsteps
came up the stairs .
A band of soldiers, rushing in, found th e woman and
the two helpless Q uakers, and carried them out, as the
flames came sweeping into the room where they had
lain so helpless all this time.
In twenty min utes more the whole row of houses,
with all the British stores and munitions, was in ashes,
bare walls alone standing to show what had been there.
Unbound and placed on their feet, the woman and
th e two Q uakers told t hei r story in th eir own way.
They were carrying off a rebel girl to New York, to
punish her lover, who was with W ashington . T hey
had been surprised-they would not say by two women,
but by armed men-who knocked them down, tied and
g a'.c.ged them . T hese men, they said, were doubtless
r ebels come to rescue the gi rl, and they had most likely
set the storehouses on fire to cover their escape with the
fai r fugi tive.
Instantly the British commander ordered scouting
parties out to try and find the girl and her rescuers, and
to capture or slay them wherever fou nd.

CHAPTER XXIV.
A

FRIENDLY

WARNING.

As soon as Isaac Stacy got out of sight of the town,
he drove rapidly forward, anxious to put as many miles
as possible between himself and the British lines before
darkness compelled him to go slower.
Both Adab and himself heard the distant alarm when
the fire broke out, but for some time did not imagine
the cause; but when dense clouds of smoke arose in
the direction of the town, they knew there was a large
fire somewhere in the place or its immediate vicinity.
That it might be his own domicile, entered the mind
of Isaac Stacy, for he knew he was not liked by the
British, but he said nothing of this to Adah or to Naomi, who was able to sit up by Adah's side and talk
cheerfully. Yet Isaac knew if his house was burned,
his wife and daughter would be homeless, if not exposed to greater danger before his return.
But he had set his heart on one duty, the putting of
that poor orphan girl beyond the reach of her persecutors, and he would not turn back, nor for an instant
hesitate in his course.
Nothing occurred for several hours to denote danger
or pursuit, and the high grounds, where Adah knew he
would find the American outposts, were in sight as
twilight began to close in upon them. They were now
going quite slow, for the horses began to show unequivocal signs of fatigue.
Suddenly a horseman at full speed came dashing up
in their rear, and Adah had only time to see that he
wore the Continental uniform, when he cried out, in
a shrill, startling voice:
"Drive on! drive on at your utmost speed and gain
the bills. A scout of British dragoons is following

,
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close in your track. Haste ! I will cover you as long
as I can."
In an instant Isaac Stacy comprehended his danger.
If overtaken and recognized his home would be destroyed, if it had not been destroyed already; and his
loved ones imperiled. If overtaken by a force of
armed men, how could he and Adah, both unarmed,
hope to save the trembling girl at his side?
Furiously he plied his whip, and his horses dashed
on over the rough road at a gallop. Adah turned and
saw that the strange horseman rode but a little way in
the rear, and he kept his own position near the wagon.
They were now dashing along by the side of a rushing brook, and on both sides a covert of small trees
threw a shadow over the star-lit road.
Suddenly there was a crash, and Isaac Stacy groaned
aloud. His fore axle had struck a stump, and his
wagon was disabled.
And close upon them in the rear, shouting as they
came, rode six burly dragoons, their drawn swords
flashing as they came.
Adah set his teeth hard together, and turned his
horse as he saw the Continental soldier wheel and confront the enemy.
Two sudden flashes, two loud reports, and Adah saw
that but four dragoons rushed on the undaunted soldier,
whose sword now flashed out from its scabbard.
"The Lord help him !" groaned Adah; and driving
the spurs into his horse, he dashed over the road to the.
aid of his unknown friend.
And he was needed, for the hero was only able to
parry the shower of blows rained upon his defending
blade by all four of the dragoons, when Adah bore
down, shouting:
"Washington and glory!"
For he had recognized his friend of aforetimes, and
now, clutching a dragoon by the throat and hurling him
furiously to the earth, he drew the attack partly on
himself and enabled the heroic soldier to cut down two
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of his opponents and wound the third just as he made
a fearful cut at Adah's head, which descending on his
shoulder with terri ble force, opened it deep into the
bone, utterly disabling him for the time, though he did
not fall from his horse.
The wounded dragoon, keeping his saddle, turned
and fled, leaving five of his comrades on the ground,
and their horses and ar ms in the possession of the party
they had so fruitlessly attacked.
"Are you badly hurt ?" asked the Continental soldier,
approaching Adab, who had dismounted.
"Sorely-but tell not the damsel in yonder wagon,"
said Adab, faintly. "I bleed terribly."
"Isaac Stacy, come hither," cried the young soldier.
" H elp Adab Slocomb into thy wagon, and when I
secure these horses and the arms scattered about, I will
come and aid thee to stanch his wound. We will not
be followed any more to-night. This is the only party
that took this road, and but one has escaped, and I
doubt if he lives to return to his post, fo r he hath a prod
through and through his r ight breast just below the
shoulder ."
I saac Stacy came j ust in time to keep Adab from
falling, and in a second more Naomi, who had heard
all, was with him, too, and together th ey got Adab into
the wagon, where the soldier washed the wound with
ice-cold water, and th en bound it up with heavy bandages made from linen or lint with which he was provided.
As A dab was nearly insensible, he could make no objection or resistance when they laid him down in th e
wag-on, and now I saac Stacy an d th e soldier left him
to the care of Naomi, and went to repairing the broken
ax le.
With a piece of timber, providentially found in the
road, and a strong rope, they so spliced it that with
careful driving they could proceed, and once more,
after fully two hours' delay, they moved slowly on-
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the arms of the defeated dragoons all in the wagon and
the horses tied behind.
The Continental soldier rode in the rear of all, saying
he would keep watch and hold guard until the American lines were reached.
This occurred j ust as the gray of dawn began to
bri ghten the east, and then, while I saac was explaining
who he was to the advanced g uard, the Continental
soldier rode past and said to the officer in command :
"Be pleased, sir, to send these people with a guide
direct to Gen. Washington. I will tell Deborah, F riend
S tacy, that thou art safe and will return to her speedily,
if it be safe for you to return. If not, you shall have
timely warning, and she and your wife safe escort to
your side."
T he soldier waited fo r no reply, but dashed away
over the road they had just passed, and was out of
sight in a moment.
"Strange ! Strange ! H e talketh of Deborah as if
she and he were very closely connected !" muttered
I saac. "But he is a good youth, and a brave one.
The British dragoons went down before his pistols and
sword, like stubble before the fire ! He is a g-ood youth,
and if he loveth Deborah , and she him, it is the will
of the Spirit, and I will not gainsay it."
Adab, very feeble, was yet sensible and had heard
all. H e knew that his head was pillowed in the lap of
Naomi, and that she was safe; that he would also
soon be in the presence of his beloved chief, and that
he could report that he had used his best endeavors to
arrest the t raitors, though they had escaped for the
time.
It was near noonday before the wagon of Isaac Stacy
drew up in front of Washington's headquarters.
There A dah was helped out, and soon, waited upon
by the chief himself, his story was told ; .Naomi and
Isaac Stacy were introduced, and the heroism of the
strang e Continental soldier was once more made the
subject of discourse.
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The mystery which surrounded him-his invincible
heroism, his constant presence when Adab was in peril,
were all talked over again. Gen. Washington said the
moment his name could be brought to light it should
fill a captain's commission.
The five dragoon horses, with the arms and full
equipments, were valuable acquisitions just then, and
five more men in the picked Life Guard were armed
and mounted.
On the next morning, just as Isaac Stacy, with his
wagon repaired, and ten bright g uineas in his pocket,
was starting on his return, the sergeant and escort,
which Adab had left in Philadelphia, came into camp,
and they wondered much when they found that Adab
had returned before them .
His wound, now dressed with care, proved less dangerous than might have been feared, but it was bad
enough to disable him for some weeks.
As the enemy at this time showed no signs of moving
on Philadelphia, appearing to have given it up since
their many reverses in New J ersey, Washington advised that Adab, with Naomi for his nurse, be removed
by easy stages to Philadelphia, there to remain until his
wound was entirely healed, when Washington said he
would again welcome him to his military family, on
the same footing he had held before, as confidential
scout.
Adab, knowing that it was best Naomi should be at
home, away from the scandals of a camp, gladly consented to this-for he knew himself he could be of no
service to his country for some time, and that his
mother and Petrunia Stone would be greatly relieved
by his return with Naomi.
Washington had, at the request of Adab, within an
hour after his arrival in camp, sent a special messenger ·
to Hannah Slocomb to announce the arrival of Naomi
and Adab in the American camp-that her atmt might
rejoice in her escape from John Roberts and his vile
colleague.

CHAPTER XXV.
A

MYSTIFIED

FATHER.

I saac Stacy was very anxious to reach his home
speedily, but he did not make quite as good time on
his return as he did in his flight with Adab and N aomi.
In truth, he wanted to so time himself as to reach
his home in the night, so as not to have any outsiders
witness his return, to report from what direction he
came. As he could not reach there the first night, he
so regulated his speed as to reach his farmhouse just
after dar k on the second night, which made his full
absence amount to fo ur days.
H e was g reatly relieved "as he approached the farm
to see the outlines of his house and his capacious barns,
for he had feared all the time it was they which had
been set on fi re when he was speeding away.
H e drove up a lane, softened with g rassy turf, making little noise with his wagon wheels, and halted at the
barn, a hundred yards or so from the house.
As he drew his horses up, he saw a sight which
astonished him considerably.
It was evidently his daughter, bidding farewell to a
horseman who stood by the door, and judging from
the fact that her arms were around the neck of the
horseman and her lips pressed to his, it was a very affectionate fa rewell.
I saac Stacy determined to see into its meaning, and
he strode toward the house rapidly, taking no care to
conceal his approach, but the horseman- the Continental soldier again- was mounted and ready to ride
off, as he came near.
" Good-evening, F riend Stacy ; I'm glad to see you
safe home," he cried, in a cheerful tone, and then, without waiting for a reply, dashed the spurs into his horse
a nd galloped off.

A Mystified Father.
"Deborah, I am astonished at thee !" was the exclamation of Isaac Stacy. "Did I not see thee kiss and
embrace that stranger-that soldier, whose hand is red
with the blood of his fellowmen?"
"That soldier is no stranger to me, dear father," said
Deborah, promptly. " I did embrace and kiss him, and
I will do it again whenever I meet him. Is it for thee
to speak of his having shed blood when it was in thy
defense?"
"I am rebuked," said Isaac, who felt that she had
the point on him. "But because he hath helped me
and my friends and thine in the hour of trouble, doth
it behoove thee, or become thee, to kiss him as if he
were thy lover?"
Deborah laughed till the air rang, and her mother
came to the door to see what was the matter.
"Isaac, I am .glad to see thee back again," she said.
"Hast thou left thy friends in safety?"
"Yea, safer, it seems to me, than those I have left
behind me here," muttered Isaac, and he turned toward
the barn to house his team.
"What is the matter with thy father? He seems ill
at ease, and not very glad to be with us again," said
Deborah's mother.
"Thee must ask him when he comes in," said Deborah, again laughing merrily.
"He did not discover, did he, the secret?" asked the
old lady.
"Nay, and he must not at present," said Deborah.
"Thy word and mine a re pledged to that."
"Yea, verily, that is so, though it is not seemly to
have secrets in the family. But in this, surely there is
no harm."
"And so much fun , dear mother!" cried Deborah,
who could not restrain her laughter.
"Levity is unbecoming," said the mother; but she
seemed to find it difficult to keep a sober face.
In a little wh ile I saac Stacy came in.
"Where was the fire on the day we left?" he asked.
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" It started in the houses used by the British for the
storage of provisions, arms and clothing. It swept
away some other buildings owned by Tories in the same
row. The captors of Naomi Bliss barely escaped with
their lives, being well smoke-dried and somewhat
scorched when rescued by the soldiers."
"It would have been better for the country had they
burned," said Isaac, sternly. "Was the fire accidental ?"
"An accident, don e on purpose," said Deborah,
laughing. "I think the young soldier who shed the
blood of the British dragoons who pursued thee set
the warehouses on fire so as to distress the enemy by
the loss of stores and munitions."
"Thy lover, why didst thou not say at once?"
'~I did not wish to displease thee, r.:1y father."
" If thee kisses him again, thee will displease me,"
said I saac, impatiently. "The next thing I know thee
will be running away with him."
"Or he with me, dear fa ther," said Deborah,
laughing .
H er mother laug hed also.
"Ruth Stacy, if thee sees anything to laugh at in the
conduct of t hy daughter and mine, I do not," said
I saac, angrily.
"I have not seen any misconduct in the child," said
the mother.
"Then thee is very blind. See if thee can get me
some supper," said I saac.
D eborah sprang to set out the table, and when her
mother arose to prepare some coffee, the cloth was
laid.
In a little while I saac had put a good supper under
his waistcoat, and fel t in a better humor.
. Seated by the fire, he related the events of his journey- how kindly he had been treated by VVashington,
and how Adab had got along after his terribl e wound.
He could not avoid giving the particulars of the encounter with the pursuing dragoons, and, in spite of
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his aversion to the shedding of blood, his eye kindled
and his face flushed as he told how the brave young
Continental faced six armed foemen alone, leaving
three down before aid came to him.
"Though he sheds blood in self-defense, and burns
the property of our wicked enem ies, he is a very bad
and wicked person, is he not?" asked Deborah, with a
twinkle in her merry brown eyes.
" I did not say that, I only objected to thy hugging
and kissing him," said Isaac, sharply. "But say no
more about it. I dare say he will go back to the army
and stay there."
"Yea, unless I send for him," said Deborah. "But
should danger come upon us, he will not be so far away
but that I can signal for his assistance. He is a true
friend of Washington and of our country."
"And of thee, also, judging from what I saw this
evening," said Isaac, with less asperity than before.
"I will vouch that no harm will come upon our
daughter, no matter how much she loves him," said his
wife. " So set thy heart at rest, Isaac."
"I must, whether I will or not," he answered, smiling. "Milk that is spilled cannot be gathered up
again."

CHAPTER XXVI.
A SURPRISE.

The destruction of the British stores at New Brunswick, the boldness of the dashing scouting parties constantly sent out by Gen. Washington, the patriotism of
the people of New Jersey generally, and the great difficulty of getting any supplies there, or guarding those
they had from capture or destruction, made New Jersey
very unprofitable soil to hold, and shortly after the fire
in New Brunswick, Cornwallis moved all his forces
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into New York, abandoning New Jersey for the time
altogether.
John Roberts and Abraham Carlisle went with the
army, for they did not dare to return to Philadelphia
whil e it was held by the Americans, neither did they
consider it safe to remain in New Brunswick.
Moreover, they had engaged for a large sum of
money, to be paid on success, to capture and deliver
the person of Washington into the hands of the Royalists, and with disguised emissaries in his camp they
believeri they could act better from New Yark than
elsewhere.
They had, through these emissaries, heard of the
arrival of Adab and Naomi in camp, and who had
brought them there; but it was not until after their
departure from New Brunswick, therefore they had no
chance to wreak present vengeance on I saac Stacy.
But they vowed that when he should come again within
the royal lines that he should suffer.
Washin gton , though aware that secret emissaries of
the king had access to his camp, found it impossible
to detect them, for, of course, they were the ones
who could appear most intensely devoted to the patriot
cause.
He had his own spies on the other side, and he was
anx iously watching every movement of the enemy, for
he plainly saw that a terrible struggle for supremacy
on the entire coast, and possession of Philadelphia,
Baltimore and the Southern country, would take place
as soon as the severe winter was over.
John Roberts and Abraham Carlisle fin ally so far
completed a plan for the capture of Washing ton, after
they had been about three weeks in New York, that
they called on the British commander- in-chief, laid
their plans before him, and got an order for t he landing
in New J ersey, near the mouth of the Hackensack,
of a brigade of troops, with a battalion of horse, to
cover the movement that was to be made.
The landing_ of these troops was to be effected in
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secrecy, in the night, and a feint made which would
draw away the forces of Washington from headquarters, and then a body of Tories, Westchester cowboys,
and renegades, who had crossed and hidden in the
dense forest back of the Palisades, were to make,
through preconcerted signals, an onslaught on the
headquarters, and secure or slay Washington if they
could not bring him off.
The two arch plotters had contrived their plan, they
believed, with such secrecy that no hint of the design
could reach Washington-even their own emissaries
were in the dark as to the time, and were to know
by signal only, almost at the moment of attack, so as
to look out for their own safety.
Roberts was to head the party of renegades and
T ories------Carlisle to accompany and act as guide to the
troops.
The night set apart for the movement came at last,
and a better night could not have been chosen. Though
no wind aroused the waters to make the crossing bad,
the sky was inky black, the murky clouds of a gathering storm overspreading it.
At an early hour the troops left their quarters for
the place of embarkation, where huge barges and
lighters, with long sweeps, lay ready to receive them.
With as little noise as possible, boat after boat was
filled, barge after barge occupied, until the entire force
was afloat.
Then, though it was now almost midnight, the crossing commenced, every oar being muffled, and not a
light-not even a lighted pipe-was permitted to be
seen.
\ Vhen mi dway of the stream, the tide now running
ebb, Carlisle, looking back, saw from away up in the
upper part of the city a single rocket arise in the air.
After the lapse of a minute he saw one arise from
the Jersey shore, and soon after another, and then a
third, far inland.
He trembled lest the plot, discovered, should fail
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with loss to the royal cause, but he did not care to
express his fears, lest the blame should fall on his
head all the sooner for the early discovery of these
signals.
But an officer near him had seen the signals, and
now asked him what he thought they meant.
"I cannot divine," said Abraham, moodily. "It cannot be that traitors on our side are making signals to
the enemy and receiving replies. Yet it looks as if
these rockets had some meaning. There was no such
signals named by us to our friends. Flashes of light
seen at stated intervals are the only signals we were
to use, or have used."
The officer made no answer, and Carlisle now had to
look to the course, for they were bearing into the channel that leads through the hills west of Staten Island,
preparatory to landing south of the mouth of the
Hackensack.
A slight rumble heard away in the northwest disturbed the commanding officer, who was in the boat
with Carlisle.
"That sounded like the rumble of artillery wheels,"
he said.
"Nay; it was the roll of distant thunder," said Carlisle. "The storm which hath hung off all the early
part of the night will break within the hour. But
before it doth the troops will be on the shore, and the
storm cannot impede our march, though it will serve
to conceal it."
"It will be cursed unpleasant," muttered the officer.
"There breaks another peal of thunder. How soon
will we land?"
"In less than twenty minutes," said Carlisle. "The
high land on our left is Staten Island. By a bluff I see
my course is taken, and I will soon steer to the Jersey
shore."
The officer grumbled, and told the crew to row out
lively, and on swept the flotilla.
Ten, fifteen minutes passed, and now from boat to
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boat was passed the word : "Now slowly; prepare to
land in perfect silence."
Five minutes more, and a single flash of light, seen
from the leading boat, indicated, "Form a line, and land
together"-a signal understood by all.
Dimly, like shadows on the water, the boats drew
up in a long mass, while again the hollow roll of thunder came louder on the ear, indicating the storm was
coming nearer, yet nearer.
Another flash of light, and the boats moved forwa rd
in line toward the land, not now half a musket shot
away.
At the same instant a lightning flash lighted up
sky and sea and land, and the British saw in that
brief second a shore lined with American troops !

CH APTER XXVII.
THE TRAITOR'S PROGRAMME.

The British were utterly astounded. In the mercy
of that single flash of lightning they had been partially
saved from utter annihilation, fo r, masked upon the
shore, there seemed to be men enough to crush them
with one withering volley.
Abraham Carlisle trembled as with an ague, and
cried out, in the height of his terror :
"Get back! Get back ! We are in a trap!"
"Curse you , it is you that led us into it," said the
officer by his side, and with the hilt of his drawn sword
he struck the miserable wretch fairly between the eyes,
knocking him flat in the bottom of the boat.
Perhaps the act saved his life, for a single shout
on shore, "Washington and glory !" was followed by
a volley of small arms and a discharge of grape and
canister from the center and both wings of the American forces, which mowed down the British ia great
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numbers, although fired too high to sink the boats or
cut up the oarsmen so that they could not escape.
Not a shot did they dare to fire in return, for the
darkness was their only shield now, and wildly was
heard the word of command.
"Back off! back off!"
And now, while the Americans poured in their wild,
sweeping fire on the retreating boats, the war of elements broke out in its wildest fury. Thunder, lightning, wind and rain, all at once in deafening peals, in
long, linked flashes , in terrible blasts, and in drenching torrents, came the combination.
The British were only too glad of its cover to get
away from that deadly shore, and the Americans had
now nothing to do but secure arms and get back to
their stations. The plans of the enemy had been discovered and foiled in that quarter, quite as effectually
as th ey had been in the direction where John Roberts
was deputed to strike his blow.
At midnight he had crossed, been allowed to land,
ascend the Palisades, and commenced his march. But
when he reached an open glade just beyond the hills,
and his force of two hundred renegades was just about
entering another wood on their line of march, he was
met by a fire in front and on both flanks which in less
than a minute swept down the major part of his
force.
It is said that those who are born to be hung cannot
die in any other way, and so it seemed with John
Roberts. While not over twenty of all his renegade
force got away, and scarcely any of them without
wounds, he escaped without a scratch.
At the very first alarm he threw himself to the earth,
and then crawled off in the darkness, and finally, in
the height of the storm which followed, got into a
skiff and rowed back to the New York shore.
Thus, at both points, the expedition was a complete
failure, and the British commande r bitterly upbraided
his wretched tools next morning for the result:
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In vain did they throw, or try to throw, the blame
on the patriot spies who were evidently in the city.
The failure was all the British leader thought of, not of
the causes.
Roberts and Carlisle came near being ignominously
expelled from the British lines. Only the fact that
they knew too much of the situation there, and might
be ready to sell their knowledge to the other side, prevented it.
But Cornwallis had faith in them yet. He aimed at
approaching Philadelphia by a southern route, and
needed them, as tools and guides, to advise him of
routes and defenses, and, if he succeeded in his aims,
to have them with him to point out the loyal and disloyal, and to aid him in levying contributions on such
as were known to possess wealth.
The two traitors, made acquainted with his plans,
reveled in the thought of what they could do if he did
occupy Philadelphia, for they then would have his aid
in oppressing their enemies and carrying out their
fiendish designs.
Through their emissaries they kept posted in regard
to all that went on in that city. They knew when Adah
Slocomb returned there wounded; they even knew that
he intended, as soon as he recovered, to wed Naomi
Bliss before he returned to serve again with his idolized
chief, George Washington.
"At all hazards, that union shall be prevented!" said
John Roberts, in bitterness of s1iirit. "Naomi Bliss
shall be mine, or she shall die! I have sworn to humble her, and she shall see that I will keep mine
oath!"
"And I will aid thee!" said Abraham Carlisle. "Because we have failed once, it is no sign that we shall
again be thwarted. The king is mighty in wealth and
power, and he must succeed over these ill-armed and
poverty-stricken rebels."
"Yea," said Roberts; "and from the spoils of the
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ungodly rebels we will enrich ourselves-yea, we will
have gold and silver enough to make us the richest
in the land. I will dwell in Primrose Cottage, and
thou shalt possess the handsome home uf Hannah
Slocomb."
"Which will be gall and wormwood to Adab, her
son, if he lives to see it," said Carlisle.
Thus these arch traitors and villains laid their plans,
and being often consulted by Cornwallis, who was now
planning his next campaign, to open with the spring,
they felt confident of future success.

CHAPTER XXVIII.
A

NOTE

OF

WARN I NG .

When Adab Slocomb was taken by slow stages to
Philadelphia, while Naomi still acted as his nurse, he
found to his great joy that Petrunia Stone had closed
up Primrose Cottage, and gone permanently to reside
with his mother, for, apart, the two good women had
been very lonely, while together they could talk of
the absent son and niece, and cheer each other greatly.
And on the day after their arrival, when Adah had
peremptorily told Petrunia Stone that if she went back
to Primrose Cottage with Naomi he would go also, a
new surprise came t0 Adab, and a pleasant one.
Farmer Stacy, his wife and little Deborah arrived
in the city. They had been annoyed fearfully by Tory
n eighbors, their stock killed and their own lives
threatened, and Stacy had deemed it best to bring his
wife and daughter to the city, where he could find
congenial society and more safety for his loved ones;
while for himself he had decided to do as Adab had
done, to aid Washington and his country, though not
as a soldier. He had brought two good teams and his
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strongest wagon, and he told Adab that if Deborah and
his. wife could find shelter with his mother, paying for
their board, he would at once tender his services to
Washington.
Hannah Slocomb gladly took them in, for one who
had rendered Naomi and Adab service, she said seemed
'
like a relative.
"Has thee seen or heard of the brave young Continental who did us such timely service?" asked Adab
of Isaac Stacy, when all of the family were gathered
in the large sitting-room.
"Yea. But if thee could get Deborah to speak, she
could, I doubt not, tell all we should so much desire to
know. For she hath an understanding with him, and,
to my knowledge, hath had two interviews with him
since his brave action with us. Not that there hath
been anything unseemly in her interviews, for in the
last he came to offer us a place of refuge and aid to
go to it, but I do not deem it altogether right she
should know who he is and where to be found, when
I, her father, am ignorant of his name or even where
to find him."
"In our hour of need he will not be far away, dear
father," said Deborah, with a quiet smile on her pretty
face.
Adah did not question Deborah. He made up his
mind to get Naomi to do that. For it hath been written, "It is impossible for one woman to keep a secret
from another, if it concerneth the love of either."
And the two young girls seemed to be very fond of
each other, while Mrs. Stacy entered into the good
graces of Hannah Slocomb, for she was handy about
the house and willing.
But all were destined to receive a start on the sec·
ond night after the Stacys arrived in Philadelphia.
A note of warning came to Adab in a letter.
"The two traitors, John Roberts and Abraham Carlisle, have left New York and gone South. They sailed
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in a small vessel belonging to the British Government,
both of them disguised as British soldiers. Beware.
"\VASHINGTON AND GLORY."

"This letter comes from the young Continental,"
said Adah. "But those vile men cannot be bound
hither, for "no British soldier would dare to tread these
streets."
"Disgu ises can be easily changed," said Deborah.
" They may even now be roaming these streets, and
you not know it."
" It is very true," said Adah. "All that we can do
is to be constantly on our guard against all enemies.
These men may come here, but they dare not appear
in their former character, they dare not show themselves at the meeting, not while the patriots hold this
city. Should the king's troops ever occupy the city,
it will be no place for us. But I do not think that will
occur. They tried to come here through New Jersey,
but George Washington drove them back. He even
now watches their movements from the heights of
Morristown, while he is gathering forces to move upon
them if again they strive to come inland from the
sea."
"Heaven bless him !" said Mrs. Slocomb. "He deserves the prayers and the good wishes of all whose
homes he protects and whose freedom he is striving
to secure."

CHAPTER XXIX.
T HE WEDDING-THE TWO SKULKERS.

The winter had passed, and spring was opening
bud and blossom with its vernal wind and glowing
sunshine, when Adah Slocomb so far recovered from
his wound that he felt able once more to return to
the aid of his beloved chief, who yet held his eagle eyrie
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in the Jersey hills, whence Lord Howe and the wily,
treacherous Cornwallis in vain sought to draw him.
But Adab felt loath to leave Naomi, his gentle
nurse and loving companion through all his weary
invalid hours, and he made up his mind before leaving
her to give his mother the full right to call her daughter, and to so arrange the two households that Primrose Cottage and Slocomb Hall should be cared for in
his absence, by the rightful owners and menservants
whom he selected, faithful and true persons of his sect
in whom he felt trust aiui confidence.
He determined to take Naomi as his wife, and to
leave her with his mother at home, while the wife and
daughter of Isaac Stacy went with Petrunia Stone to
Primrose Cottage. Isaac Stacy himself was now a
special baggage master with Washington.
This understood, it remained for Adab and Naomi,
ere the departure of the former, to take upon themselves the solemn and binding troth of their sect, and
before the assembled meeting of Friends to become
"man and wife."
Lovely was the morning when Deborah Stacy, clad
in Quaker gray, walked hand in hand with Naomi
Bliss, dressed in spotless white, to the upper end of
the old meeting house on Arch Street, there to meet
the noble-looking son of Hannah Slocomb, who, facing
the silent and reverent assembly, said, as he grasped
the hand of Naomi :
"I, Adab Slocomb, do take thee, Naomi Bliss, to be
my wedded wife, and promise, through Divine assistance, to be unto thee a true and loving husband until we are separated by death."
Then Naomi, in her low, sweet voice, so clear that
no syllable was lost to a single ear among the hundreds th ere, said :
"I, Naomi, do take thee, Adab, to be my true and
wedded husband, whom I will love, cherish and honor
till death teareth us apart."
Turning to the assembled meeting, Adab now said:
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"Friends, it is known to you all that, while I have
striven carefully to preserve my character as a lover
of peace, as a hater of dissensions and broils, the spirit
within me has prompted me to serve in a civil way my
suffering country~ under the leadership of the great
and good man, George Washington. And it now behooves me to say that this day, leaving my aged mother
and young wife, with their friends, to you r kind fostering care and love and tenderness, I shall at once
return to the station and place that I held when a
graceless varlet of the tyrant king so sorely wounded
me, that for months I have lain helpless among ye.
Trusting the wido~ and the orphan to your watchful
care, I go to do my duty as a Christian and a man, asking ye to pray that I be strong in the hour of need, and
that I may live to see our country free and our dear
ones happy."
The lips, ay, even the giant frame of Adab trembled
as he spoke, and many an eye was moist in the meeting,
while many a voice responded:
"God bless thee and thine, now and forever, Amen."
Then Adah and his fair bride, with her aunt, the
Stacys and good Hannah Slocomb went back to Slocomb Hall-not to a feast, but to breathe a sad and
loving farewell to our Christian hero, for his horse
stood saddled at the door, while a pair of ordinary
saddlebags carried all the worldly wealth and warlike equipment which he intended for his journey and
use in further service.
During the service just described Adab had not cast
a look beyond the spot where his dear mother was
seated, or where his fair bride was standing.
Had his eye gone nearer the door he would have seen
two men, with caps close drawn down over bearded
faces, men clad in rough garments, watching the scene
with bated breath and strange interest.
One of these whispered to the other, when he declared his intention of at once joining the army of
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vVashington, and asked the loving care of all present
for those he must leave behind.
"Abraham , even as the wolf cares for the lamb, so
will I care fo r Naomi Bliss, or Naomi Slocomb, before
he returns hither again !"
"Hist, John !" said the other. "Be still. Were we
seen and known here, there are men present who would
rend us limb from limb. Let us leave here quickly, lest
we be discovered ."
And John Roberts followed the advice of Abraham
Carlisle, and the two slunk away ; but they were closely
watched and followed by a young Continenta l soldier,
who had been seen shedding tears in the aisle of the
meeting house while the solemn ceremony went on.
He kept close at their heels until they halted near a
small tavern on Vine Street, and then he strode boldly
up, and said :
"If ye two t raitorous curs are within the city lines
one hour longer, Gen. A rnold shall have notice which
will give you each a fa thom of rope about your neck.
Begone, while you have yet time ! I speak in the name
of Washington and Glory !"
"Heavens and earth! 'Twas the battle cry at Hackensack !" muttered Carlisle. "Friend, keep quiet, and
we will depart fo rthwith."
" Yea, verily, we will shake the dust from our feet,
and flee from the doomed city!" cried John Roberts,
t rembling from head to foot.
He, too, had heard that strange watchword before,
and though neither knew him who warned them, both
knew that he literally held their lives at his mercy.
Instantly they called for their horses at the inn, paid
their reckoning , mounted, and rode away.
T hen the young soldier called for his horse at the
same inn, mounted, and slowly rode in the direction
which Adah Slocomb had just taken, out of the city.

CHAPTER XXX.
GEN. WASHINGTO N'S STRATEGY.

Massing troops in New York and vicinity to the
number of nearly forty thousand, with a fleet of transports and men-of-war, numbering near three hundred
vessels, under his brother, Admiral Howe, Lord Howe
spent nearly all of June and the early part of July,
1777, in trying to draw Gen. Washington out from his
strong position in the Jersey hills, where, with an army
of less than eight thousand men, he kept an eagle eye
upon the movements of his enemy.
Sending two strong colwnns into New Jersey to
burn, ravage and destroy, the British leader sought in
vain to entice vVashington into a general battle, which
must have resulted in his being overwhelmed by superior numbers of veterans used to war and far better
supplied with its munitions.
Washington watched those two serpentine columns
of desolation, feinting a movement on Philadelphia.
H ourly, from such men as Adab Slocomb, LightHorse Harry Lee and others, he received reports of
thei r numbers, their atrocities and their condition.
On July twenty-third, Lord Howe, with eighteen
thousand men and two hundred and sixty vessels, left
New York, and sailed south from Sandy Hook.
Now Washington moved, and moved swiftly. He
knew that one of three points would receive this overwhelming force in attack. The nearest was Philadelphia, the farthest Charleston, the intermediate Baltimore, where Congress had been holding its sessions.
Hastening to gather every avail able man, ordering
the channel of the Delaware to be obstructed wherever
possible, and the vicinity of Philadelphia to be fortified,
he hurried on himself to head the army which was to
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oppose the two Howes and Cornwallis in the most terrible campaign of the entire war.
He had this to encourage him : Congress and the
people trusted him entirely. The young hero, Lafayette, had just arrived to offer himself and material aid
to our cause.
Sending Adab Slocomb and other trusty scouts along
the seaboard, to report by signal and swift messengers
every movement of the enemy, he used every energy
in preparing to meet the crisis.
On the seventh of August the British fleet and army
made their appearance off the mouth of the Delaware,
but their spies and emissaries had seen how thoroughly
Washington had prepared to obstruct their passage up
that river. Signaled to this effect, they bore away, and
were seen steering southward once more.
Washington now passed through Philadelphia with
his combined forces, and moved out on the route that
would carry him quickest to Baltimore. But speedily
came the news that the fleet of England, sailing up
the Chesapeake Bay, had disembarked the land force,
under Howe, Cornwallis and the Hessian Knyphausen,
on its northern shore, and that they intended to take
Philadelphia in the rear.
To save that city he must hazard a general battle,
and bravely he moved forward to face and resist the
movement of the enemy.
The battle of the Brandywine was the result. Like
that of Bunker Hill, it was a victory for the British
and their mercenary allies; but, like the last battle, our
defeat was a glory, for the defense was so stubborn
and so fatal to the enemy, that we won a whole world's
praise for our heroism.
I will not insult my readers, who have history as a
teacher, by supposing them ignorant of the details
of the battle where Lafayette first fought and shed his
blood in our cause; where, under Washington himself,
vVayne, Greene, Sullivan and Stirling covered themselves with imperishable glory; where, outflanked, out-
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numbered and almost overwhelmed our troops were
obliged, after a whole day's continued battle, to fall
back, and yield the battlefield to the foe.
Slowly facing the enemy the hero general retreated,
preparing again to appeal to the God of Battles and
the Lord of Hosts in another trial of force-of right
against might.
On the very next day he had reorganized his troops
-not half the number of his enemy-and drew them
up to offer battle. On the fifteenth of September both
armies were drawn up for action; a fierce skirmish had
commenced, when a terrible tempest of rain came pouring down and continued for hours, ruining the ammunition of the patriots, as well as that of the enemy,
to an extent that rendered fighting on that day impossible.
And now, to get fresh supplies and gain good positions, Washington was obliged to retreat once more,
taking post along the Schuylkill and near Germantown.
Though the river was still held by the Americans,
the lower route from the fi eld of the Brandywine,
through Chester to Philadelphia, was open to the
British.
To have occupied the city and fought the enemy
there, would have been to give it over to destruction,
sack and outrage.
Washington determined, if possible, to hold the
river, and to render the city untenable to the British
general, so that he would follow him out and offer battle where Washington could meet him on ground where
his light troops could battle to advantage.
Where, the reader asks, has our hero, Adab Slocomb, been all this time?
Constantly on the move for Washington, carrying
orders where the bullets hailed thickest, doing a man's
duty all the time, shrinking from no peril, but praying
and striving that the invaders should not reach the
homes of those he loved so well.

CHAPTER XXXI.
PREPARING FOR A SIEGE.
Trembling and praying all under one roof, that of
Slocomb Hall, the mother and wife of Adab Slocomb,
Petrunia Stone, Deborah Stacy and her mother, waited
to hear the result of the battle of the Brandywine.
They trembled not so much for themselves as fo r the
cause of freedom, and the lives of the loved ones who
must now be exposed to danger; for, like the low mutterings of distant thunder, the boom of cannon came to
their ears on the southeast wind all day long.
At night, and all through the long, weary darkness,
the tramp of fugitives from the battlefield was heard,
and when morning dawned the news was on every lip:
" The enemy has triumphed! Washington has been
driven back!"
The women were now earnestly debating what to do,
when Isaac Stacy came to them, pausing only a brief
half hour while his baggage train was moving through
the city to the rear. He brought a line from Adab.
It ran thus:
"NAOMI, MY PRECIOUS WIFE: We are defeated, but
not subdued. Tell our mother and thy aunt to keep
closed doors ; provision well thy home, and remain. If
the enemy enter the city we will not remain long here,
and we know of no place of safety to which you can
flee. This is an age of civilization, and women of a
peaceful sect, within the quiet of their own homes, will
surely not be molested. I should be with thee if my
duty would permit. My heart is with thee always.
"Fondly, hopefully and prayerfully thine,
"ADAB SLOCOMB."
When Naomi read his letter aloud to her mother and
t he other women, they decided at once to act on the
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advice of Adab , to suppl y as far as possible
a good
store of provi sions, and to keep closed doors
the Britis h follow up their advan tage and occupshoul d
y the
city.
Whil e they were discussing this matte r, a joyou
s
broke from the lips of little Debo rah Stacy , and cry
rushed out of the room, throu gh the front door, she
and
into the street.
T he wond ering eyes of Hann ah Slocomb,
the
shock ed gaze of Petru nia Stone , and the smilin
g
of Deborah's moth er rested on the slender form look
youn g Continenta l soldier, who had been evideof a
woun ded in the recen t battle, fo r his left arm was ntly
ca rried in a sling. H e bent low from his saddle to
receiv e
the warm embr ace and kisses of Deborah, who
so full of joy to see him that she coul d scarcely seeme d
speak
"Well, I never !" was all that Petru nia could say. .
"Thy child cares not to hide her affect ion from
the
eyes of the world ," said H annah Sloco mb.
" That soldier deserves her love and mine, " said
Stacy . " But for him we would be dead, or even Mrs.
worse
off. He warn ed us in time to leave the home
which
now lays in ashes ; he it was that saved your
Naomi
from the wretches who pursu ed and would have
destroye d her."
"Thee need say no more. I would kiss him myse
lf
if he would come in," said H annah Slocomb.
"So would I, if the whole meeti ng was looki ng
on,"
said Pet runia .
But the you ng soldier did not tarry a mome nt;
he
drew a slip of paper from hi s vest, hande d
it to
D ebora h, kissed her once more, then touch
ed
horse with the spur, and rode off down the street his
at
a gallop .
D ebora h came in, blush ing, and yet tearfu l, the interview had been so short.
"This is for you," she said, and she hande d the paper
to Naom i.
On it was simply writte n :
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"Your husband, Adab Slocomb, is safe. H eaven
shield him and George Washington. Keep close at
home. 111e wolves are near. Beware, fo r J ohn R oberts and Abraham Carlisle are with the British generals, acting as guides and spies. It were better you
died, than to fall helpless into their hands. T hy friend
fo r
W ASHINGTON AND GLORY."
"The noble youth!" cried Naomi. " I do not blame
thee for loving him, Deborah. But his warning must
be heeded, also the directions of Adab. O ur stores
must be so replenished that we can live with closed
doors when t he enemy occupy the town. But thy
friend was wounded---:-Perchance badly. Why didst
thou not entreat him to enter here?"
" His wound is slight-it will disable his arm but
for a brief time, he saith. H e hath duties to call him
onward. Should ou r enemies assail us, he will not be
far away, and can speedily be summoned to our aid.
He, too, will keep watch over thy A dab, and should he
be needed here, be sure he will be summoned. That
I was told t o say unto thee."
"Thanks, dear D eborah. Thou and thy mother,
with dear Aunt Petrunia, must remain here until the
enemy have departed from this vicinity."
"Yea, it will be best," said H annah Slocomb, " for
we will then have two menservants to aid in our protection, besides our two women."
So it was decided that all should remain under one
roof, and again Primrose Cottage was closed up, while
Slocomb Hall, a large and stately mansion, was provisioned for a siege, and garrisoned with a double
number of servants.
None too soon were all these preparations made, for,
befo re night, large detachments of the British army
were already locating in the city, while staff officers
rode hither and thither, looking up commodious quart ers for the British leaders.

CHAPTER XXXII.
A QUICK-WITTED WOMAN'S WORK.

Finding it impossible now to prevent the occupation
of Philadelphia by the British army, Gen. Washington
determined to make the occupation of that city as
profitless as possible to the enemy.
Gen., or Lord Howe, had got Philadelphia, but it
was an elephant on his hands-not much for a show,
but an insatiate monster to feed.
He determined, aided by his fleet from below, to subjugate the defenders of the river forts, and to clear the
river of its obstructions.
And now, having thus briefly looked to war matters,
it is time we came back to the personal characters of
our story, to see how they prospered.
Though it was inconvenient, even decidedly annoying, yet it was a protection when Gen. Knyphausen, of
th e Hessian forces, took up his quarters under the roof
of Slocomb Hall. For the general, though a Hessian
and an enemy, was too much of a gentleman to allow
the helpless women under the same roof to be insulted
or :>.nnoycd, so that Roberts and Carlisle, raging indeed, like wolves, for the blood and fortune of the innocent, could do no harm to Naomi or Hannah Slocomb while Gen. Knyphausen was there.
111ese two wretches, Roberts and Carlisle, had taken
possession of Primrose Cottage, and there held high
revel, while they waited for a time to come when they
could carry out th eir fi endish plans in regard to poor
Naomi, as well as Deborah Stacy, for Carlisle had
marked the latter out as his special victim.
They now had no means of communicating with
Adab from Slocomb Hall, for the American army was
posted in the rear of Germantown, and between there
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and Philadelphia none but the t roops were allowed
to pass and repass.
For nearly a month of t errible suspense they could
·h ear of daily skirmishes, but get no account except
such as the king's troops chose to give ; but at last,
on the third of October, they plainly heard the roar
of cannon for over two or three hours, which indicated
a general battle.
It was the battle of Germantown, and soon the army
hospitals in the city were full of soldiers wounded
there. Again the loyalists claimed a glorious victory.
Again the hearts of the Americans sank as they heard
of defeat.
When Naomi and her aunt, Petrunia Stone, heard of
the occupation of Primrose Cottage by the two a rch
villains, Carlisle and Roberts, they sent a written remonstrance to Lord Howe.
The answer came from the friend of the two Tories,
Gen. Cornwallis.
"Those who had rebel relatives warring against the
king might be thankful if they were spared greater
indignities than the use of their property. No further
complaints must be heard from them, or they might
expect to be deprived of the refuge they then occupied."
To add to the insult, John Roberts brought the
answer in person, ai1d, with a sneer on his face, asked
after the health of "the bride of a single day."
He got his answer from the boot of the indignant
servant, an honest old Quaker, who loved his young
mistress, for her purity and goodness, as he had loved
her father for his honesty and piety.
Roberts vowed a fearful revenge, but he knew that
just then, while Gen. Knyphausen befriended the family, any one act on his part would be imprudent, if not
dangerous . So he returned to lay his troubles and new
cause of hatred before Carlisle, and with him to plot
for future revenge.
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That revenge he meant to have before Adab Slocomb could return to meet his fair bride.
Washington , now encamped in a fine position near
Whitemarsh, greatly annoyed the British, even as he
had done when on the hills of New Jersey the winter
before and Gen. Howe was determined to risk another
battle to try and crush, or so weaken him, as to render
him powerless for the rest of the winter.
With great secrecy preparations were made for the
attack. Frequent meetings and consultation s between
general officers were held, and in one of these, in
Knyphausen 's room, the plan was so warmly discussed
that Naomi, in her chamber, overheard it all.
And she knew how necessary it was that Washington should be informed of the intended surprise and
attack. How to convey the news to him-news she
dared not even trust any other in the house with, was
more than she could plan, much less hope, to safely
(!jtecute.
Suddenly a thought struck her. The German general was very fond of a brown bread, which she was an
adept in making-a mixture of rye flour and Indian
meal; and she asked him to write a pass for her and
a servant to go to the mill at Frankfort, outside the
lines, for the flour, fo r none could be had in Philadelphia.
Gen. Knyphausen readily gave her the pass, and
within two hours she was at the mill. Then leaving
her servant there to have the flour ground, she slipped
away on a swift horse, and within an hou r was in the
arms of her fond and noble husband, and in the presence of Gen. \ Vashington.
Quickly she told her story, named the night the attack was to be made, and what force was to attempt
the midnight su rprise. Then her duty bravely, nobly
done, she sped back to the mill, and without her absence having been noticed, even by her own servant,
paid for the flour, had it packed in her wagon, and with
it returned home.
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Even there she dared not tell where she had been,
or that she had seen Adab, lest by some accident a
hint should drop which should change the plans of
the British.
She scarcely ate or slept until the night for action
came, the eighth of December, an d she trembled from
head to foot when Gen. K nyphausen and his staff rode
away from the house soon after dark.
She heard the mustering and march of troops-sh e
knew whither they were going, and knew, too, through
her own forethough t a nd courage they would go, not
to surprise, but to be surprised by a patriot band ready
to mete out to them the destruction they intended
to inflict.
A ll that long night she slept not, but prayed for
success to the patriot arms, and when the next day the
Br itish returned, leaving many wounded, and reporting that they had fou nd Washingto n under arms and
been attacked, instead of themselves attacking, she rej oiced that P rovidence had enabled her to serve her
country.
The German general, who had lost some of his best
men and officers, was terribly angered at the fool's
trap he had been led into, but little did he dream that
his own want of caution had enabled a quick-witt ed
woman to learn hi s plans, convey them to his foe, and
thus have them foiled and overthrow n.
Lord Howe began now seriously to think of evacuating his profitless position in Philadelphia, and began
to make his preparatio ns. He, however, was expecting
a recall to England, and then Si r Henry Clinton would
take command of the movement.
T he winter was terribly severe, but his troops, well
clad and housed, suffered little. It was the heroic litt le army of Washington which had to endure untold
hardshi ps and miseries almost too great for endurance.
Falling back to Valley Forge, living in rude huts,
scant of blankets, shoes and clothing of every kind,
short of p rovisions, often for weeks >yithout meat,
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none but true patriots would have clung to their
standard, and hoped while bordering on death and
despair.
But history, while it tells how they suffered, from
the leader down, also tells that, trusting in God and
Vv ashington, they resolved to die under arms rather
than submit to tyranny's rule.
It was in this dark hour, when it was known that
Howe was soon to leave for E ngland, and that Clin ton
would evacuate Philadelphia as soon as the roads were
in order for the march, that the two arch villains of
this story made up their minds to act while they had
time, and to carry out the fell villainies which they had
so long been planning.
To draw Knyphausen and his staff from Slocomb
Hall for a single night was necessary, and then they
wanted sufficient force to overpower resistance and
carry off the two young women, not to Primrose Cottage, where they might be looked for and found, but to
a place of secudty more remote, where they could not
hope for rescue.
With unlimited means, wrenched from patriot citizens, whom they blackmailed by representing their
power with the British l e ~ cler, who could and would
confiscate their property if Roberts and Carlisle denounced them, they had all the power to carry out
their first plan, and get Gen. Knyphausen and his of·
ficers out of the way.
Throug h thei r connivance, and at their expense, a
German masked ball was given in Carpenter's Hall to
Gen. Knyphausen and his officers, and this left the
coast clear for their operations.
They had a band of merciless renegades in their
pay; they ·also each nig ht got the countersign; what
now could save those two helpless girls---one a pure
and spotless bride, the other an artless bud of innocen ce and beauty, as pure as the snowflake ere it
r eaches earth? Nothing, nothing but the hand of
Providence.
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The German general and his staff made great preparations for the masked ball given in their honor. It
was such a relief to the monotony of their winter life.
The night on which it came off was stormy-the sleet
and rain forced them to wrap in extra cloaks, for in
those days there were but few coaches in the whole
country, and none on public hire.
.
It was late when the German general and his officers left, and he told Hannah Slocomb it was not likely
that he wou ld leave the place of entertainment before
daylig ht, and as all his retainers went with him, she
could close her house.
She did so, for the howling wind shook the casements, the driving storm seemed to penetrate the very
walls, and the building fairly shook with its violence.
"What a nig ht for our Adah, should he be out, as
he so often must be on his perilous scouts," said
Naomi, while she, with the rest of the women, chtstering closely to the fire in their sitting-room, busied
herself in sewing.
They were making shirts, even then, for the suffering soldiers in the patriot army.
"What a fearful night for any one to be abroad in!"
said Mrs. Stacy. "Isaac must be housed, with his
teams , for the army cannot move in such weather, and
their baggage trains .must be motionless."
" How the wind shakes the house! The icy sleet
drives against the windows fearfully," said Mrs. Slocomb.
"Hush, hush!" said Deborah. "I heard a whistle.
Surely it is some signal!"
"The whistle of the wind, child," said her mother,
carelessly.
"No, there it is again. I do not like it. What hones't men would be out whistling, one to another, in a
storm like this?" cried D eborah, arising, and going to
the window to try to look out in the darkness.
But in vain, for in the pitchy night, nothing save a
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face pressed against the window pane could have been
seen.
"I hear nothing, see nothing, yet my heart is full of
terror," she said, as she returned to the fire. ''I feel
as if some dark peril environed us. Ah! what is that?"
It was a knock at the door-not loud, but low and
quick; and then a voice, apparently stifled, as if afraid
of being overheard in some other quarter:
"Hist! Open, quick! It is I-Adab !"
With a cry of joy on her lips and one bound, Naomi
reached the door, and, even while Deborah uttered a
warning cry, she threw it open.
Aghast, she recoiled, and started back with terror,
for Adab was not there to g reet her, but instead, John
Roberts, Abraham Carlisle and fully twenty armed and
dark-browed ruffians strode into the room.

CHAPTER XXXIII.
THE

SIGNAL

ANSWERED.

"Villains ! How dare ye enter the home of the
widow and orphan, unbidden !" cried Hannah Slocomb,
artsing to her feet in angry dignity. "Begone, before
the curse of the Almighty falls upon your graceless
heads!"
''Silence, you canting old raven! Who cares for you
or your curses !" shouted one of the armed men. Then
turning to Roberts, he asked:
"Which of these women are we to carry off? Speak
quickly, we don't want our horses chilled to death,
standing out in the storm."
"Those two-the youngest and prettiest. Let the
old hags stay to comfort each other," said Roberts,
with a sneer.
Then turning to Naomi and Deborah, he continued :
"If ye have wraps to keep off the bitterness of the
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storm, put them on, for ye have a long journey before ye."
"Never! never will I go with thee!" cried Naomi.
"Once I was in thy power, and I vowed to die before
it should occur again !"
"Thy vow is useless. Thou art mine! Seize and
bind her !" cried Roberts, addressing the renegades.
"Monster! this shall not be !" cried Hannah Slocomb, seizing the iron bar which was used to stir up
the fire. "Stir but one step, raise but one vile hand to
touch these helpless girls, and, woman of peace though
I am, I will brain him who moves!"
"Spare them ! Spare my child !" moaned Mrs.
Stacy, dropping on her knees.
"Hannah, I will stand by thee !" cried Petrunia
Stone, and she drew a pair of scissors from the work
bag as a weapon of offense and defense.
"Be still; it is useless to resist," said Deborah Stacy,
white as snow, but strangely calm. "Let me go up to
my chamber to get oui: cloaks, for we would perish
without them."
She took a candle from the shelf, and lighted it at
the fire.
"That girl has the most sense of you all. She yields
to what she cannot help," said Abraham Carlisle. "Go
and get the wraps, girl, and be quick about it!"
There was a strange look in the eyes of Deborah as
she hurried up the stairs.
·
Meanwhile, Hannah Slocomb, with Petrunia Stone
by her side, stood between Naomi and the intruders,
while Mrs. Stacy knelt, and wept, and moaned, as if
her heart was breaking .
Several minutes passed, and though Deborah could
be heard moving about upstairs, she did not return.
For fully ten minutes the ruffians waited, and then Carlisle shouted :
"Don't be all night up there; we are in a hurry.
Bring down your things; you needn't pack up a cart
load, for we'll not carry them."
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"Hold thee in patience!" cr ied Deborah. " I am
seeking a comforter."
''I'll comfort thee if thou'rt not down here soon,"
muttered Abraham.
F ully five minutes more, and Deborah did not yet
come.
A ng rily, then, Abraham Carlisle rushed up the stairs.
"Devil !" he was heard to shout. " Why has thee
put these lig hts in the window? I s it a signal for help?
\ i\T e'll take thee where even Satan can help thee not!"
In a second more he drove the girl downstairs, and
came himself with the candle she had carried up cut
in three pieces, and each piece lighted.
"Tarry no longer ! Take the g·irls, bind them, and
go!" he shouted . "There has been a signal made by
this witch!" he shouted. "I know not to whom."
The men rushed forward to grasp Naomi and
Deborah.
The first fell to the floor struck by the vigorous arm
of Hannah Slocomb, but in an instant a ruffian struck
her on the temple with the butt of a pistol, and she fell
senseless, while Petrunia Stone threw her arms around
Naomi, only to be cast aside so rudely that she fell
against the wall on the far side of the room, stunned
and helpl ess.
The men now seized and bound the two youngest
women, and wrapped them in blankets taken from the
bedroom adjoining the sitting-room; and while Hannah S locomb still lay senseless, and Petrunia shrieked
in helpless wretchedness, the ruffians carried the strug~l ing g irls out into the storm, Mrs. Stacy having
tainted on the fl oor.
111e door was yet open, the drifting snow and sleet
drivin g in, when Hannah Slocomb awoke to consciousness.
"Gone! gone!" she moaned, just as a !1'lan wrapped
in a coarse cloak rushed in at the open door.
"The signal!
Deborah's signal-what does it
mean ?" cried the man.
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"Oh, save her ! Save Deborah! The ruffians have
carried her and Naomi away," cried Mrs. Stacy, who
recognized the young Continental, even in his disguise.
"I will, or die! Send word to Adab, in some way,
to have a company of Morgan's men follow me to
Westchester. I go on-alone!" cried the stranger,
speaking to Hannah Slocomb.
In a second he was outside the door, and in the lull
of the storm they heard the clatter of his shodden horse
as he dashed away at full speed.
"Oh, oh, what will Adab say?" moaned Petrunia,
wringing her hands.
"He will say that he will sleep not till Naomi is
saved from those sinful wretches," said Hannah Slocomb, and she closed the door.
Then she went to the servants' quarters in the rear
part of the house, and awoke them all. She told the
two men to keep watch till the general returned, and
then she told Petrunia and Mrs. Stacy to daim his aid
in their distress.
"Ye must tell him who it is that hath thus invaded
the house which hath freely sheltered him-that John
Roberts and Abraham Carlisle have broken the safeguard which he promised to us all."
"Wilt thou not be here ?" asked Petrunia, in amazement.
"Nay; I go this night, shielded by the storm, through
the British lines to seek for Adab in the camp of
Washington. Hast thou so soon forgotten what the
friend of Deborah told me? I must send help to him,
for he hath pursued the wicked ones alone."
"It is true," said Mrs. Stacy.
"Thee will perish in the storm. Let me go," cried
the man who had kicked John Roberts from the house
on his previous visit.
" N ay; I can go where thee would be stopped. Even
if they see me they will not keep a widow from going
to see her sick son; for I will even use that subter-
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"Then Heaven prosper thee! But it is a terrible
night," said the man, with a shudder.
"Yea, such a night as will drive all their sentinels to
shelter. Go saddle mine own horse;-the one I drive,
and that Naomi has ridden more than once. She is a
strong beast, and swift of foot. Thee need only say, if
asked, that I have gone to search for Naomi-gone to
seek my son's wife."
The servant hurried off to saddle the horse, and
Hannah Slocomb put on her gray cloak, her close hood,
and warm mittens, and was all ready when the horse,
snorting and fretting in the furious storm, was brought
to the door.
In another minute Hannah Slocomb was riding
swiftly out of the city, hoping to pass the lines uninter rupted.

CHAPTER XXXIV.
IN

THE

GLEN

MILL

HOUSE.

Naomi, in her deep and sudden despair, her dreadful
disappointment, had been almost speechless from the
moment the ruffians entered the door which she had
opened, expecting to see h er husband there, so well
had his voice been simulated by one who had heard it
often-John Roberts.
Deborah, almost as greatly terrified, yet hoped for
rescue, for she had made a signal, which, if seen, would
bring one to her aid in whose power she felt confidence.
But the poor girl was not sure it had been seen, or that
the one for whose eyes it was meant was even then in
the city, though, as a spy, he was often there, and had
more than once communicated with her.
They were carried out to a group of horses held in
front of the house, there the girls heard Roberts and
Carlisle give directions to the leader of their hired
r uffians.
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" We cannot go with thee," said Roberts, "for when
inquiry is made, and we are accused, we shall deny
all, and prove we have not left our quarters . Thus we
c:in hold good with Lo rds Howe and Cornwallis
against all accusers . On the third day, however, we
will come out to thee, and relieve thee of all responsibili ty over these damsel s. Unti l th en, keep close
watch and ward, and if we fin d them safe when we
come to claim them- unharmed, remember, by thee or
thine-the recompense we have promised shall be
doubled."
"TI1ey'll be sa fe in Cedar Glen, fear not !" said the
leader. "But delay no longer than the third day.
T wenty men will soon make provisions scant down
there."
"Thank mercifu l H eaven, the two wretches go not
with us themselves!" murmured Naomi, in a whisper,
to Deborah . "These other men may be bad and vile,
but none else on earth can be so wicked and dastardly
a s J ohn Roberts. " ·
"Thee speaks truth," answered Deborah. " Despair
not. Help may come to us ."
"Come, come ! no whispering there!" said the leader,
gruffly. " U p with the girls, and away ! We must be
twenty miles from here when day dawns."
A burly ruffian each seized a girl by her slender
waist , and lifted her on a horse in front of a mounted
ruffian ; then the others sprang to horse, and away the
cavalcade sped, leaving Roberts and Carlisle in the
street in front of the house.
They now drew th eir cloaks close a round their
forms, and turned toward R ace S treet, fo r they wanted
to get back to the com forts of P rimrose Cottage as
soon as th ey could. They had left t here unseen, without arousing thei r own servants, who had seen them
r etire at an early hou r to th eir rooms. fo r they intended
to sleep till called in the morn ing to breakfast, and thus
be able to prove an alibi should Lord H owe fo r once
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take it into his head to inquire into a wrong done to
the relative of an open rebel.
T hey met, not fa r from their destination, a cloaked
man riding swiftly by, bu t supposing him to be some
vidette on mounted guard returning to his quarters,
paid no attention to him. They were talking carelessly
when they passed him, and he might have caught a
word or two had he been listening. Carlisle bad just
asked Roberts how far it was to Cedar Glen.
"It is eighteen miles, by the nearest route, to Westchester," said Roberts. "T wo miles beyond lieth the
glen of which old W ormsley spoke, and where he will
keep the maidens till we come."
The rider had not heard all, but he had heard the
word W estchester. And as he dashed on to Slocomb
Hall he studied where he had heard that voice before.
He well knew when he learned who had been at the
hall, and what had occurred there.
The party with the g irls rode swiftly out of the city,
hailing a ferryman on the Schuylkill within a half
hour, and crossing the narrow stream in the large
wherry on giving a countersign to the sergeant who
held the post with a small guard.
Then taking a road that led back over gentle bills,
they galloped on, swiftly at first, but more slowly as
their horses tired, until to the fatigued girls it seemed
as if they had come many, many miles indeed.
It must have been within an hour or so of dawn,
when the horses were down to a walk, and the party
straggling along in a scattered way, that a cloaked
horseman rode up at a rapid trot and passed them,
just clear of their line, not speaking, but seeming to
bend toward them as if counting their number.
"Who goes there?" cried the leader, as this stranger
rode by him.
"A friend, when fri ends are needed," shouted the
stranger, keeping up his speed.
In a moment he was gone, but Deborah could not
check a gasping cry:
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"Oh, Naomi !"
What the exclamation meant Naomi did not then
know, and the weary guards made no inquiry, so
Deborah for the time kept to herself what she did
know-her Continental friend had found their track.
A half hour later, soon after passing through a small
hamlet, or cluster of houses, they entered a deep and
dark ravine, densely shadowed by heavy-set evergreens, with a purling stream dashing over a rocky
bottom on one side of the road.
Not long after they entered this gloomy gorge, so
sheltered that they no longer felt storm or wind, they
drew up before what seemed to be a stone house, and
here the men dismounted, carrying the girls at once
within the house.
Here, in a large, square room lighted by two tallow
candles, they found an ill-favored man asleep on an old
lounge, or settle.
"Arouse thyself, Grimstead!" cried Vvormsley, the
leader of the ruffians. "Call thy wife. We've a couple
of doves for her cage."
"Ho! Doves, do you call 'em. I'd say they were
women, and far too agreeable for such rascals as you
and yoi~r gang to have and hold," said the man, grinning. "But it's none o' my business. You're master
here. Ho, Belinda! You're wanted here."
A muttering noise came from an inner room, and
then short ly after, a woman, scarcely half dressed, with
disheveled hair and a red, bloated face, came out.
" Oh, it is you, is it?" she said. "What's wanted
now?"
"I have a couple of ladybirds here for you to look
out for. They're to be fed and closely guarded till
them that hired me come for 'em. That will be in three
days. You'll be well paid; don't fear that."
"All right. Money will buy rum, and that's the
comfort of life. Ha, ha!"
Her laugh was as discordant as her looks were
repulsive.
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She walked up to the two shuddering, shivering
girls, and scanned them from head to foot.
"Quakers!" she said, in a contemptuous tone.
"Women must be scarce when men'll take up with
Quakers. But what's that to me? Money-money'll
buy rum, and rum is the comfort o' life. Come with
me. I'll put you where you'll be as safe as rats in a
t rap. Ha, ha! ho, ho! Come with me."
And she started, with a candle in her hand, though
now day was near breaking.
The girls hesitated, and Wormsley saw it.
"You'd best go-quietly, too. If you raise the devil
in her nature you'll fare badly."
"Come," said Naomi to Deborah. "At least, we can
be alone."
Deborah took her hand , and in silence the two followed the woman up into a small chamber, where light
and air from outside only had access by a window
scarcely a foot wide, lighted by but two panes of glass,
and an iron bar across them.
In the room was a table, a bed, three or four chairs,
and a broken water pitcher.
Naomi saw all this at a glance.
"I'll bring you breakfast at breakfast time. Keep
quiet, and make no noise, or 'twill be the worse for
you," said the woman.
She had started out, carrying the candle i.vith her.
"Please leave the light," cried Deborah. " I cannot
bear to be in darkness."
"Can't do it. Candles cost money," said the woman,
gruffly.
"There is money. Leave the light," said Naomi, and
she put a piece of gold in the woman's hand.
"You talk. You're worth looking at," said the
woman, putting down the light. "Money is good;
'twi ll buy rum, and rum is the comfort o' life."
She now went out, bolting the door on the outside
as she went.
In a second, Deborah took a knife from her pocket,
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cut the candle in three pieces, lighted each, and while
she held two in the lower part of each corner of the
little window, she made Naomi hold the third piece up
at the top, making a triangle of lights.
These were held up a minute, and then withdrawn,
while Deborah peered out into the wood which arose
thick and dark back of the house.
Three flashes of light, following each other in quick
succession, were seen in the rear of the house.
"Thank Heaven, he is there! My signal is answered!" cried Deborah. "Do not despair, Naomiwe will be saved!"
"One man can never do it," said Naomi, sadly.
"There are full twenty ruffians below, besides the vile
hag who has locked us in."
"Fear not. He has never failed yet-he will not
now," said Deborah. "See how quickly he has traced
us hither. He has three days to work in before our
persecutors come. In three days he can bring Adab
and plenty of men hither to help us."
"We will pray Heaven that he succeeds," said
Naomi. "But all things look dark now. Yet will I
hope, for as thee said, it will not do to yield to despair.
But-hark! What is that?"
A strange, rumbling sound fell on their ears-a
harsh, grating noise like some piece of machinery.
"It cannot be wagon wheels on the rocks?" said
Deborah. "I feel a tremor, as if the house jarred."
"It may be some strange machine in the housefor what, who can tell? Not we," said Naomi.
"It is dreadful ! Oh, what can it be?" murmured
,., Deborah.
Day was now dawning, and to save the candles for
future use in signaling, Deborah put them out.
Looking out in the forest, the two girls hoped to see
their friend , but they saw no sign of him now. He
evidently would not risk being seen by others-perhaps he had already ridden off · for help to release
them.
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An hour passed; they could see sunlight shining in
the treetops, showing that the storm had passed.
Still the noise which seemed so strange sounded in
their ears--a rumbling, crashing, grating noise, which
they could not liken to anything they had ever heard
before.
Shortly after sunrise the woman came up, unlocked
the room, and brought in a large wooden tray, on
which was a very substantial meal of bread, potatoes,
meat and a bowl of milk. In addition there was a
black jug, which would hold nearly a quart, and pointing to it, she said :
"You gave me gold--and I've brought you some
rum-the comfort o' life."
"Thee can drink the rum. We do not need it," said
Naomi.
"Not drink rum?" cried the woman, in a tone of
wonder. "Why, I couldn't live without it. I've got a
puncheon of it in the cellar, all paid for, too, and I'm
getting money to buy more! I'll drink it-it's the
comfort o' life!"
And putting the jug to her lips she took a long
draught.
"Wilt thou tell us what is the noise which we hear?''
asked Naomi.
"Yes. 'Tis the mill wheel. This is the Glen Mill
House. We g rind out flour for the Westchester folks,
and people miles away. My man is the miller-his
name is Luke Grimstead. And I'm Molly Grimstead !"
"Thee has brought us a very good breakfast, and we
are thankful," said Naomi. "Accept this for thy
kindness."
And the girl put another sovereign into the hand
of the woman.
"This is jolly!" cri ed the latter. "More money for
rum-the comfort o' life. You're as good as gals are
made, I reckon, young woman. I'll do all I can for
you-see if I don't!"
"Will thee let us go free?" asked Deborah, quickly.
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"Not exactly, young woman-not exactly. Why,
they' d bum the mill over our heads if I did that. But
I'll feed you well, and if you'll only drink rum, I'll
send you all you want!"
"We want no rum, and we thank thee for what thou
hast done," said Naomi, making Deborah a sign not to
speak again. "We will partake of thy breakfast, and
thou canst come for the dishes by and by !"
"All right; you're sensible!" said the woman.
She turned away, and went out, taking the jug of
rum with her, and not forgetting to bolt the door
behind.
"Thee must be careful, and not alarm the woman
w1th an idea that we want to escape," N aomi said to
Deborah. " For should she tell the men below, they
might confine us yet more closely or take us elsewhere,
and retard our means of deliverance."
"Thee is more thoughtful than I," said Deborah.
"But I do dread to stay in this dreadful place. Should
those ruffians below take to drinking, we know not
what they might do in their madness !"
"We will pray our Father to guard us," said Naomi.

CHAPTER XXXV.
AN ALARM-A VOLLEY IN THE DARK.

When Hannah Slocomb rode out in that terrible
storm of sleet, and wind, and driving snow, which met
her fairl y in the face, almost blinding her despite the
veil she wore, she had formed no definite plan of action ; her onl y thought was to get to the American lin es,
and to find her son, Adab, just as soon as she could.
She knew her route as far as Germantown, and cou ld
she once reach that point she thought she would be
beyond the British lines. But if halted by guard or
patrol, she had no pass-no hope to get by, except that
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she might touch the feelings of those who detained her
by a story she had thought of-a dying son whom she
sought to see and bless before he passed away.
" It is wicked to speak an untruth; but to save the
~ ife of poor Naomi, I would risk, even lose, my own
~ife.
For she is dearer to Adab than his own life, I
know, a thousand times."
She rode swiftly on, passing points where she feared
to meet a guard, but the terrible storm had driven
them all in, and at last she reached the outskirts of
Germantown, and began to feel as if she were safe
from present danger, and when day came would find
it no hard task to reach the American lines.
Through the silent town, so lately the scene of terrible carnage, she rode more slowly, for her horse began
to show fatigue, thinking, as she met no one, what road
would be the right one for her to take, for she was an
utter stranger in that section of the country.
Moving on and giving her horse his own way, she
entered the very bit of forest, though she knew it not, ·
where the four robbers had attempted to take the
treasure which Adab was conveying to the American
camp; and here in a dense thicket which lined both
sides of the road, she came upon two large guard fires
and a body of men whom her fears magnified to hundreds, though, perhaps, fifty all told would have
counted them.
The saddled horses were tied to the trees, and the
men were grouped around the fires, as she rode within
the circle of light.
She had no thought that they could be other than
Britons, and that detention would be perilous; and
though she heard the stem word "Halt!" she lashed her
horse furiousl y with the whip she carried, and sped in
a gallop along the road.
It could not be that they recog nized her sex in the
gloom, so suddenly she appeared and so swiftly she
sped by; but whether they did or not, a terrible volley
from pistols and muskets followed her into the gloom
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beyond, and in an instant a numbness in her side and
a strange feeling in her left shoulder told her she had
been wounded; and her horse, leaping wildly on in terror, made her feel also that it had been hit, perhaps
badly hurt.
But she never thought to draw rein, though she
knew she was bleeding, fo r she heard the clattering
hoofs of pursuing horsemen close behind her.
"On, on!" she shrieked to her horse. "Carry me
to my son before I die!"
But the horse began to lessen his leaps-he staggered, while the poor widow g rew more and more
faint.
"Oh, merciful Father, save me till I can see my
son !" she moaned.
But nearer and nearer came the thunder of pursuit
down the narrow road, weaker and weaker. grew horse
and rider, till a.t last, just as a shout close at hand told
her she was discovered, her horse fell to the earth with
a groan that told her his life was spent.
Fainting, she tried to rise, but failed, just as she
saw that she was surrounded by armed men.
Some one seemed about to strike when she heard a
voice-a well-known voice, cry out:
"Hold ! Strike not the fallen ! It is unmanly and
wrong !"
"Adah ! Oh, Adah !" she shrieked.
"A woman? 'Tis the voice of my mother!" cried
Adab Slocomb. "Ho! strike a ligh t, for she hath
fainted quite away, and I fear me I feel the moisture of
blood upon her garments."
Quickly the American scouts, for it was such that
H annah Slocomb had passed and fled from, gathered
about the wounded woman and her son, torches were
set alight, water was brought, and a surgeon hurried
up to try and revive her and attend to her wounds.
"Mother, dear mother! Is thee slain, and by our
own men?" cried Adab, wild with agony.
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She partially recovered, opened her eyes and saw
his dear face close to hers, and she gasped out:
"Save Naomi !"
Then again her consciousness left her, and the surgeon looked grave, while he hastened to take up an
a rtery in the shoulder and to stanch a bad flesh wound
in the side.
"S he hath been fearfully overstrained, mentally and
bodily," he said. "Besides, she has lost a great deal
o f blood. If she survives the shock, it will be through
Heaven's mercy-not my skill. Yet I will do all I
can."
"Doctor, if thee saves her life, I can never repay thee,
even thou gh I give thee all I possess on earth," said
Adab, while tears coursed down his manly cheeks.
111en he thought of the only words she had spoken.
"Save---Naomi !"
What deadly peril must his young wife be in, that
bis mother should have left her home, evidently to
seek him, in the dark night, in the terrible storm?
Never was a man's mind racked with more wild suspense---never was a man's heart wrung with more
mortal agony than now tortured that tru e son and
h usband. His worst enemy might have pitied him, as
in the cold, bitter night, drops of sweat bedewed his
pallid brow.
The scouts built a huge camp fire by the roadside,
t hey improvised a hurried shelter of cedar boughs, and
within it, on a litter covered with their blankets, Hannah Slocomb was carried, and for hours she lay literally hovering between life and death, while her son,
and good Dr. Craig, from Washington's own staff,
sought to stay the spirit that seemed to linger, undecided, between earth and heaven.
And all this time, echoing through his fevered brain,
Adab heard th e wo rds-"save Naomi."
The day broke, the sun arose, and the storm went
down, still H annah Slocomb remained insensible, a
bare pulsation t elling that life lingered in her body.
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"How long---ob, doctor, how long before she can
speak to me?" asked Adab, in agony.
"It may be hours-it may be days-it may be never!"
said the doctor, in a whisper. "I have done all I can
- her case rests with a Power greater than any on
earth."
"Watch ·over her-do not leave her a second. I
must go out among the men . I have an errand of life _
or death for some one to take," said Adab.
And he strode out where the scouts, poorly clad,
hovered around the cheerful blaze of the camp fire.
"Men," said he, "I have a purse of gold here-the
amount is over one hundred dollars-which I have
saved for an hour of need. I will give it to the man
who will in disguise venture into Philadelphia and
bring me news from my mother's house-news from
my young wife. I would go myself, but I dare not
leave my mother, who, if she becomes conscious, will
ask for me, and perchance die if she see me not."
There was silence for a minute, while the men· looked
from one to another, and then at that tempting purse
of gold.
"I know the ri sk, and would take it on myself if I
dared to leave her," said Adab, g lancing at the bough
hut where his mother lay. "The man thus caught inside of the British lines will be hung as a spy!"
"Unless he is rescued," said one of the men-Henry
Stager was his name-let it be recorded in letters of
gold. "Adab Slocomb, you saved my life when I was
under my horse at Germantown and three troopers
were hacking away at me. I haven't forgotten it. I
will go, only give me clear directions, so I cannot miss
the house."
"Heaven bless thee, Henry Stager!" said Adab, as
he grasped the young patriot by th e hand. "Take the
purse--even if taken it may buy thy freedom."
"Keep your gold, Adab Slocomb," said the hero.
"No gold would hire me to run the risk of dying as
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a spy. But you have risked life often for us and with
us, and I will go."
"The good Father repay and thank thee then!" said
A dab. "The gold shall go to thee and each one of
t hy comrades in equal share when t hou returnest, and
I feel thou wilt, no matter what the news thou bringest. Go to this number in A rch S treet, and ask for
"· my wi fe, N aorni, and if she be well tell her to come
with thee to nurse our mother if she lives, or to see her
laid in the g rave if she dies."
And Adab handed him a paper, with the location of
S locomb Hall plainly indicated upon it.
The scout now changed his unifo rm for some old
garments which had been put in a bag and carried
a long fo r purposes of disguise, blackened his face and
hands with charcoal, and as his own hair was black,
short and curled all over his head, he was quickly
<:hanged into a darky that would bear inspection by
daylight, for he rubbed the g rimy coal in with a woolen
rag, till his skin shone like that of a Guinea negro.
H e then picked out a lean and scraggy horse, put
an old blanket on its back, a halter in its mouth instead of a bridle, and when he mounted he looked
exactly like a runaway ragamuffin.
An old tattered blanket completed his costume, and,
a s he carried no a rms, it seemed hardly possible he
,c ould be recognized as one of Morgan's best riflemen,
as he truly was.
The scouts laughed and cheered when he prepared
to ride off, and laughed louder yet when in r egular
Carolina dialect he said :
"S'pose you gemmen never seed a plantation nigger
afore ? I se gwine down Souf, I is, it's too gor-a-mity
col d fo r dis darky up dar whar young massa took me.
No hoe cake dar, no homminy an' possum fa t. Dis
chile can't stan' it no longer. I se gwine home."
Cheer after cheer followed him as he kicked his
heels into the sides of his lean horse, and it went off
a t a scrambling gallop.
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"He'll go ·right through the lines as a deserter from
his young master!" said Capt. Holmes, of the scouts.
"Yea, verily, he is good at disguise, and in his talk
doth imitate the Ethiopian quite as well as in looks! I
feel more hopeful now," said Adab.
He now returned to the side of his mother and
watched Dr. Craig, who was trying to pour a few
drops of cordial between her lips.
The physician succeeded in getting nearly a teaspoonful of the reviving liquid down her throat, and a
gentle sigh showed that it had some effect. But the
deathlike stupor was yet heavy upon her, and unless
she was aroused from it before long, he said she
would sink into an eternal sleep. The reaction must
soon commence, or it would be too late.
Adab now chafed her cold hands, and the doctor told
some of the men to heat some stones, that he might
wrap them in a blanket and place them against her
feet.
Again, after all this had been done, the doctor caused
Acab to raise her head, and essayed to pour more
cordial down her throat. A long-drawn breath helped
him, and she swallowed almost a wineglass full.
Color began to come into her face, the pulse rose,
and Dr. Craig smiled when Adab's questioning look
met his.
"There is hope," he said.
"I thank the Heavenly Father!" said Adab, reverentially, while hot tears from his eyes fell on the
white, thin hand of his beloved mother.
But yet her recovery was fearfully slow. By noon
her eyes were unclosed and she evidently saw Ad ab,
but her mind seemed to be weak and wandering, and
the doctor said it would not do to excite her, or to
endeavor to arouse her too fast.
As this scouting party was but an outpost of vidett e~,
placed there to watch the enemy and guard against
approaches toward Valley Forge, where Washington
now held his little army, there was no need for them
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to move for the present, so the doctor had nothing to
take him from his patient.
The day wore on, and when it was near night Dr.
Craig saw his hopes rewarded, for Hannah Slocomb, '
able to swallow a whole glass of wine, asked, as she
looked wonderingly at the green walls of the bough '
house and recognized her son :
"Adah! Is this a dream? Where am I?"
He was about to answer, when a bugle blast fell on
his startled ear, and he heard Capt. Holmes outside
shouting:
"To arms, men ! to arms I Mount! the British are
coming!"

CHAPTER XXXVI.
UNEXPECTED RETURN OF HENRY STAGER.

Adah pressed his lips to his mother's brow and
whispered:
"Be quiet, dear mother. Fear not ; thou art safe;
the doctor will stay with thee. I go to see what is the
matter. Doctor, leave her not, on thy life!"
The next second Adah was outside the hut, and,
seizing the long rifle which Henry Stager had left
standing against a tree near the camp fire, he bounded
into the saddle of his own powerful horse, close at
hand, and rode to the very head of the little column
which Capt. Holmes had just joined in the road.
Again the shrill blast of the bugle, nearer and
nearer, rang out as Holmes gave the order:
"Forward! Fours! Trot!"
Heading toward Germantown, the little column
emerged from the wood just as a rattling volley of
small arms was heard, and they saw the horse-so well
known-of Henry Stager come flying down the road,
the rider bowed over on its back, as if wounded, while
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fully fifty red-coated dragoons came sweeping down in
his rear, shouting as they rode.
"The Lord of Gideon be my helper!" shouted Adab,
as he drove his spurs into his horse and dashed on
wildly ahead of his own column.
" Charge !" shouted Holmes, and every rider dashed
forward to meet the hated foe, sword in hand, opening
in the center for the horse of Stager to pass as they
swept madly forward.
"Heaven forgive me! 'Tis for my mother's life!"
cried Adab, as he brandished the heavy rifle and bore
down on the foe in advance of all his troops.
The British leader now made a fatal mistake. Seeing this unexpected advance, where he thought only
one man was fl ying from his pursuit, he checked his
troop to form it more compactly, and now, with its
·impetus all lost, his men startled, and his column in
disorder, he found the Americans coming like a whirlwind upon him.
"Down ! ye wolf dogs, down!" shouted Adab, in the
lead of all, and, swinging the ponderous rifle with
both hands, he brought it down right and left, crushing saberguard and human skulls as if they had been
made of paper.
"Liberty or death!" came from fifty patriot lips as
they drove, sword in hand, into the chasm made by
A dab.
Right and left, onward dashing, the giant Quaker
cleared his way-right and left the patriots clove down
man after man as they followed, and in less than a
minute, Adab, already in the British rear, turned to
continue his deadly work.
But now from the few left--0nly fifteen or twentycame the cry of :
"Quarter! quarter! Mercy! mercy!"
"Give them Paoli * mercy!" shouted Holmes, as he
*At Paoli, P a., our trnops were butchered after surrender.
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struck a terrible blow at the already wounded British
leader.
"Nay, friend! Spare him who asks his life in the
hour of thy victory !" said Adab, as he parried the
blow with his rifle barrel, and saved the life of the
British officer.
"You're right, A dab ! My blood was hot! You've
fought like a lion, and your voice should be the first
for us to listen to," replied Holmes, and he gave orders
to secure the prisoners, arms and horses.
"Did I fight? The Lord forg ive me! But the life
of my mother was at stake, and the command is to
'Honor thy mother;' and surely it .meaneth to defend
her when godless men assail."
And Adab rode back, with a meek face and abashed
look, to the camp ground, to see how his mother fared.
She was better, and Dr. Craig was bending anxiously
over a new patient.
H enry Stager, badly hurt, with three gunshot
wounds, lay there, while his horse, just having strength
to bring him through, lay bleeding yet, and dying outside the hut.
Adab was on his knees by his side in a moment.
"Dear friend, thee hast suffered for my sake," said
Adab, sorrowfully. - "Would that I were in thy stead
now."
"No, no; I'm all right. I'll pull through!" said the
young hero. " I tried my best to get to your house
and get news fo r you, and would have succeeded had
it not been for a bothersome thief of a Quake r they
called John R oberts. He was passing the door with a
party as I was going in; he made th em stop and question me, and hi s prying eyes saw white skin through
some of the holes in my ragged clothing . I had to
run for it then, and a fter I got to my horse it seemed
as if every guard and picket had a volley for me. But
I'm here, old fellow !-I'm here!"
"Yes, and you'll stay here, if you don't keep still,"
said the surgeon, sharply. "You've lost nearly all the
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blood in your body. Keep still and let me save the
rest."
"All right, doc. Do th e best you can for me. My
country needs me," said Stager, faintly, for, his excitement over, he knew how weak he really was.
"Mother can tell me where Naomi is now, perhaps,''
said A dah, who saw that his mother was fa r better,
and he approached her bed-or rather the litter of
boughs and blankets on which she had been laid.
"Yea, and it is bitter news," said his mother, in a
feeble tone. "She hath been carried off, and with her
also D eborah Stacy, by those godless wretches, John
Roberts and Abraham Carlisle."
"J ohn Roberts was the thieving villain who discovered me," said Stager. " He is in P hiladelphia."
" I was coming to tell thee what had been done, and
that the young Continental soldier who hath befriended
thee aforetime, sent me to tell thee to come quickly to
Westchester to help him rescue her, with a company of
Morgan's men," continued the widow, not hearing
S tager, whose voice was now low and faint.
"The Continental soldier ? T he friend of Deborah
Stacy ?" asked Adab.
"Yea, the same. She made some signal which he
discovered, but he came too late to save her. But he
went to find her, begging me to have his message sent
to thee."
" It shall be answered," said Adah. "A part of these
men shall carefull y carry thee and fri end Stager to
W ashington's camp with t he doctor to see to ye as ye
j ou rney. W ith the rest, I will speed to We stch ~ste r,
for there I shall surely see or hear from the soldier,
fo r he is a goodly youth, and exceedingly valorous. If
Naomi and D eborah be in the land of the living he will
watch over them and shield them from harm."
It was now almost night, and knowing that it W !:li
best to change their quarters a t any rate, a portion
of th e force, dismoun ted, with some men mounted tP
guard them and the pri soners, prepa red to carry Han ..
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nah Slocomb and the wounded rifleman to the camp
at Valley Forge; while Capt. Holmes, with Adab and
twenty picked men, rode away in the gathering gloom
toward Westchester, leaving directions, if they were
not in camp within twenty-four hours, to ask Gen.
Washington to send a company of mounted riflemen to
look them up.

CHAPTER XXXVII.
THE RASCALS

IN

PERIL.

We have some way to go back now, lest a thread in
the woof of our story being omitted, the warp will look
slovenly.
Mrs. Stacy and Petrunia Stone spent the rest of the
long night in tears and prayer, after Hannah Slocomb
rode away in the midst of the terrible tempest on the
night when Naomi and Deborah were abducted. The
servants were sad and silent, for they knew not what to
say or d'1 to comfort them.
Just after day dawned, Gen. Knyphausen and his
staff returned from the ball. The general was weary,
yet he had passed a pleasant night and was in good
humor.
Entering the house and finding the people up, Hannah Slocomb and the two young girls gone, with Mrs.
Stacy and Petrunia Stone weeping, he asked what was
the matter.
Between the heart-breaking sobs, Mrs. Stacy told
the whole story.
The German general turned to a deathly pallor with
choking rage when he heard all she had to say.
"The safeguard of my quarters broken !" he cried.
"I will hang the dastard wretches who have done this
deed!"
And he instantly ordered an officer with a guard to
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go in. search of A braham Carlisle and John Roberts,
and to arrest them and all with them wherever found,
and to bring them instantly before him.
" W eep no more," he said, tenderly, to Mrs. Stacy
and to Petrunia Stone. "The youn g women shall be
found and brought back, if it takes my whole command
to do it. And woe to those who have harmed them !"
The general, who was brave in battle and strict in
discipline, was kind to those who looked to him fo r
protection, and his words fell soothingly on the ear of
poor Mrs. Stacy.
His own servants now made coffee for the general,
for he swore he would not retire to rest until he had
seen the end of this matter and the foul outrage righted
in some way.
In less than an hour, Abraham Carlisle and John
Roberts, bound, with all their servants, were hustled
into the presence of Gen. Knyphausen by his Hessian
guards.
"Miserable carrion! how dare ye raise your eyes in
the presence of this weeping mother?" said the general, addressing Carlisle and Roberts.
"Officer of the guard," he continued, "have two
strong ropes brought. We will hang these villains in
the front yard, as an example to other wretches of a
like kidney!"
"Mercy ! What have we done?" moaned John Roberts, piteously.
"Yea-tell us what hath so angered thee that thou
doth threaten our lives!" cried Carlisle, trembling from
head to foot.
"What have ye done? Cowardly dogs! do you ask
me, when you know well that this house is in mourning because you have torn away its fairest ornaments ?
1W here are the two helpless girls whom you tore a way
from here in the darkness of mi dnight, knowing that I
and my guard were absent? Speak qu ick, or I will
drive my own sword through your black hearts !" and
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the Hessian general laid his hand on the hilt of his
sword.
"What is this we hear? We have just been taken
from our peaceful beds, where we have lain the whole
night," said Roberts, assuming a tone and look of
injured innocence.
"Yea, verily, as we can prove by our own servants,
we retired to sleep three hours before midnight, and
j ust a little while since were dragged from our beds by
thy soldiers," added Carlisle.
"Lying varlets ! I would believe this woman's tears
before I would your oaths. Reveal where ye have
hidden the girls, or your lives are forfeit before I count
twenty."
"Oh, will he never, never come?" groaned Carlisle.
"He comes ! He comes ! I hear the clank of sabers!
We are saved !" cried John Roberts.
"What doth this mean?" cried an officer, whose insignia betokened his rank to be that of a major-gener al
in the British service. "These men who are bound
sent for me to save their lives-they are under my
safeguard ! What are they doing here ?"
"Lord Cornwallis !" said Gen. Knyphausen , speaking slowly and with almost kingly dignity, "it may
suit you to become the safeguard of renegade spies
and traitors to their native land, but when they break
the safeguard of my quarters, tearing away helpless
girls from the arms of their mothers, they shall die in
spite of all the earls and lords in your army ! This is
my quarrel-int erfere if you dare !"
"Oh, my lord-my lord, we are innocent!" pleaded
Roberts, seeing that the British general quailed before
the honest impetuosity of the enraged Hessian.
"Yea-on my veracity as a Christian man, I affirm
it !" groaned Roberts.
"And I pronounce ye both, graceless liars and hypocrites!" cri ed Gen. Knyphausen . "My lord, look at
those weeping women. Why do the tears run down
their cheeks? One weeps for her abducted child-
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the other for her niece; while out in the pitiless storm,
out in the darkness of the night, the gray-haired mother
of the other seeks for her son's young bride! Are you
a man, and yet would stay the hand of justice?"
"No!" said Lord Cornwallis, "but I ask that these
men have a fair trial. Give them that chance, and I
will say this-if they are proven guilty, I will be as
~ quick as you to say 'Hang them to the nearest tree I'"
"A respite! We may escape I" whispered Carlisle to
Roberts.
"My lord," said the Hessian general, "your demand
is just. They shall have a trial. Let it be called
speedily. Till then the prisoners remain in my guardhouse."
"I am content that it should be so! Good-morning,
general," said Cornwallis.
"Good-morning, my lord," replied the general, as the
former withdrew.
Then turning to the officer of the guard again, he
said:
"Guard these craven wretches closely. I know they
are guilty, and they must not escape. Had not that
British lord come when he did, they would now be
swinging in midair."
The officer bowed, made a signal to his guard, and
they withdrew with the prisoners.
"Madam, find but the slightest clew of the direction in which they have taken your child and the other
lady, and I will send troops to look for them," said
the general, addressing Mrs. Stacy.
"Alas, general, I know not whither to direct a search.
Perchance, when Hannah Slocomb comes back, she
may give us some idea."
"Till then we must wait and hope," said Petronia
Stone.

CHAPTER XXXVIII.
A BRAVE YOUTH COMPLIMENTED.

Washington had just returned from his usual midday inspection of the quarters of his troops at Valley
Forge, which tour of inspection included the hospitals,
and had taken his seat at a rude table, on which was
spread a scanty lunch, when his orderly came in and
announced that a young man, almost worn down with
a long , swift ride, craved an immediate audience.
"Admit him, and leave us alone," said the general,
in the kind tone always used by him when addressing
a subordinate.
A minute later, and a young man, whom Washington
did not know, entered and bowed low.
"Your business must be pressing , to have ridden so
hard," said the general, earnestly. "Be seated; take
a glass of wine, and then tell me what you have to
deliver."
"A glass of water and a morsel of bread, general, if
you please, for I am very faint. l have not tasted food
in twenty-four hours, or longer," said the young man,
faintly.
"Wine, my good man, will strengthen you. I have
a little kept for sickness; use it freely."
Thus pressed, the young man took a single glass of
wine and a piece of bread. The color came into his
pale cheeks, and he said :
"Before coming to your excellency, I made inquiry
_ for Adab Slocomb, but found he was away on a scout.
My business concerneth him most nearly. I was in the
city on special service ·fo r Gen. Greene, under thy orders, when I learned that the two renegade Quakers
and spies..,--traitors to our cause--John Roberts and
Abraham Carlisle-had stolen away the bride of Adah
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Slocomb and Deborah Stacy, the daughter of thine own
special baggage master."
" Infamous !" cried the general. "And the British
Earl Howe will shield such villains?"
" I doubt if he knows it, your excellency. But I
traced the villains who carried the girls away, and
know where they are confined, with twenty burly ruffians to guard them. Give me as many true Americans,
well mounted, and I will save the girls, for as yet
they are unharmed, the principal villains remaining
in the city till the hue and cry is over."
" Thou shalt have double the number of men asked
for, and a coil of rope. Hang every ruffian connected
with the cruel outrag e who may fall into your hands.
In this case t ake no prisoners. And remember, I have
offered one hundred pounds reward already for the
two renegade Q uakers."
"I will remember it, general. One more favor. I
have worn down my horse; he cannot move faster than
a walk. I can go back after an hour's rest; he cannot. "
"T ell Col. Fitzgerald to give you my chestnut gelding . And request him to come hither, and he will give
you a detail of men when you are rested, i ed and ready
to return. ·The man whom Gen. Greene trusts I will
depend on."
"Thanks, good general. I will succeed. I have been
trusted before and did not fail. "
"H old a moment! Where have I seen you? Thy
face seems familiar, yet I cannot recall where we met."
" On Morristown Heights, general. I brought you
word what John Roberts and Abraham Carlisle intended. W e met the villains and foil ed them-the British-before they landed at Hackensack, the renegades
near the P alisades, where four-fifths of them were
slain."
"Ah! I have it now. Thou art the brave youth who
saved the treasure chests coming from Philadelphia
-who cut down the dragoons which_followed Stacy
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and Adah when they brough t off Naom i-the herCJ
whose watchw ord is 'Washi ngton and Glory! '"
The young soldier blushed a rosy red, and his silence
gave assent to the discovery made by the hero chief.
"Thy name- give it me quick, for it shall fill a
captain 's commission in my Life Guard! " said Washington.
"Pardo n me, general . I have not yet earned the
commission. When I think I have, I will gratefu lly
accept it. Till then, I crave as a favor to be namele ss;
or, if I must have a name, Jet it be 'Washi ngton's truest
friend and humble st servant .' "
·
"What you claim as a favor I cannot refuse, " said
Washin gton. "But remember, if thou art my friend,
I am thine, and I will advanc e thee accordi ng to thy
great merit at the first opportu nity."
"I do not dou ht it, general. I will crave one more
boon, and then hasten to the rescue of those poor girls,
whom I will bring back to Adah and to Mr. Stacy. I
hear that Job Turner and his family mqurn much after
their eldest daught er and sister, whom they believe to
have ~en carried off by the enemy or slain. I wish
you would send word to them that I saw her safe in
Philade lphia the day before yesterd ay, and she hopes
before long to be able to come back to them."
"I will cheerfully send word to Job," said the general. "He has been thrice =- ~o camp to ask me for
tidings of the girl, and I could give him none."
The young man bowed low, and went out to find
Col. Fitzger ald.
Two hou -s later he was seen gallopi ng from camp,
with fifty good mounte d men at his back, riding the
genera l's chestnu t, saddle horse. His course lay south.

CHAPTE R

xxxrx.

THE RENEGADES I N LUCK.

Within an hour from the time when Lord Cornwallis
had his stormy interview with Gen. Knyphause n, the
former was at headquarte rs, requesting a private interview with Lord Howe. the Briti sh general-in-chief.
The latter at once had Cornwallis admitted to his private quarters, and met him most courteousl y, for he was
his second in command, a peer of England, and a brave
and active general.
He saw at a glance that Cornwallis was greatly agitated, and asked in a tone of deep concern if there was
bad news from any quarter.
"Bad news here, right under your very nose, my
lord ," said Cornwallis, impetuously. "Am I to be
bea rded by a paltry. H essian, a devourer of sour cabbage, a general whose whole command is not worth my
single regiment of Tarleton's Horse? Must my friends,
and the friends of the king, be threatened with death
without trial, because they are falsely accused of running off some rebel women whose male relatives are
even now in arms against us?"
"Explain yourself, my lord. I surely will permit no
one to offer you an indignity, or wrong the true friends
to the royal cause."
"Yet old Knyphaus en, the servant of a king whose
whole realm is not so large as either your estate or
mine, has done this wrong . Even now he has two of
my most trusty guides and spies confined in his g uardhouse, and he would have hung them without the semblance of a trial had I not got there in time to stop his
infernal. high-hand ed game. My lord, if this is permitted, I will resign my commissio n and go home."
"Tut, tut, my lord. Do not think of resigning, with
glory before as well as behind you in your military
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career. As to your friends, write an order for their instant and honorable release, and I will sign it. Let Gen.
Knyphausen again interfere with your friends, and I
will put him under arrest."
" Thank you, Lord Howe. You are ever just and
generous."
Cornwallis at once wrote an order for the instant and
unconditional release of the two Quakers, Abraham
Carlisle and J ohn Roberts, also a general pass, permitting them to come and go where they pleased, as servants and friends of King George, and ordering all soldiers and officers to aid and assist, and not to obstruct
them in any way.
Both of these papers were signed by Lord Howe
without even a perusal.
"Now take a glass of wine with me, Cornwallis, and
then go and release your friends."
"Joyfully, my lord," said the British general, and
both pledged each other at the sumptuous sideboard of
Lord Howe.
Cornwallis now went directly to the Hessian guardhouse, and when the officer in charge saw the seal and
signature of Lord Howe, ordering the release of his
prisoners, he dared not detain them, but taking a copy
of the order, he sent it to Gen. Knyphausen the moment
the Quakers left with Cornwallis.
"The Hessian dolt hath not full sway here, you see,"
said the British general, as he bade the two Quakers
sit down in his own quarters, where he at once took
them. "But he may t ry yet to injure you, and for a
safeguard I have procured thi s pass, which even he
dare not ignore. It will prevent your arrest anywhere,
and moreover place all soldiers and officers at your
command if you need protection or assistance."
And he read the order before he presented it to them.
"Thee hath saved our lives, and th ee now adds even
more, a safeguard for the future. We know not how
to thank thee," said Carlisle, and Roberts added:
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"Yea, verily, words are too weak to speak our gratitude."
" Serve the king, and our cause; foll ow and punish
those hated rebels, and I am more than paid," said Cornwallis. "I shall soon be in motion through the Jerseys
with my whole command, and then in faith ful service
to me and the king you will make all things even. "
"We will serve thee to the death !" answered both.
" Of that I am assured. N ow go, and let th at H essian hog see you pass his quarters, and know that you
are free. A guard of my own men shall follow near
enough to aid you should he dare attempt to molest
you."
The malicious reneg ades were only too glad to show
this indignity to the H essian general, and thus it was,
when passing Slocomb Hall, John Roberts detected
Stager, and came near effecting his arrest when he
sought to carry out the wishes of Adab.
But Gen . Knyph ausen had the copy of Lord H owe's
order of release, and, though he gnashed hi s teeth as he
thought of the insult, he had no present means of redress. H e could but bide his time when as a private
gentleman he might call the earl to account.
Meantime, the two arch-villains hurried to their own
quarters, to decide on future action.
"There is now no need fo r us to wait three days, or
even a single day longer, to go and claim our pretty
prizes,'' said Carlisle. " The pass and safeguard will
protect us in anything and everything we choose to do.
Since Cornwalli s says he is to move soon, why should
we delay ? L et us go this very night to the glen, and
humble H annah Slocomb's daughter-in-law to the dust,
and teach D eborah Stacy that Quakers are not laggards
in love."
" T hee speaks my own thoughts," said J ohn R oberts.
" And since our pass permits it, let us take with us a few
soldiers as a precaution. "
"Yea, if thou thinkest it best. Though Wormsley
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and his gang are in our pay, well-armed, and even more
merciless than any of the king's troops."
"We will take a few-say a dozen-troopers, who,
with a few bottles of rum and a handful of dollars distributed among them, would face the Evil One himself
at our desire."
"Very weJl. We will dine, for hunger hath come
upon me since the deadly terror of death was mine, and
I would fain refresh the inner man with drink and
food."
"Again thou speak est as I feel. Let us go to Primrose Cottage, where the larder is generously supplied
with food and wine."
The two Quakers now retraced their steps past Gen.
Knyphausen's quarters, past the g uardhouse, and entered the domicile from which they had so lately been
dragged as prisoners.
Here their released servants soon set out an abundant feast, which they sat down to enjoy, Carlisle having already sent a note to Gen. Cornwallis, for an escort
of twenty troopers, to go with them on a private mission in the king's service.
When they were through· dinner, the troops, and
horses for themselves, were ready.

CHAPTER XL.
PREPARED FOR RESISTANCE.

The two captive girls ate sparingly of the breakfast
Molly Grimstead left for them; for, as Naomi argued,
though they were too unhappy to think of hunger, it
was necessary for them to eat to keep up strength, lest
when aid came to them they would be powerless to assist in their own escape.
During the morning they heard no noise except the
constant crashing and jar of the old mill wheel, for
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Wormsley's men were wrapped in slumber. Their
fatigue after the night ride was suffic!ent to keep them
quiet most of the day.
About noon Molly Grimstead cam·e up to bring the
girls their dinner, and, uncouth as she was, scented with
rum and tobacco, she acted kindly toward the girls.
Naomi had won her good g races by her timely presents, for the woman only seemed to think of two things
~rum and the money to buy it.
Though literally soaked with the fou l spir it, she was
one of those few casehardened creatures who rarely
lose their balance, no matter how much they pour down,
and who seem to crave liquor as an aliment, even as a
babe craves milk.
The girls thanked her fo r the food, but asked no
questions. They dared not make any inquiries, lest
some careless word should indicate their hope of rescue
or expectation of aid.
Often, very often, the two girls approached the little
window and looked back into the dense, gloomy wood
in the rear of the house, but they saw no friendly face
there, not even a human form, th oug h now and then a
bird would dart across the shaded solitude, or a squirrel
be seen running over the ground.
When nig ht drew near they could hear more noise
below, for Wormsley's renegades were now awake and
beginning to call for food and liquor.
It was nearly dark when Molly Grimstead came up,
brought a towel, tin wash basin, and a pail of water,
and shortly after a light, and their supper.
" You can eat and go to sleep," she said to the girls.
" The mill wheel stops at dark, and th at'll not bother
you. The men may drink a bit, and sing, and carry on,
but don't be scared. They shan't get near you . for I
carry the key, and no one can g et it from me who hasn't
a rig ht to it."
" vVe thank thee, and trust thee," said N aomi, and
she slipped another gold piece into the palm of red- faced
Molly.
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After thanking Naomi in her rude but earnest way,
Molly went out, and the girl s heard her lock the door.
" I s there not some way for us to fas ten it within, so
no one can enter while we sleep ?" asked Deborah.
"We will see," said Naomi.
She took the light and looked carefully for some bolt
or bar on the inside of the door, but found none.
" \;Ve can so arrange our bed that by bracing it with
the table and chairs at the other end the door cannot be
opened until it is broken down," said Naomi, at last, as
she paced the length of the room, and then measured the
heavy oaken bedstead.
"Yea, but if we draw it over the floo r they will hear
us below," said Deborah.
"We must li ft it in silence. I t looks heavy, but despai r makes the weak strong. We will try when the
men become noisy, as they seem to be fast tending that
way with drink and song."
The gi rls waited an hour or more, and then the noise
below was such that they fel t no fear of being overheard while they proceeded to bar ricade their door.
It took them a good while to do it ; but at last it was
done, and so securely that they knew the door could
never be pushed open.
T his done, Deborah t ried her triangular signal in the
window, but no responsive fl ashes were seen.
" H elp will not come to-night. I am so weary, let us
strive to sleep," said N aomi. "I feel secure now. L et
us breathe ou r prayers in spirit to the Father of the
h elpless, and then go to rest."
" I am wi llin g, for both body and soul seem exhausted," replied her companion.
And, with a prayer on their lips, in a few moments
they were asleep.

CHAPTER XLI.
THE SPY STRIKES A STRONG CLEW.

Swiftly and silently Adah led the little party of
picked rifl emen under Capt. Holmes along a byroad in
the rear of Germantown to a still place in the Schuylkill, where it could be crossed on the ice.
It was already dark when they reached the crossing,
and perilous in consequence of the difficulty of seeing
air holes ; but they crossed in safety, and then, still led
by Adah's thorough knowledge of the country, they
moved as rapidly as they could over the rough and
difficult road toward the little hamlet of Westchester.
It was near midnight when Adah asked Holmes to
halt his command in a grove half a mile from town,
while he dismounted and went to reconnoiter.
"You're not armed! Better let me or one of my best
men go," said Holmes.
"Nay, I know the place, and where some dwell who
favor our cause," said Adah. " It is best that I should
go, and alone, for I can find out where the women are
hidden, if they are there."
"But there may be British soldiers there, or Tories,
and if you are recognized you'll be taken."
"Not easily,'' said Adah, shrugging his broad shoulders.
"Yes, or killed, for you will persist in going unarmed."
"I am opposed to carrying and using deadly weapons," said Adab, gravely.
"You didn't oppose very sharply when you knocked
over a dozen British soldiers out of time and life this
afternoon," said Holmes, lau ghingly.
"It was a grievous sin," said Adah, with a sigh. "But
I thought my mother was dying, and I wanted her spirit
to depart in peace. Therefore, I smote those who came
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to make a disturbance among us. But thee may lend
me a pistol, not to use fo r deadly purpose, but to fire as
a signal to thee if I get into trouble. Thee can come if
thee hears it, and come in haste, for I will not fire it
without great reason."
"Are you sure you know how to fire it?"
" Yea. In moments of leisure I have examined into
the mechan ism of the toy. Give it me quickly, for I
would waste no time."
H olmes handed to him a larg e brass-mounted horse
pistol, which Adab put under the overcoat which
shielded his huge fo rm, and handing the bridle of his
horse to one of th e riflemen, he started on foo t at a
swift gait toward the hamlet where one or two scattering lights told that some people were yet awake, late as
it was.
Holmes dismounted all his men, but kept each man by
his horse, ready to mount at a moment's notice, while
he walked out from the grove to a spot where he could
li sten for the firs t sound from the direction Adab had
taken, and have a clear view of all that the night would
let him see.
Adab meantime hurried on, thinking first to glance in
at the one tavern in the place, the old "Green Tree Inn ,"
and see who was there, fo r he could distinguish its
lights before he could place any other house in his
m emory.
Striding up near to it he saw three or fou r of the
usual class of ba rroom loungers, drinking hot sling at
an oaken table near the window through which he
looked.
T he old keeper of the house, Herr Von Gust , a Hollandic P ennsylvanian, stood behind his bar, smoking his
pipe, and waiting for fu rther orders from the crowd,
while his plump and pretty daughter sat near him, knitting a muffler fo r the use of her father when he went
out in the cold air.
Adab knew the landlord, and knew, too, that while
he professed to be neutral, he was at heart a warm pa-
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triot. W hile discussing in his mind whether to enter
and make inquiry, or to look around the hamlet first for
some sign of the young Continental, or poor N aomi and
Deborah, he heard the loud clattering 9f steel-shod
hoofs coming swiftly up the road that led from Philadelphia.
He had barely time to spring around the corner of
the house and ensconce himself behind the trunk of a
huge elm tree, when a troop of twenty British dragoons,
with two men in citizen's dress, rode up, halted and dismounted.
Adah trembled from head to foot as he recognized the
voice of J ohn Roberts, who said to the officer in command of the dragoons :
"We will halt here to refresh the inner man, and rest
our horses, though our ride will extend some two miles
farther."
"Yea," said Abraham Carlisle, " some mulled wine,
or some hot sling will descend gratefully into our chilled
stomachs."
Adah had now no chance to hear more, for the troopers sought places to fasten their horses, and he had to
hastily retreat from his shelter to the rear of the house
to avoid di scovery while they fastened thei r animals.
This did not take a great while, and then Adah crept
back to a position where he could look in through the
window. The two Q uakers and the troopers were all
engaged in taking hot drinks, provided as fast as the
landlord could make them, fo r he was a proud man, and
would not for a handful of gold have permitted his
pretty daughter to act as barmaid.
Seeing how busy they all were, and that no guard
was left with the horses, A dah went quickly to each
saddle, and lifting the holster-flaps, took out the pistols
and shook the priq1ing fro:n the pan of each, thus making them temporarily useless if the men were called into
action before they discovered what had been done.
He then got as nea r the window as he could, to try
and overhear something that would inform him of their
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destination, for that they were going to fin d Naomi
and Deborah he felt assured. But all were talking
loudly and drinkin g, and he could catch no clew. H e
only saw that the two renegade Quakers were in high
g lee, and drank as much as any trooper, if not more,
and that their red and inflamed faces showed they felt
the potent effects of the liquor.
For full y half an hour they remained in the inn, until
they were well inflamed with drink and ready for any
wickedness, and then they were called to horse by the
officer in command.
Adab watched closely as they mounted to see if any
of them examined their pistols, but no one did so, and
directly they rode off, the two Quakers in the lead.
Now Adab did not hesitate. Darting into the inn, with
his coat drawn up well about his face, he strode up to
the landlord, and asked, in a hasty whisper :
"Friend Von Gust, whither were those men going?"
"Ah ! I s it you, good Adab, the blacksmith? I am
g lad to see you. W ill you have a warm sling or a mug
of mulled wine ?"
"Nay, I have no time to drink. Answer me quickly.
Whither were those men going ?"
"To the Glen Mill-old Grimstead's- two miles on
t he brook road, I heard one of the Q uakers say."
" I thank thee. Tell no one I have been here, and
thou wilt do thy country a service," cried A dab, and he
was gone in a second from the house.
Like a cloud before a gale, Adab rushed down the
street toward the grove whe re he had left Capt. Holmes
and his party, muttering , as he went :
"T he g raceless wretches filled themselves with wine
to prepare fo r fou l work. But I know whither they
wend, and, wi th Heaven's g race, not one of them shall
r eturn by the way th ey went."
In less than five minutes he stood panting by the side
of Capt. H olmes.
· " Mount thy men quickly- mount, and follow me ! I
have seen J ohn Roberts and Abraham Carlisle. T hey
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have with them twenty British troopers, but I have
shaken the priming from their pistols, and we will be
more than a match for them."
Instantly the troop mounted and followed Adab from
the wood.

CHAPTE R XLII.
JUST IN THE NICK OF TIME.

After the girls had fallen into a sound sleep-a slumber forced by excessive fatigue and the reaction of overwrought nature-it was no ordinary noise which could
awake them; for, securely barricaded in their room, they
felt no fear of arty one enterin g to injure them.
Below, Grimstead , released from his duty as miller,
joining Wormsley and his gang of ren egades in a carouse, with his wife acting as general purveyor, made
night hideous with bacchana li an songs and shouts of
laughter. In their mad and low enj oyment, they forgot
all about the helpless creatures upstairs, and perchance
it was better that it was so.
Round after round of punch was drunk, song after
song sang and applauded, and yet the innocent girls
slept undisturbed.
By midnight some of the revelers gave in and sank
away into the oblivion of stupid drunkenness ; but
others, stronger-h eaded, kept it up, and Molly Grimstead had enough to do to mix up "rum, the comfort of
life," as she held it, for them. And be sure she never
neglected herself all this time.
It might have been an hour after midnight, when
full half of W ormsley's men lay helplessly drunk, and
the leader himself was fast losing his balance, that a
sound fell upon their ears which half sobered all who
were not too far gone. It was the heavy trot of horse-
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men, evidently coming up in regular order, like disciplined troops.
Wormsley had too long been an outlaw not to fear
troops of any kind, though in this war he was on the
king's side, and as he only expected Roberts and Carlisle, and not even them under three days, he was badly
alarmed.
"Is the door barred?" he cried to Grimstead.
"Ay, with oak as stout as its own double panels. Get
your sober men to arms, and if foes are comin', they'll
find it hard to storm old Grimstead's castle-ho! ho !"
From outside there came a loud crv of "Halt! Dismount ! Secure horses !"
·
While v.,rormsley's best men quickly got their weapons ready, the clatter of sabers outside told that regular
cavalry were at the door.
The next instant a loud knock was heard, and a man
cried out, gruffly:
"Open your doors ! Don't keep us out here on a night
like this !"
"\Vho are ye-friend or foe? No one enters here till
we know who he is, and what he wants."
"Friends, thou drunken fool ! Grimstead, open the
door!" cried a sharp, angry voice.
"Friends to whom?" asked Wormsley, now the sob. erest of all.
"To the king, and to you," cried the voice.
"Your name, if ye have any?" cried the renegade
leader.
"It is we-John Roberts and Abraham Carlisle !"
shouted the latter, shivering with cold.
"Oh, no, that can't be. Peaceful Quakers don't wear
sabers and come with a troop of horse. You're Yankees from Valley Forge, and you'll do best to hie back
to Camp Starvation before I open fire on you through
portholes of which you wot not!" cried Wormsley, who
did not recognize the voice of his dastardly employer.
"I tell thee, John vVorm sley, 'tis we. D ost thee not
know the voice of John Roberts? vVe have come to
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claim the maidens that thou and thy men brough\ nither
for us, and to pay thee thy reward. Lord Cornwallis
gave us an escort of horse, lest the Yankees that thou
fearest should happen in our way."
"By St. George! It is the Quaker who speaks! Open
the door, Grimstead!" cried Wormsley.
And in a minute the great square room was thronged
with soldiers, while, in front of all, in stalked John Roberts and Abraham Carlisle.
"Thee kept good guard-that is, so far as letting us
in was concerned," said Carlisle.
Then, looking at the drunken men on the floor, and
the signs of revelry, he added :
"But had we been those thou seemed to dread, thy:
state of defense looketh rather slender."
"We didn't expect you for two days yet," said
Wormsley, rather abashed. "And my men were having a good time, for your birds are safely caged upstairs, and good Molly Grimstead holds the key."
"Of that we will relieve her as soon as we rest and
taste a little of the hot punch we see already brewed,"
said John Roberts.
"Do we stay here all night?" asked the lieutenant in
command of the troops.
"Yea. Thee and thy men can find quarters below.
Abraham and myself will see how our caged birds endure their captivity," said Carlisle. "Ye can get drink
and be merry here below, while we interview our fair
captives."
"Then bring in your pistols, men, and see your
horses well secured under the best shelter you can find I"
cried the officer to his troopers.
All this time, from the first moment when the clattering troops of horses had been heard, Naomi Slocomb
and Deborah Stacy had been awake.
They had lain down on the rude bed in their chamber without removing their dress, and now terrorstricken, not daring to light their candle, though flint
and tinder were at hand, they arose to their feet and
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listened tremblingly, clasped in each other's arms, to
every word we have recorded.
"Almig hty F ather, save us! " whispered Naomi. "Oh,
Deborah, must we perish?"
" If help from H eaven or our friends cometh not
quickly, we must die !" sobbed D eborah. "Thee knows
my resolve."
"Yea, and it is also mine. H ark !-they are coming
up the stairs- they unlock the door!"
"Yea, bnt we have it fa st," whispered Deborah.
"Oh, that I had deadly weapons here, pistols or guns, I
would use them now !"
"H o ! Within there! Unbar the door!" cried Roberts, who, after unlocking, in vain tried to push the door
inward.
"Never to thee, thou son of Satan!" cried Naomi,
without a tremor in her voice. " W e are but weak and
helpless women, but the Lord is on our side, and we
defy thee!"
"Open, or it will be the worse for ye both. Think ye
to resist when there are forty strong, well-armed men in
th e house ?"
"Yea, were there ten thousand such fiends as thee!"
cri ed th e heroine.
Both the burly ruffians threw their forms against the
door, but so well had the girls done the work of barricading that the door scarcely trembled.
"Axes ! Axes or sledges here!" shouted J ohn Roberts, wild with anger. "Vve'Il soon show ye how vainly
ye try to avoid us !"
But his cowardly soul shrank within him as a voice
rose like th under in th e outer air :
" Courage, Naomi ! H elp is near !"
It was the voice of A dab Slocomb, who, with his
party, dismounted, had crept up to the house and lj ad
overheard the threats of the dastards, and the bold defiance of his bride.
A shriek of joy broke from the lips of Naomi, and
she answered :
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"My husband! My husband! The Lord hath sent
thee!"
Naomi's exclamation was at once succeeded by the
voice of the British officer below:
"Bar and bolt! Make all fast! We can hold the
house. Out with every light !"
There was a rush from the outside--a half-dozen
scattering shots fired, and then wild cries of exultation
from within, while cries of anger and disappointment
arose from without.
"Now come here and help to break down this door,"
shouted John Roberts. "The Quaker rebel shall hear
groans of agony instead of cries of joy from the lips he
loves!"
"Fiend! wretch! No man in that house shall escape
alive if but one hair of those helpless women is
touched!" shouted Adah, in reply.
"We care not for thy threats! We'll torture thee as
never man was tortured yet. Bring axes here, I say!"
cried Roberts, fiercely.
"I'm comin' with them," cried the burly miller, half
mad with drink.
"No, you're not!" cried Molly Grimstead, angrily.
"Am I going to have my doors hacked to pieces? No.
The girls are right, and I'll stand by 'em if I die for it !"
"Hark ! There are troops coming!" shouted the lieutenant. ''I'll wager 'tis a reinforcement!"
"Washington and Glory!" came in a wild and thrilling shout.
The next second a voice clear as a bugle rose in the
·
outer air:
"Surrender within there, or we will tear down the
house stone by stone, and put every man to the sword.
We know your force, we are ten to your one, and more
are coming."
"Surrender not! We can hold our own!" cried Carlisle, but his voice trembled as he spoke.
"Yea, and while ye are striving to enter we will wring
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one rebel's heart as never heart was wrung before!"
cried John Roberts , in desperation.
"We had best make terms if we can," said the lieutenant, in a low tone, approac hing the Quakers . "They
have our horses, we have but little ammuni tion, and no
provision for a siege."
"Then, if thee makes terms, make these:
We are
all to go back free to the British lines-a ll, mark thee!
For if we two are taken, our lives are gone! And, remember, we hold Lord Howe's order to thee to obey
us."
·
"Yes, but they outnum ber us. There are no loopholes in this cursed crib to fire from; we are literally
walled in, as in a prison !"
"Yet we hold the power," cried Roberts . "Tell them,
if they refuse to let us all go free, the girls, whom they
seek to rescue, shall not be spared, even while they are
seeking to break in upon us. Only a weak wooden
door protects the girls !"
"Speak! " cried the voice outside. "Decide ~uickly,
for we have not come here on child's play!"
"We will offer terms," said the lieutenant.
"Permit the miller and his wife to remain, unmolested, in possession of their property , and all my party
to return, paroled, to the British lines, and we will surrender."
"All but those two renegad e ruffians, John Roberts
and Abraham Carlisle !" cried the America n leader.
"They shall not escape !"
"They are under my safegua rd, and must escape, or
I perish with them, with my sword in hand!" cried the
British officer.
"Thou nast spoken thine own doom !" cried Adah,
hoarsely. "Men, bring hither that beam; we will soon
force an entranc e!"
"Hold ! Hold one instant and hear me!" cri-ed the
officer. "I am a man, and I shrink with horror from
what will be if you do not let us all go forth on the
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terms I name. If ye attack us, my own men shall batter
down the door which protects those two women."
"Oh, Adab, in mercy let them go ! The door is weak I
Do not let us be sacrificed!" screamed Naomi, for in the
stem voice of that desperate officer she heard her fate .
" T he will of the Lord be done ! L et t he villains escape me now ! I will reach them hereafter !" g roaned
A dab.
"To whom will I trust in these terms of surrender ?"
asked the lieutenant, drawing the two Q uakers from the
room above down near the door in th e lower room .
"To Capt. Jim H olmes, of Washington's Life Guard,
and to Capt. F rank Steers, of Lee's L ight Horse !" cried
the same bug le-toned speaker, whose cry of " \,Yashington and Glory !" had first rang on the midnight air.
"Disg uise yourselves in troopers' clothes, lest in his
anger that Quaker scout may forget all terms," said the
lieutenant, in a low tone, to the two trembling ruffians,
Roberts and Carlisle, "I will quickly get ye away."
"You will let us have our horses to ride back on ?
We will stack our arms here," said the lieutenant.
" Yes. I will assign one officer and ten men to receive your arms, and see you depart, whil e the rest of us
remain here in line. You r horses shall be led to the
door. W e have torches alight, and can distinguish all!"
cried Capt. Holmes.
"I accept the conditions, and will unba r to your officer
and ten men," said th e lieutenant, seeing that the two
renegade Quakers now trembled under the cover of
dragoon overcoats.
"Torches will not be needed much longe r. D ay is
breaking," said Adab Slocomb, who strode through the
door and stood there watching for the men whom he
most detested on earth, yet with no wi sh to break the
terms he had in agony been obliged to accede to.
The Br:ti sh officer now caused W ormsley to muster
h is men, and had his own all drawn up ; thei r weapons
were stacked in a heap on the floor, and then, at the
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word of command, all but Grimstead and his wife filed
outside.
The moment all were out, Adah asked the woman
Grimstead this question, in a low, tremulous tone:
"Can thee conduct me to the room where my wife,
Naomi, hath been kept- she whose voice rose in defiance, when those cowards threatened to break down
the door?"
"Yes. If that young woman is your wife, she is grit!
She is real nice, and spoke to me kindly, like a lady,"
said Molly Grimstead. "Come with me."
She led the way upstairs, and in a moment Adab was
at the door of the barricaded room.
"Naomi, I am here, and thou canst open in safety,"
he said, with a trem ulous voice, and he was shaking
from head to foot, all his giant strength gone.
With a gasping cry of joy, Naomi, aided by Deborah,
tore away th e barricade, and in another minute the fond
husband and heroic wife were in each other's arms.
And almost at the same moment the young Continental came and beckoned D eborah to the door, near
which, in the hall , they held a whispered conversation,
while Naomi wept and sobbed for joy on the broad
breast of her husband.
But this could not last long. Within ten minutes
after the British an d renegades had taken the road to
Philadelphia, Capts. Holmes and Steers called their
men to horse, for it was necessary fo r their party to
hurry back inside of the American lin es before Howe or
Cornwallis could send a force to intercept them.
Horses were prepared fo r Naomi and Deborah, for
now they well knew Philadelphia would not be a place
of safety any longer for them, at least while the British
occupied that city.
Adab now rode proudly, happily, by th e side of his
fair bride, telling her, as they went on, how near his
dear mother had been to death while riding to give him
news of the abduction. And Naomi, in turn, told him
of the treatment she had received in the Glen Mill from
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the odd, dissipated, but not altogether bad-hearte d
woman, Molly Grimstead, who, with her husband, was
left in the possession of their property-t he old stone
mill.

CHAPTE R X LIII.
SAFE ARRIVAL AT VALLEY FORGE.

For the first half of the day, Capts. Holmes and
Steers kept their united forces at a r apid g ait, for they
fel t ill-prepared, with tired men and horses, and two
helpless women to save, to meet a fresh British force in
action , should one be sent to intercept them.
But before the sun had passed its meridian they were
beyond the limit to which the B ritish had recently advanced pickets or scouting parties, and thencefor ward
took a more leisurely pace, so reg ulating as to rest their
horses somewhat, and to reach Valley Forge a little before night fell.
The young Continenta l, who, without rank, yet
seemed to hold the esteem and favor of th e entire command, had ridden by the side of Deborah the entire distance, until the smoke of the Valley Forge encampment was in sig ht ; but now he rode up to Capt. Steers
and asked him to report the success of the party to Gen.
Washington, fo r he had urgent busir1ess at the quarters
of Gen. Greene, whither he now directed his course.
Deborah, by his direction, rode up to the side of
N aomi, and now Adab had a listener to hi s conversati on
and a second woman under his care, for Deborah so
instrncted, told him she looked to him and N aomi for
instruction s whither to go and what to do.
"Thou wilt go with us to the quarters of friend
George Washington," said Adab, kindl y, "for he is a
kind and a fat herly man , and will doubtless see to thy
comfort and safety, if thy fath er, who is in camp, hath
not quarters wherein thou canst dwell."
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"I am content," said Deborah. "But I would rather
be near unto Naomi and thy mother, for they have been
like sister and mother to me in the hour of adversity. "
"We will not be separated, " said Naomi, gently.
"My Adab will see to that, I know, for in the hour of
sorrow and distress thou didst comport thyself with a
love and courage which I can never forget."
As they drew near the strange encampme nt of
tents, log huts with thatched roofs, and mud cabins,
the soldiers filed off to their quarters, while Capt. Steers
and Adab, with the two young women, held on up the
valley past an idle iron forge on a sm all stream, and
h alted in front of a plain, but substantial stone house,
owned by I saac Potts, a Q uaker, and also the owner
of the old fo rge from which the valley drew its historic
name.
For a time Washington had lived in his tent, but his
officers and men insisted on his taking quarters offered
by the patriotic Quaker, and at last he did so.
When Washington saw the party coming he met them
as they dismounted, and g reeted Naomi and Deborah
with paternal kindness when they were introduced to
him.
" Your mother is in a room within, doing very well,"
he said to Adah. "Quarters for your wi fe and her
young friend will be provided in the house also. Go in
with them, while Capt. Steers reports to me the events
of the scout."
Adab thanked the noble chief, and passed on, while
Capt. Steers briefly but plainly reported all that . had
occurred.
"Not for their weight in gold would I have had the
vile traitors, Roberts and Carlisle, escape," said W ashington, earnestly. "Yet with the horrible position of
th ose two helpl ess women to contempla te, you could not
have acted differently . But they must be captured and
made an example of. T hey have not only given constant and important information and aid to the enemy,
conspired against my liberty and life, but they have
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been notorious for the cruel persecution of all patriots
of their own sect upon whom they could levy contributions, or turn the hand of the merciless enemy. If ever
they come into my power, no mortal voice or hand shall
save them from the hangman's rope!"
"It was no desire of mine to spare them," said Capt.
Steers. "Bpt, as I have reported, any other course
would have Deen perilous to the women."
"You did right, captain. But I wish you to ride to
Gen. Greene's quarters and to seek out that young
Continental soldier who was your guide. I have a mission of great trust and importance for him."
Capt. Steers bowed, and at once rode off to carry
out the wishes of his leader.

CHAPTER XLIV.
DEBORAH BECOMES PROPHETIC.

While Adab Slocomb and Naomi held long and pleasant converse with his mother, who, despite her serious
wounds, was ch eerful and content with her lot, now
that her loved ones were with her once more in health
and comparative safety, W ashington had a lengthy
interview with the young Continental.
What its nature was no one could tell, for the chief
ever kept his most important plans closely locked up in
his own breast; but when it was over, the young soldier
bade farewell to Deborah, saying he was going from
camp and he knew not when he could return.
It was nightfall when he left, and Deborah was in
tears when her father, Isaac Stacy, came from his quarters to see her.
"Does thee g rieve that thy mother is not with thee?"
.asked the kind-hearted father.
" I am sorry that she is not here, though Gen. Knyp-
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hausen will not allow her to be molested while he holds
his quarters under the same roof," said Deborah, glad
to think her father had not detected the real cause of
her sorrow.
"Thee has had a narrow escape and suffered terrible
torture of mind," continued her father.
"Yea, such as no mortal tong ue can describe," said
Deborah. "But we prayed to the Father of all mercies
for help, and help came. Those wicked and graceless
men, Roberts and Carlisle, thought they had us utterly
in their power, but in our darkest hour light shone out
and we were saved."
"Yea, I have heard the whole story from a captain
of the guard, Holmes by name, a terrible fighter, and
sometimes given overmuch to profanity, but an honest
man and a true lover of his country."
"I remember him," said Deborah. "What has thee
to do in camp, dear father ?"
"I haul wood now with my baggage teams, to keep
the soldiers' fires burning. It hath been a terrible
winter. Clothing is scarce, and without good fires the
men would suffer g rievously. I rejoice that spring approachcth, for at least our brave men will not have the
bitter cold to endure. And they yearn for action. They
cannot bear the reflection that the minions of the tyrant
should dwell in our cities, eat of the fat of the land, and
be well clothed, while they who struggle to be free,
starve and freeze in the land they would die to save."
"It is cruel, dear father. But cheer up. The God of
Right is all-powerful to redress injury and wrong. Our
cause is holy and will endure to the encl, while the
wrongdoers will wax weaker and fade away."
"Child, thee speaks as with the tongue of prophecy.
But I cannot linger here. I would see Adab a moment,
and then I must return to my quarters. I have a watch
to keep in the hospital to-night, for nurses are few and
some of us civilians have volunteered to take turns in
caring for the sick and wounded."
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"Cannot I go, too, my father? I would serve my
country if it layeth in my power."
"I know not child, what thee can do at present.
Name thy desire to George Washington, when thou
seest he is not engaged, and he will answer thee kindly,
and, perchance, point out some way in which thou
canst be useful."
"I will do so, my father, and now I will go into the
room of good Hannah Slocomb and send Adab out to
thee."
Deborah now tripped lightly away, and soon Adah
Slocomb came forth, a joyous look in his honest face,
and he took Isaac Stacy wa rmly by the hand.
"I give thee joy, Friend Isaac, that thy daughter is
safe, and within our lines," he said.
"And I rejoice with thee, also, that thou hast saved
the wi fe of thy bosom from her treacherous and heartless enemy," said Isaac. "Verily, the Lord has been
good to both of us."
"Yea, thee speaks truly. But has thee heard any
news since I have been away from camp?"
"Nothing sure, but there is a rumor that Cornwallis
with one division, and a H essian general, with another,
is again to move out upon our unhappy people in New
J ersey, while Lord Howe goes back to England, and
another lord, named Clinton, takes his place at the
head of the British army."
"Ah ! That accounts for the sending off of a trusty
man within the enemy's lines, of which I heard but a
moment agone," said Adah, thoughtfully. "I doubt me
if the British mean much longer to hold Philadelphia.
I t is too far from fleets and transports on the open sea.
They will get back to New York, mark thee that, friend
Isaac !"
" 'Tis possible; and if I were a leader here I would
hurry them up with fire and with sword as they went."
''Friend I saac, thee tal ks like a warrior."
"What wonder, when I am with warriors all the time,
that my speech savoreth of that which I hear most.
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And to see how our brave men suffer, to hear how our
enemies t reat the helpless ones in their power, is enough
to drive all peaceful thoughts from our hearts. I have
heard how thou didst smite rig ht and left, ridin g down
the enemy as thou wouldst ride through standing corn."
"Hush, Friend Isaac ! Speak not of that hour or desperation when I forgot all things but that my mother
lay dying, anq the enemy were bearing down upon us
in murderous might."
" I did not mean to blame thee, F ri end Adab. Had I
been there, I would not have stayed my hand, nor even
tu rned aside the sword of wrath as thou didst when
J ohn Holmes was about to smite down the British captain. Yet it was a goodly deed on thy part, and worthy
of commendation."
"Thank thee, Isaac-thank thee. \ Vhen the vanquished cry fo r mercy, it would be sinful indeed to
turn a deaf ear to their supplication."
"True, F riend Adab. But there soundeth the call.
I must wend my way to the hospital. I thank thee for
thy care of my J aughter. Commend me to thy mother
and thy wife ."
" I will."
I saac Stacy again shook the hand of Adab, and they
parted.

CHAPTER XLV.
ADAB'S VALOROUS FEAT-

THE ENEMY ALERT.

Not long did the exigencies of the service which he
had taken on himself give Ad ab the privilege of remaining near his young wife and invalid mother.
Gen. vVashington had to prepare fo r an active spring
campaign, and to do it hi s starved and worn-down
horses had to be replaced, or he could move neither artillery nor ammunition wagons.
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Of provisions or baggage he had little to move. Indeed, fo r nearly all the latter part of the winter, there
was in his camp no meat, either salt or fresh, and only
a very scant supply of flour and meal. L et the reader
look back to history to see how that patriot army suffered, and wonder what kept them together.
Only their faith in H eaven and W ashington could
do it.
A dab, early in March, went out with I saac Stacy to
gu ide ai1d assist Gen. Anthony Wayne in New J ersey
to coll ect horses, forage and provisions, to be used the
moment the weather would allow Washington tc, :nove
from Valley Forge.
Already the g reat chief had certain info rmation of the
changes in the British army at P hiladelphia, and of the
intended evacuation of that city at the ear liest possible
moment. Howe was under orders to sail fo r E ngland
early in the spring . O inton was to take his place. And
as Howe had been condemned by the home government for idleness and a fondness fo r garrison life, rather
than field service, hi s successor would undoubtedly
make his operations all the more active in an opposite
direction.
And now we come to one of the most serious adventures of our entire story.
Capts. Holmes and Steers were posted near Salem,
on Alloway's Creek, with nearl y th ree hundred men, to
cover Gen. Wayne, who was operating northward, collecting forage and horses.
On the seventeenth of March over twelve hundred
regulars of the Briti sh army, picked veterans, aided by
three hundred T ories and renegades, the fi rst under
Mawhood , Simcoe and Sims, and the latter under
Wormsley and others, moved down on the small patriot
force, intending to overwhelm and destroy them, and
then cut up \Vayne and capture his horses and stores .
But Holmes and Steers were not caught sleeping .
T hey held a point known as Q ui nlan's Bridge, and
had raised lig ht intrenchments to assist the defense .
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But Simcoe, of the Queen's Rangers, was a skilled
veteran, worthy to fight in a better cause, and before
dawn he so ambushed his own choice troops ne.ar the
defense that when a feigned attack, and th en a retreat
was made by the main body of the British, he could
pour in upon the pursuing patriots a withering and enfilading fire.
All too well the plan succeeded. A little after dawn
the position of Holmes and Steers was attacked and
vigorously defended.
Apparently surprised at being so warmly received,
the British fell back from in front of the American intrenchments, and seemed to retreat in confusion.
The Americans , rashly and without thou g ht, pursued
their supposed advantage and rushed forward after the
flying foe.
Now, while their shouts of victory rang through the
air, on either side, from behind trees, rocks and walls,
came a terrific volley of musketry, cutting them down in
swaths and throwing them into terrible confusion.
The enemy in front also ceased to fly, an d, facing
about, poured in a hot fire; and the Americans, attacked
in front and both flan ks, outnumbered almost ten to one,
found out their fatal mistake.
But, like heroes they fought, and fighting every inch
of the way, with their face to the foe, succeeded in
reaching the bridge.
Across this, they fell back, but close upon them came
the British in solid column, pressing with the bayonet
in a terrific charge.
If the British crossed, nothing could save the Americans. It was now that Adah, the giant hero, did a
service which saved his friends, thoug h he was exposed
to a fearful peril.
In the center of the bridge was a small draw, raised
by ropes, which was used to permit th e passage of small
sloops and schooners to th e mill fa rther up the stream .
Rushing forward with an ax, Adab only waited fo r the
last American to pass the draw, and then, in the face
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of a shower of bullets, he cut away the draw, and interposed a ch asm which the British troops could not pass,
and thus the remnant of th e Americans were saved.
Col. Hand, from Wayne's flyi ng division, at this opportune moment came flying to the relief of the patriots
with two pieces of artillery, and the British were obliged
to fall back when a complete victory was almost won,
losing many men before they got out of range of Col.
·
Hand's grape antl canister.
Adab, the hero of the hour, received cheer after cheer
when the Americans realized how much they owed to
his coolness and valor.
"You're not a fig hting man, except under cases of
stern necessity," said Capt. Holmes to him. "But eat
me and spit me up again, if you'.re not the right man in
the right place all the time!"
"Thee had not best waste any time in compliments,"
said Adab, in his quiet way. "The British and Tories
are not subdued-they are only foiled. Thee can see
them rallying beyond the, hills. They will not give us
up while they are yet more than six to one of us. Their
defeat will r ender them desperate, for very shame, and
they will attack us again."
"But you've cut the draw-the creek is not fordable,
they have no boats-how can they cross?" cried Steers
and Hand in the same breath. "Our guns command the
bridge; they cannot repair the draw."
"All that is true," said Ad ab. "But thee forgets
Hancock's Bridg-e above. Go with me with one of these
guns to command Hancock's Bridge, and I will take
post there with thee in Hancock's house, which commandeth the bridge, and then we can hold the stream,
and thei r advance will surely be checked."
"Adab has it!" cried Bolmes, with an oath, to clinch
this assertion. "Adab has it !"
. "Thee need not swear if I have," said Adab, gravely.
"Let us hasten to hold the point above, lest the enemy
are th ere before us."
Quickly the. troops divided off, and while a part,
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with one cannon, held the present battle ground , the
other, with Adab as a guide, hurried toward Hancoc k's
Bridge .
·
I saac Stacy was at this time in the rear with Wayne .
H ancock, who owned the house near the bridge, was
a Tory, and when Adab and the American s approa ched,
would have closed his doors to them, had it been of any
use. But seeing he could not, he noted closely their
number s, and saw who was at their head, for he knew
Adab well. Then he flew across the bridge, toward the
enemy.
Holme s would have had him shot down while yet
within musket shot, had not Adab said:
"Nay, he i.s withou t arms. L et him go; he can do us
no harm."
Little did he dream how fatal to himself would such
mercy prove.
The Americ ans now covered the bridge with their
single gun, posted guards along the bank of the creek,
and then took time for rest and refresh ment ; for the
British , seeing them fully prepare d to dispute every
point of approach, fell back, and appear ed to have given
1i1p every though t of forcin g the Americ an lines.
The latter were weJl content that it should be so. For
they had been on the march or watch now day after
day, until they were almost utterly wearied, and many
of them, wound ed in the recent battle, had not been
properly cared for, and were now totally unfit for
service.
Holmes and Steers, yet together, for Hand commanded below, on countin g their men, found that only
half of what they muster ed in the mornin g were fit for
service when they posted guards and pickets fo r the
night.
But none of the enemy were now in sight, and the
patriot s were content with their victory.
Little did they know that the hour of fancied securit y
is often the most dangerous, and that an enemy is never
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to be despised, never to be considered as unworthy of
cautious regard.
Adab, utterly exhausted by the active duties of several days, and by his superhuman efforts that day,
though unscathed in the terrible fire which had riddled
his broad-rimmed hat and his clothes, lay down to rest
on old Hancock's bed when night fell, telling those on
guard to call him should any alarm occur in front.
Alas! it was not in front the alarm and attack were
to come. Old Hancock, the Tory, on joining the British, told Abercromby, the leader, where a scow lay secreted above his house, and at night, making a silent
detour with a chosen party of picked men of Simcoe's
command, he led them to the place.
Then, in the stillness of the night, above the American
pickets, a large body of the enemy crossed under the
Tory's guidance, and while the pickets in front dozed by
their camp ·fires, and the sentinels moved drowsily on
their beats, near the occupied house, yet to be seen on
Alloway's Crefk, Hancock, with traitorous stealth, wa!I
leading the :2~)tish up in the rear, to a back entrance to
his house, of which he held the key in his own pocket.
With him strode J ohn Roberts and Abraham Carlisle, who, having heard that Adab Slocomb was there,
had determined to take him a prisoner, that they might
wreak their hatred upon his defenseless head, and in his
death on the gibbet break the heart of Naomi. For
they knew Cornwallis would hang him at their request,
if not through his own hatred of those whom he called
"pestilent rebels."
It was midnight, when , with stealthy tread, unheard,
unchallenged, old Hancock opened the back door of his
house, and he, with the two renegade Quakers and fifty
of Simcoe's most determined men, filed into the house
where Ad<!b and his friends were sleeping.

CHAPT ER XLVI.
A COWARDL Y INSULT RESENTED .

Not until the house was nearly filled, not until, silently, in the rear of guards and pickets, other detachments had crept up ready for action, all prepared to
strike the Americans literally in the back, was the final
signal given by firing the single cannon left to guard the
bridge upon the very guard itself, for it was seized and
turned on them befo1-e a man could strike a blow for its
defense.
While the house shook with the thunder of the gun,
even as Adab arose or half arose, from a sound sleep, •
he was grappled and bound by some stout British soldiers, while nearly every other patriot in the house was
bayoneted, cut down, or shot before he could raise a
hand, or hardly shriek for mercy, where no mercy could
be hoped for .
It was now scarcely anything but a massacre on
every side, and Adab, as he struggled in vain to free
himself from the bonds which had been t wi ned again
and again around his massive limbs, heard with horror
the dying shrieks and cries of the surprised patriots.
"Why do ye not spare those who can strike no blow
in self-defe nse?" he cried. "Have you no humanity ?
Are ye worse than raving wolves, who worry the sheep
they cannot devour?"
"Hold thy peace, thou arrant rebel!" cr1ed John
Roberts, smiting him on the mouth. "Be thankful we
save thee from the halter, only waiting till we can bring
thy Naomi to witness thy execution !"
"Yea, we will soon have her in our hands, fo r already
a messenge r hath been sent to her, asking her presence
with thee as a nurse, bringing with her the pretty Deborah Stacy, and I doubt not she will come, and then we
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will find solace for the disappointment at the Glen
Mill !" added Carlisle.
"Oh, thou fiend l If words could consign thee to the
depth of pandemonium, my lips should breathe them !"
groaned Adab, in the agony of his heart, for he only
feared a plan so well contrived might place Naomi and
Deborah again in the power of these wretches.
"Bah! I spit upon thee !" cried Carlisle, suiting the
action to the word.
Madden ed beyond all restrain t by the dastardl y insult, Adab sprang with both feet high in the air against
Carlisle, striking him full in the chest, while a British
soldier, thinking the prisoner was loose from his bonds,
fired a musket fairly at his breast. Adab fell backwa rd
just as the ball flew from the leveled barrel, and the
Tory, Hancoc k, who stood behind him with an exultan t
smile on his smooth face, fell dead in his own house, a
victim of one of the very men whom he had so treacherously led within it.
With a groan of anguish , the old Tory died on the
spot, while John Roberts , standing over Adab where he
fell, cried out:
"This man must not be slain ! We claim him as our
prisoner , whose life shall be ended on the gallows-tree !
We hold the order in our hands, that when taken he is
to be held by us."
The British officer in charge dared not disrespect the
order; and Adab, yet more strongly secured, was placed
under a special guard, while John Roberts , having
lifted Carlisle to his feet, aided in bringing back the
consciou sness which Adab's terrible kick had knocked
out of him.
Meantime, the enemy, surprisi ng the America ns at
every point, had swept all before th em-even those below having fled for fear of being taken in the rear.
The British now held hig h revel over the captured
stores, and prepare d to return to Philadel phia, there to
boast of their dearly-b ought victory -for, though successful at last, they had lost, in killed and wounded,
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more men than comprised the entire American force
which had opposed them.
H olmes, Steers and many of thei r best men, had escaped when they fou nd resistance vain.
\tVayne's expedition was unsuccessfu l, but still he
bad a remnant of his command left, and yet continued
his duties in preparing fo r W ashington' s spring campaign.
The British did not wait to attempt any further exploits at t his time, but fell back to Philadelph ia with
their entire fo rce, carrying one prisoner. As we know,
t hat helpless prisoner was Adab Slocomb.
An d never, during all the return ma rch, never until
he was safely lodged in the provost prison, on Walnut
Street, near S ixth, did Jolm Roberts and Abraham Carlisle for a moment lose sight of their captive and intended victim.

CHAPTE R XL VII.
NAOMI HEARS APPALLI N G N EW S.

Good news, it is said, crawls like a tortoise, while
bad news fl ies on the wings of the vvind.
Though it was not a day of telegraphs , or even "battle si gna~s, " like this, before noon on the day after the
fii'st victory, and the defeat of the Amer icans on AlloWliy 's Creek, the news reached Gen. W ashington at
Valley Forge. While he rejoiced that the enemy had
not followed up its advantage and broken up Wayne's
expedition , he g rieved over the loss of so many good and
true patriots, and especially over the capture of faithful
A dah Slocomb.
He instantly sent a messen ger with a flag to convey a
letter to Gen. H owe, in which he offered ten British
soldiers in exchange for him; and threatened , should
harm come to him, to make a fearful reprisal.
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With his usual tenderness and delicacy, Washington
gave or ders that no information of the misfortfrQe
should be communicated to Hannah Slocomb or Naomi.
But, un fo rtunately, he had not made a confidante of
D eborah Stacy, who acted as nurse in the hospitah;
and the moment th e news came to her ears, womanlike,
she ran in tears to tell Naomi of it, and then tried to
comfo rt her in the sorrow she brought.
Overwhelmed at the very thought, N aomi would not
believe Deborah, even though the good girl told the
story amid her sobs ; and she rushed into the room
where W ashington was seated, and plainly asked him ff
Adab Slocomb was a captive in the hands of the British
-again in the power of those dreadful wretches, John
Roberts and Abraham Carlisle.
"I would have saved you the knowledge of this sorrow," said Washington, in his kindliest tone.
"Then it is true?" moaned Naomi, while hot tears
rained from her blue eyes.
"Unhappily, it is."
"I will go to him. I will on my knees before the
British general plead for his life-his release."
"Alas ! dear lady, you would but hasten his doom,
and perhaps yourself fall into merciless hands."
"I cannot live apart from him. I cannot eat, drink
or sleep while I knew he is within the power of men
who know no mercy, who have no pity."
" I have sent a letter to L ord H owe, offering to exchange ten of his captive soldiers for your husband.
And I have told him if harm comes to Adab Slocomb,
I will make a fearful reprisal by executing men in my
power."
"Oh, I thank thee for this !" said Naomi. "But thou
dost not know the hate which Roberts and Carlisle
feel for him. I must go to help him- I must go!''
"I repeat, dear lady, your presence there, while it
would not help him, might hasten his doom. They
would hang him to break your heart-ay, do it in your
very presence. You do not know the refinement of tfie
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enemy's cruelty. T he tears of a widowed mother could
not save Nathan Hale. Nothing but the fear of reprisal, or a timely rescue, will save you r husband."
"A rescue?" gasped Naomi, as she went weeping to
t he bedside of Hannah Slocomb. "A rescue ! Oh, if it
could be done !"
That night Hannah Slocomb mi ssed Naomi from her
side, and when morning came and in quiry was made
throughout the house, she was not to be found anywhere-not even in the camp.
Deborah was sought and found, but she had not
heard of Naomi's intention, fo r the crazed wife had not
dared to tell her, lest she would betray her secret, and
Vlashington, in his prudence and mercy, should take
measures to prevent it.
The word rescue had gone like a shaft from the bow
of Hope into the heart of Naomi Slocomb, and alone she
had gone to endeavor to effect what would seem to be
the boldest and impossible thing, and a terrible hazard
-gone to do this, alone 2.nd unaided.

CHAPTER X LVIII.
AN

ERRAND

OF LOVE.

P etrunia Stone and the wife of I saac Stacy had,
through a message sent to Gen. Knyphausen, learned
of the rescue of Naomi and D eborah; also that Hannah
Slocomb, though badly wounded, was alive and out of
danger.
Naomi had represented to Washington the character
of K.nyphausen to be far superior to most of the British
and Hessian officers, and the former general felt no
hesitation in writing to him a request to transmit the information alluded to.
When, therefore, with fiendish malignity, the two
renegade Quakers let Petrunia Stone and her friend
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know that Adab Slocomb was in prison, the two ladies
fl ew to the Hessian general for his aid and intercession
in behalf of the unfortunate captive.
"Kind ladies, what I c::in do, shall willingly be done,"
said the Hessian general. "But I have little or no influence at headquarters compared with that exercised
by th e enemies of your fri ends. Gen. Cornwallis is
my most deadly enemy. L ord Howe is my fri end only
through policy. Both rank hig h above me. It would
be worth more than my commission is worth for me .to
take any other position than that of an humble pleader
for the life of the son of her who owns the house whose
roof shelters me. That position I will take, and apprise
you of the r esult."
" Will thee get leave for us to see him in prison, and
to carry him some comforts, for th e fare there we hear
is miserable?" said P etnmi a Stone.
"I will try" to get a pass for you to visit him," said
the kind-hearted general.
He instantly donned his full uniform, and went officially before Lord Howe, to carry out his promise.
That officer was very busy discussing with Capt.
Andre- afterward Maj. Andre, hung as a spy in connection with Arnold-then on his staff the details of a
f ete to be given in hi s honor by his officers before he
departed fo r England, and he could hardly give Gen.
Knyphausen five minutes for an interview so specially
and pressingly demanded .
Wh en th e Hessian general explained his er rand, Lord
H owe was furious. Was he to be annoyed, his precious
time invaded upon, to hear a plea for a contumacious
r ebel? He was astonished to hear an officer serving his
ma jesty have the audacity to ask a favor fo r a man
doomed to di e at an early day on the gallows as a traitor
and a spy.
But Knyphausen was not to be browbeaten out of
his purpose. If he could get no promise for a respite
in the prisoner's favor, he at least demanded, in the
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name of common humanity, that his friends might see
and offer him consolation ere he perished.
Howe dared not deny this t rifling concession, and
Gen. Knyphausen departed with a pass fo r the female
friends to visit Adab one hour of each day until he was
executed.
The day of the execution had not yet been named, for,
wi\h a savage refinement of cruelty, the two Quakers
had got it put off that he might suffe r the agony of suspi:!nse, while they sought by every means to torture him
~nh the idea that Naomi was in their power, and would
lfir&t see him perish, and then be preserved for such indtgnities as p leased the vile heart of J ohn Roberts.
W ith dejection stamped on his face, the good Knyphausen returned to Slocomb Hall, for many an act of
kindness on the part of its inmates had endeared them
to him.
H e could give them no hope of Adab escaping an
igoominious death-all that he could do, he had done-he had procured a pass for them to visit him.
On reaching Slocomb Hall, and entering the sittingroom, usually occupied by the two ladies, he was astonished to find a third lady there, and that lady, Naomi,
the wife of Adah.
Almost exhausted with the fatigue of travel, for she
had come on foot from V alley F orge to the city; almost
famished, too, fo r in her agony she had no thought of
food, she looked pitiful in deed.
The general drew back, for N aomi, weeping and
full of sorrow, seemed such a picture of despair that he
did not want to add to her g rief; but she had been told
whither he had gone, and on what errand, and she now
rushed toward him, threw herself on her knees, and
piteously cried out:
"Thee must tell me all! If he dieth , I will die with
him!"
The general lifted her to her feet , with a fatherly
hand he brushed back the disheveled hai r from her
streaming eyes and hot brow, and said, kindly :
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"Dear child, do not despair. Though I can get no
promise for his life, the day of doom is not set, and we
know not what may yet rise in his favor to save him."
"Cannot I see him? Cannot I press his dear hand
and give him the comfort to know I am near?" pleaded
Naomi.
"I have a pass here for two friends to visit him
daily for one hour," said the general. "But I fear if
you visit him, his enemies, the vile ruffians who once
had you in their power, will again seize you and make
his fate even more cruel."
"I will so disguise myself they shall not know me.
I will cut off all my hair."
She threw her mass of golden-brown hair loose on
her shoulders, and like a mantle of sunshine it almost
concealed her form.
"Yea, I will stain my hands and face till I look like
a gypsy, or a scullion that waits at the cooking fire, and
only he will recognize his soul's love."
"Dear young lady, it is possible, disguised, you may
see him in safety, but one ung uarded word, one look,
might betray your presence and be the cause of ruin to
your hopes and his."
"Ah, I will be so careful. Give me the pass, thou
noble friend."
Naomi kissed the hand that extended it, and said:
"The Father of the fatherless bless thee now and forever for this goodness."
Petrunia Stone could hardly restrain the eagerness of
the trembling wife, who wished instantly to hasten to
the prison.
Not until she had read the pass, and seen that an
hour was named for each daily visit, and that the tirne
was yet two hours away, could Naomi be induced to
touch a morsel of food, to bathe her lacerated feet, or
take any care of her weak and suffering body.
But now she ate almost ravenously, and drank a glass
of wine in order to gain strength for the ordeal, and
then, sorely against her aunt's will, she made Petruttia
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Stone cut off all her glorious tresses of hair so golden
bright, so silken soft in texture, and then she stained
her hands and face a nut-brown, put on a dress of
coarse serge, strong, coarse shoes, and a hood which
concealed yet more the classic contour of her face, so
that she could act as a servant, ca rrying a basket of food
for her aunt when she visited the unhappy prisoner.
Gen. Knyphausen saw her when she was thus disguised, and coul d hardly realize till then how g reat a
change couid be made in th e looks of one who sought to
make herself ugly fo r love's sake.
"There will be no danger now, if neither you nor he
cr y out when you meet, or drop some word that a lynxeyed guard can catch."
" I will he careful, fo r I feel that his life and mine
depend upon it," said Naomi.
An hour later, starting so as to be at the prison j ust
in time for the pass to be used, P etrunia Stone, with
Naomi carryin g a basket under her coarse woolen
mantle, left Slocomb Hall on their errand of love and
mercy.

CHAPTER XLIX .
"ADAB S LOCOM B M UST DIE !"

John Roberts and Abraham Carlisle came in to dine
at their usual hour in P rimrose Cottage, and found their
table more than usually well set out, and a new servant,
a girl with sun-browned face, rosy cheeks, and rather
short but very red hair putting on the meats and stan ding ready to wait upon them.
"How is this ? Has thee gotten a better girl than the
slovenly thing thee had to wait upon us?" J ohn Roberts
cried, addressing the man who acted as their butler,
La zants Robinson by name.
''Yea; this girl I found asking for a situation. She
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is from the country, and hath not learned the evil ways
of the city," said Lazarus.
"Yea, she is fresh and neat in person, and when the
country tan wears off, will be comely to look upon," said
A braham Carlisle, thoug htfully.
T he two men paid no further attention to the servant,
except to ask her name, which, she said, was "Susan,"
but they sat down with a hearty zest to their meal,
which, being well cooked and well served, not only
elicited their commendation, but received especial attent ion from their appetites.
The pudding, at its close, with a very rich wine
sauce, was so excellent that they asked who prepared it,
a nd when Susan acknowledged that she had cooked the
pudding and made the sauce, they could not praise her
too highly.
"Thee has found a rare treasure in Susan," said John
R oberts, when Lazarus brought on the choice wine with
which they were in the habit of regaling themselves
after the cloth was removed.
T he men now paid no further attention to Susan,
who, after removing the cloth, stood by the window,
looking into the street, but talked of their plans as if no
one was near. W hat could she, a poor country g irl,
know about war matters and stratagems, they probably
thought, if they thought at all.
"'H as thee seen Adah Slocomb since morning? I
was there at nine myself," asked Roberts of Carlisle.
"An hour before noon I looked in. He was walking
t o and fro before the iron gates like a lion hungered in
his cage," said Carlisle. "I told Cunningham to feed
him but half rations. His giant strength will soon pass
away, and bis spirit weaken, and when he goes to the
scaffold, mark me, he will whimper like any woman."
"Doth he give credence to what we have said about
having Naomi in our power?"
"No ; he appeareth not to do so. He said he would
not believe it till he saw her.''
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"I would give a thousand pounds if we could show
her to him. That would break his proud heart."
"Yea. And I do not despair of it. For the love of
woman passeth the comprehension of man. If she
lea rns of his peril, she will surely seek to see him before
he dies."
"If she doth, his death will speedily follow, and then
-then her fate will be more terrible than his. For I tell
thee, what was once love in my heart hath turned to
hate and scorn so wild that I burn, while I think of her
-burn to humble her in misery before me !"
"John Roberts, thee is a hard man. Thy life, and
mine, hath been much changed since we have served the
king."
"The king of sinners, thou meanest!" said the other,
laughing.
"When shall we ask that the day of doom be set?"
asked Carlisle.
"Not while there is a hope of getting the woman in
our power. His torture will not be complete till then.
The pangs of starvation annoy, the lash of the prison
whip cuts deep, but he will not know agony till we hold
her where he can see she is at our mercy, and no prayer
of his can save her, no plea of hers, not even her own
sacrifice, save him !"
"Monsters !"
The words broke from the lips of the girl who stood
in the window.
"Ha! what is thee saying? Didst thee speak of us?"
cried John Roberts, sharply, and he sprang to his feet.
The girl did not turn around.
"Susan !" cried Roberts, louder still. "Did thee not
hear me speak to thee?"
"No, sir. I was looking at sorrie boys pelting a poor
Jame dog that could hardly crawl out of their reach,
with sticks and stones. What monsters they are! There
they go chasing it around the corner!"
The girl's flushed face looked so honest, her indignation so natural, that the men believed what she said,
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and that sh e had been too much occupied to overhear
their remarks .
A moment later, and while they were filling their
glasses ao-ain, a letter in cipher was brought in to Carlisle by Lazarus.
"John Roberts, this is news from Valley Forge," he
cried, on rea ding it. "Naomi Slocomb hath di sappeared
from there on hea ring that her husband was in prison
here."
"Then we may look fo r her here. We will put a
watch on Slocomb Hall at once, and either you or I must
be present when any one visits Adab, if any are allowed
to do so."
"Thinkest thou she will show herself at his prison
door, when she must know we are here!"
"Yea! Woman in her love is blind to danger.
\:Voman .in her devotion is deaf to the word of caution.
I will wager thee a handful of golden guineas that I
hold that woman a prisoner in this house before fourand-twenty hours have passed."
"Verily, I hope it may be so. For thee knows when
Cornwallis moves into New J ersey we must go with
.
him, and Adab Slocomb must die before we go."
" I go now to have a guard put over Slocomb Hall,"
said Roberts .
"Not a guard; simply a watch-a secret watch," said
Carlisle. "Old Knyphansen will not permit such an
indignity as a guard where he holds his quarters. A
single, trusty, quick-eyed man is enoug·h. We know
who are in th e household; if N aomi cometh there, she
cannot escape observation . At the prison we must keep
our own watch."
"It is well. Thou art right," said Roberts. " I will
send' a good man thither, and go myself, also, to the
provost jail to caution Cunningham, the keeper, to be
on his guard. For I tell thee. if Naomi Slocomb hath
left Vailey Forge, she hath left it only to seek her husband."
The two Quakers now arose and left the dining-room.

CHAPTER L.
THE INTERVIEW I N T H E CELL.

"Thee must be very careful at the prison, Naomi,"
said her aunt, as she left Slocomb Hall, with Naomi
following her in her servant disguise-with a basket of
cakes, bread and cold meat on her arm. " If Adab recognizes thee, I fear he will make some exclamation; but
if he does, make no reply, if any one be present. Thy
honor-yea, even thy life-is at stake!"
"Fear not, Aunt P etrunia. I go to plan his rescue!
Does thee think I will hazard a failure by any act of
mine ? I will save him, or die with him !"
"Heaven help thee, child ! But walk not so fast-we
will be all out of breath when we get there, so we can
answer no questions, and but feebly act our parts."
"I did not think we were going fa st. It seems so
long before I can see him-my own, my precious husband!"
P etrunia Stone made no reply, but at a better regulated pace they moved forward.
They had only seven blocks to go, and it did not take
long.
Arriving in the hall Of the prison, they were confronted by the keeper, a man made even more notorious
by his cruelty to our prisoners th an was A rnold by his
treachery as a traitor. His name was Cunnin gham.
H e had a bold and savage sneer on h is face as he
cried:
"\Ve want no Quaker nuns here ! W e feed our prisoners well enough ! If they like not what they get they
can starve !"
"Will thee pl ease read thi s ord er from Lord 1 owe,
admitting me and my servant, Priscilla, to see one Adab
Slocomb, and give him comfort, fo r he lieth here under
doom of death ?"
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"A pass from Lord Howe? I'll see it before I believe
it," he growled.
P etrunia Stone extended the paper.
Closely he examined it , and then he g rowled out:
"Curse me if I understand how you got it ! One o f
you is old and dried up, and the other as ugly as a
singed cat. But the pass is right; so come along with
me. There's your Quaker! R emember, you've one
hour, and not a minute more, and I or one of my keepers
shall overlook your interview."
So sayi ng , he unlocked a side door, let them into a
narrow hall, and pointed to a g rated door of iron, behind which poor Adab was slowly walking the length of
a cell about eight feet long by fou r in width.
"Remember, but an hour you can stay. I'll call a
keeper to remain with you."
T he instant Cunningham turned to call the keeper
Naomi hurried fo rward, and in a low tone, cried out :
"Adab, show no sign. K eep thy countenance. She
who loves thee more than li fe is here."
Adab knew t he voice; he knew the dear eyes, and
with only a mighty effort restrained a cr y of joy. And
well it was, fo r already Cunningham was coming with
a keeper, an d Adah had regained his composure so as to
say, addressing Petrunia Stone:
"Thee and thy servant are very good to come hither .
But it is of little use, fo r I doubt not that my days are
numbered, and that few are left unto me."
"You can wag-er high on th at ," said Cunningham,
with a sneer. "The king's general can't afford to keep
snch cattle as you on hand long. F orage is too scarce.
W oman, what have ye there ?"
And the ruffian snatched the basket from Naomi's
a rm.
"The pass says ye can see the pri soner . It says
nothing about . feeding him ," he cried, with an oath.
"He is fed too well here now. I 'll take care of these
extras."
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"Thee will do no such thing. The pass alloweth me
to bring him comfo rt, and there is comfo rt in food,"
said Petrun ia, boldly.
"By St. Georg e ! you dare to contra dict me? I've a
great mind to send for my prison whip and lash you out
from inside these walls."
"Thou darest not lay thy hands on that woma n," cried
Adab, white with wrath.
"But I dare lash you, you miserable cur ! Johnso n,
go and get me the key and my whip. I'll teach the rebel
what I dare do!" cried the enrage d keeper, almost foaming at the mouth .
"Oh, Adab, they will kill thee!" moaned Naomi , "and
it is all my fault."
Luckil y, Cunni ngham was too wildly cursin g to hear
her voice.
"Oh, man-m an, do not punish him for my fault,"
cried Petrun ia Stone, when she saw the keeper comin g
with a huge rawhid e, and a large iron key in his hand.
"I'll whip him for his own. I'll cut the skin from his
back. I'll teach rebels how to respect their master s !"
yelled the infuria ted savage . "Bring handcu ffs, and
feet-iron s, too, J ohnso n-he must be manac led before
I flog him."
The keeper ran off to obey his brutal master , and both
women knelt on the stone floor to implore mercy for
the prisoner.
"Save your breath , curse ye, save your breath . I'd
flog him if the king stood here !"
The keeper was now seen comin g back with the irons
in his hand, but he did not come alone. An officer,
wearin g the uni form of a general. approa ched, and a
cry of joy broke from the lips of Petrun ia Stone when
she saw that it was Gen. Knyph ausen.
She flew to meet him, and implor ed his interfe rence,
in a few words, telling all that had happen ed, and what
the brutal keeper meant to do.
Gen. Knyph ausen, with a single stride, confro nted
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the abashed keeper. for he was as cowardly as he was
cruel, and truckled as meanly to a superior, as he arose
after he was gone to abuse one in his power.
"Dog! D:!re you disregard a pass and order given
by the hand of Lord Howe to me, for this good
woman," cried the general. "I have a mind to run you
through on the spot, only I want no such base blood on
my good sword. Open that door, not to lay a hand or
place an iron on that man's form, but to give him the
provisions these good women have brought to him.
And if I hear again of your offering him abuse, I will
make it cost you your place, and your ears, too !"
"General, if you know how I am annoyed by these
rebels, you would pardon my fits of anger."
''I'll pardon you on but one condition. Show no
more such fits here. Open that door, pass in the provisions, and then go with thy whip and irons; go with thy
deputy and leave these women to talk with their
doomed friend. Can you not bear that an unhappy
man, on the verge of death, shall see those he hath
known in happier days?"
"But, general, we never allow a prisoner to converse alone with a visitor. It is against the prison
rules."
"Very well. I will stay here myself till the hour is
up. I will see that no improper language is used-no
plans for escape discussed."
"Very well, general. You are my superior. I, of
course, obey with pleasure."
There was no pleasure expressed in that malignant
face, as the brutal keeper and his deputy went off, after
the provisions had been passed in, but Cunningham
dared not show his hatred and anger before a general.
· "Now speak to your husband freely-I will stand
back and keep all the others from approaching," said
the kind-hearted Hessian to Naomi, and, oh, how thankfully she sprang to take advantage of his noble sym•
pa thy.
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Who can tell what they said, who would wish to listen
to the outpouring of two hearts, so full of love, and yet
so full of sorrow ?
It was well for Adab, and Naomi, too, that Knyphausen was here now, for before the hour was half up,
in came John Roberts, his face full of eager hate, and
he hurried toward the cell where he had already been·
told two women were visiting Adab Slocomb.
"Dog ! Begone from here ! How dare you come
where I am!" cried Gen. Knyphaus en, as Roberts tried
to pass him.
The cowardly renegade turned back. That flashing
eye, the hand on the sword-hilt, told him his li fe was
not worth the asking for if he added to the general's
anger by a word, or taking a step forward.
He slunk back to the prison gate, determined to
wait there and watch the women as they came out. If,
as he suspected, Naomi was one, he would fly to Cornwallis and get two orders through him from Lord
Howe.
One for the immediate execution of Adab Slocomb
-the other for the arrest and delivery into his power of
Naomi Slocomb.
Oh, how short seemed that hour to Naomi and Adab;
yet they knew it could not be extended. But what a
change had come over the face of our hero. It was
no longer pale, careworn and sallow. It was so heroic,
hopeful-a lmost glorious.
"Be careful. If there is a sign of danger to thee come
not -again," he said, when Naomi drew away, as Cunningham called out that the hour was up.
Drawin g her hood close about her face, Naomi joined
her atmt, and both, accompanied by the Hessian general,
left the prison.
" Remember ," said the general, as he passed Cunnin gham, "that the prisoner must receive no abuse at
your hands."
John Roberts heard the remark, and muttered, low
enough to be overheard :
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"He shall receive a rope around his neck ere fourand-twen ty hours go by."
A gasp, almost a shriek, from the lips of Naomi, who
trembled so that Petrunia Stone had to hold her up, told
John Roberts in a second what he sought to know, better even than had he seen her face before it was stained,
or her hqir before it was cut off.
"Thou art the one who will first swing from a scaffold, miserable dog!" said the general, in a haughty
tone.
And if it were not prophecy, it sounded so like one,
that, in spite of his brazen audacity, the renegade shook
from head to foot with fear.
Gen. Knyphau sen took no further notice, but walked
kindly home with the women, speaking words of hope
and comfort to Naomi as he went.

CHAPT ER LI.
"BASE Hil.S INTENT, DEMONIA C HIS GLEE !"

John Roberts sought in vain to get a closer view of
Naomi as she passed, but her stifled, gasping cry of
agony, the tremor in her tall and stately form; told
him, as before stated, all he wanted to know.
For a little while he held close and earnest conversa tion with Cunning ham, and then, when the latter parted
with him, he said, aloud :
"Thee can get thy rope and scaffold ready, for he
will not be spared an hour longer than the time I have
given thee. And thee can go and comfort him with
the news now, if thee likes."
"Ay, warrant me, I'll do that. I've been browbeat en
and abused on his account, and I do not forget it."
From the prison John Roberts hurried to Primrose
Cottage, where he found Abraham Carlisle taking a
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noonday lunch, and chatting pleasantly with Susan, the
new servant.
" If thee wants thy appetite seasoned with good news,
I have it," cried Roberts, as he threw himself into a
chair at the same table. " Susan, get me a bottle of that
choice wine, from the corner cupboard. This is a joyous day to me!"
"What is the news that cheers thee up so?" cried Carlisle, as he half choked on a piece of cold roast beef.
"Naomi Slocomb is here. I have seen her. She vis, ited the prison but a little while since on a pass got by
old Knyphause n, who was there to protect her and keep
me back. But I found her out, and now-old friend,
we will go to Cornwallis, get him to get the order for
her arrest to-night, and delivery to us here, and for his
execution at sunrise to-morrow , which she shall witness! Is not that good? Will not I now have a sweet
reveng e?"
"John Roberts, thee is as near a devil as man may
be, and yet be man!" said Carlisle, who, bad as he was,
shuddered at the thought of what a horrible torture this
fiend was laying for two peopl e. " Yet I doubt not, if
Adab Slocomb had thee in his hands he would hang
thee as quickly as thou wilt have him brought to the
scaffold!"
"Hush! Don't thee talk of my being hung ! I don't
like it. TI1at old H essian said I would be hung first."
"There is your wine," said Susan, putting the bottle
on the tabl e, with a jar.
"Be ca reful , or thee will break things," said Roberts,
as he drew the cork and poured out a glassful, which he
~ank off and filled a second before he ·pushed it over to
li1s companion.
Susan made no reply, but stood back and seemed to be
g azing through the window at something going on in
the street.
" Thee says K nyphausen went with Naomi to the
prison ?" asked Carlisle.
"He did not go with her. She went with her aunt,
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Petrunia Stone, and Cunningham received them
roughly, according to his usual way. He had wot ds
with the old maid, and threatened to smite her, and then
Adab ang ered and spoke his mind. At this Cunningham sent for irons and his prison whip, and Naomi
would soon have seen the blood running from his back,
had not the H essian general happened along. He took
Cunningham sadly to task, and the fellow cowered right
down and left the H essian general to watch over the interview, which lasted an hour. And when I came near
he threatened to run me through. Let him take tlie
field again and I will hire W onnsley or one of his men
to put an ounce of lead through his bulky carcass."
"Ay ! for a guinea any of them will do that favo~."
"And now hasten with the lunch. I yearn to have
those orders in my hand. As soon as I receive the
order to arrest Naomi I will get a strong guard from
Cornwallis, and within an hour afterward she shall lie
bound, hand and foot, in the blue chamber above, even
in mine own room, from which she shall only go to see
him hanged. After that I will bring her back here, to
remain till her heart breaks and she dies."
"John Roberts, I repeat that if the foul fiend himself
were here, he would say : 'Go, take my throne. Thou
a rt more fit to reign in Plutonian realms than I!' "
"Thee is complimentary, Friend Abraham. But I
care not. My hate is all aroused, and I will have my fill
of it now. Cornwallis told me that I should name the
hour of doom, and it shall be sunrise to-morrow!
"I have said it- yea, I have sworn it. T he scaffold
is up, and I gave Cunningham a guinea to buy a new
rope, and a strong one. Come- one more glass of wihe
and we will hasten to get the orders !"
Carlisle pledged Roberts as desired, in one more gl~ss
of rich, heavy port, and th en both men put on their hats
and cloaks, and hurr ied off upon their satanic errand.
The instant she was alone, the manner of the girl,
S usan, changed.
"Oh, Heavenly Father !" she cried, with a flushed face
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C?.~r1 tearful eyes. "H ow can I save them in so short
a , ,,.. ? Before I could get to Valley Forge and back,
all would be over! I must save them- I will, if I have
to slay Howe, Cornwallis and the vile Quakers, too.
O h, Heaven help me to plan, and aid me to act!"
She heard a footstep coming toward the room, and
hurried out to hide her own terrible excitement .

CHAPTE R Lil.
A CUNNING MAIDEN UNF OLDS HER SCHEME.

It was an unsteady step which Susan heard, and
from the outside of the door she left aj ar, she looked
back and saw th at Lazarus Robinson, al ready half
drunk, had come in, and was proceeding to help himself
rather freely to the contents of the half bottle of port
wine left by the two Quakers.
She watched him with a look of pleas ure. She evidently wanted him to become stupid and helpless. T here
were two other servants in the house, and she had
already found out that they also drank when they got a
chance.
A new idea and a new hope entered her mind. There
was a drug store close by. Throwing a mantle over
her head, she ran om and purchased a quantity of laudanum , on the plea that she suffered terribly from a
raging toothache. She also got some powdered opium,
which she said she wanted to put in a little bag and lay
against her cheek.
T his done, she went to a wagoner pear at hand and
told him she had been sent by J ohn Roberts to have a
covered wagon, with four strong, good horses, ready at
mi dnight.
H~ was to drive it himself, she said, and Roberts
would pay him treble th e usual charge for the trip,
which would be short, only occupying the night. The
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orders of Mr. Roberts were that no one but the wagon er
and himself mu st know of it, that he was not to leave his
stable or open his lips about it till the hour named,
and then he was in silence to drive to Roberts' house,
receive what was put in his wagon, and drive off. Roberts would tell him where when they were ready to
move.
All this was done in less than half an hour, and
when Susan returned she found Lazarus Robinson so
stupidly drunk that he took a glass of wine, half filled
with laudanum, without tasting or noticing the drug.
She got him out of the way now, into an unused bedroom, where he dropped in a stupor on the floor, and
then she flew to the cook to urge him to get up a nicer
dinner than usual at the proper hour.
" I'll smuggle out two bottles of nice wine, some tart
old port, for you and the other man," she said, " just
as soon as the dinner is served."
The cook was delighted, and said Susan was just the
nicest girl he had ever worked with.
A pudding was ordered, and Susan told him she
would make the sauce.
Susan, after all this was ordered and unclerstood,
went to he r own room.· What she did there in the next
half hour must be understood through events yet to
come. Suffice to say that in ever ything she did, she
was working for one great and good end . And when
the dinner hour was near , she had the table set out as
neatly as it had been the evening before, was herself
very nicely dressed, and had everything, so to speak, in
"apple-pie order."
When J ohn Roberts came in with Abraham Carlisle,
both were in the highest spirits. They spoke of the
complete success of their mission to Cornwallis- Roberts had the order for the arrest of Naomi Slocomb, an
order fo r a g uard from the nearest i;uardhouse to effect
it , and an ord er for the keeper of the provost jail to
take Adab Slocomb from his cell at sunri se next day
and to hang him on the gallows erected in the jail yard.

'l l'l
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All the details were discussed by the Quakers while
Susan received the dishes from the cook and arranged
them on the table.
In a little while the two Quakers were seated at a
sumptuous meal, and as they looked over their dishes
both were loud in their praises of Susan.
They asked where Lazarus was, and Susan said he
had given her the keys of the wine closet, and asked her
to attend to his duties.
"Thee can do even better than he," said Carlisle,
flatteringly. "Thou art the handiest little creature I
ever saw!"
~usan appeared to be pleased with his praise, and
flew around as lively as com on a hot shovel, but she
m;maged to get out long enough to carry the cook and
his helper a couple of bottles, one she said was extra,
a kind of spiced wine, that only the "quality" ever used.
The other was good port.
"\Ve'll drink up the port and then finish on the 'quality' wine," said the cook to his mate, laughing.
"And it will finish you for the next ten hours !" murmered Susan to herself.
Susan placed dish after dish before the ~wo Quakers,
ang poured out their wine with a lavish hand, and kept
th'em so well served that they were " full" in a double
sen-se before their usual time for rising from the table.
Now she brought on her pudding, with a sauce which
she said was " spiced" with g reat care. They were in a
state to enjoy it, but not exactly in a state to comprehend what kind of "spice" gave it a peculiar flavor.
But they partook of it heartily, and the consequence was
that in a little while both became strangely drowsy,
and even while one asked the other what made him so
stupid, both fell into a profo und sleep.
Susan, who had watched affairs in the kitchen, soon
found that the cook and his helper had got enough of
the "quality" wine to keep them quiet for hours to
come.
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"Now, H eaven help me through the rest, and the
game is in my own hands," she said.
She was determined to have all things safe, so she
took every paper from the persons of both Roberts and
Carlisle, well-filled purses also from both, and then,
with a strength which seemed immense for a girl like
her, she dragged each in turn upstairs, having put out
all lights below, and locked the doors.
She was upstairs a good while, and when she came
down, wearing a suit of John Roberts' clothes, holding
his large, full-bottomed wig in her hand, and his broadbrimmed hat, her plan began to unfold itself.
From a drawer where she had concealed them the
day before, she took a brace of fine, silver-mounted pistols, shook out the old priming, and put in a new Qne
from a small horn which she had in her pocket. She
also placed a broad-bladed and keen dagger in a breast
pocket of her coat.
In another pocket she put some small, but very strong
cord, a large pear-shaped gag, with a strap to fasten it
behind the head of the person on whom it was to be
used.
Now she put on the wig, rubbed her face with a powder puff, with a pencil drew some lines under her eyes,
and when the broad-brimmed hat was on her head,
looked at herself in the g reat oval mirror over the mantelpiece.
She was almost startled to see how closely she resembled John Roberts.
"Friend Abraham ," she cried, in the drawling tone
used by Roberts in his general conversation, "I think it
is time I proceed to business.
"I'll do-I'll do! No one can suspect I am other than
the original. And he is so safe for the next twentyfour hours that the trumpet of Gabriel could not wake
him. Let me see the time," she cried.
And from his own fob she drew the massive silver
w atch which John Roberts had always carried.
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"It is ten o'clock," she said. "At eleven Howe dismisses his valet and goes to bed. Ten minutes later he
will have a visitor. Twenty minutes after that Cunningham will be called up to receive an order. Thirty
minutes after that a wagon will be speeding away for
'Washington and Glory,' if all goes well. But no point
must I miss, or all is lost. I will now hurry to apprise
Naomi of what is to be done, for she must be ready. If
I can gain access to her ear without arousing the notice
of the H essian general, who would run me through if he
saw me, all wiil go well there. She knows my watchword; she will recognize the friend of D eborah; she
will soon learn how much I risk and for the man whose
love she holds !"
Susan--or the young Continental, if you like the idea
hetter-now blew out the last light, and left Primrose
Cottage, locking the door behind her when she came
out.
Within twenty minutes, wrapped in a cloak, she had
gained the ear of Naomi Slocomb and P etrunia Stone,
at the back door of Slocomb Hall, and unfolded to the
former the joyous news that Adab Slocomb, God willing, shoul d be rescued and in her arms before midnight.
She told P etrunia Stone to keep her counsel and prepa re Naomi for a midnight ride, in which she and Mrs.
Stacy were to be partners, for not one of them must
now be left to the fury of those who would be robbed of
an expected victim.
When all was thus quietly arranged at Slocomb Hall,
a nd Naomi herself held the key of Primrose Cottage,
wh ere she was assured Adah should meet her at midni ght, and whith er she was to go with Petrunia and
M rs. Stacy, while her .new friend carried out the rest
of his or her plan, for as yet it is hard to distinguish
which sex is the rightful one, since both as Susan and
tMe brave Continental, the character assumed had been
nobly carried out.
H ad Naomi first seen the apparent John Roberts, be-
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fore she heard the voice, and the watchword, "Washington and Glory," it is not at all likely that she would
have granted an interview.
But we must hasten with our story, for it is drawing
rapidly to a close, and every light and shadow of the
picture must be brought out or deepened, till the reality
speaks for itself.
While Naomi and her friends hurried as quietly as
possible to get ready, their friend was hurrying away to
enter upon the most perilous work of the night.

CHAPTER LIII.
AN ORDER PROMPTLY OBEYED.

Lord Howe was very methodical in all his habits, and,
except when he held a state party, or gave a dinner,
never varied his hour of retiring for a single minute.
At just such an hour he dismissed his valet, and no
one was allowed to disturb him on any account until
his regular hour of rising. Before that time, his aid, or
adjutant, in a different part of the house, attended to
·
any official call that came upon him.
Another custom of his, well known for its very singularity, was to sleep with his window raised, for, as a
subaltern, sleeping in the open air, during the French
and Indian War, he had acquired the belief that he
could not sleep in a closed room.
On this night Lord Howe had just blown out his
lamp and retired to bed ; but the full moon shone in
upon his table, where his sword and pistols were lying,
and on another where he had just been writing a dispatch for the home government, detailing his plans as
he meant to give them to his successor for a spring campaign.
Suddenly, so lightly and so quickly that it seemed
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as if only a shadow had fallen on the floor, a Quaker
leaped through the open window and stood between
him and his weapons, with a broad-bladed dagger, keen
and pointed, closely poised over his unprotected breast.
"My lord, breathe not loudly, even whisper, and I
will kill thee where thou liest !" said this Quaker, in a
tone so low, so stern, and with an eye so full of fire,
that Lord Howe, who had stood unmoved amid showers
of grape and canister, gasped and trembled.
"I am John Roberts," continued the Quaker, "and I
hold two orders from thee, given to Lord Cornwallis
this afternoon. One is for the arrest of Naomi Slocomb; the other for the execution of Adab Slocomb.
Is not this right ? Thou canst nod thy head if it is."
Howe nodded his head.
"Now, I want thee to write another order, to sign and
seal it. It is that Cunningham, the jailer, send Adah
Slocomb to thee this night, under my charge, without
question , or other attendant. I will hand thy writing
desk to thee; but, mark thee, if thou makest one sound
of alarm, I will kill thee, and escape as easily as I came
in!"
The proud lord saw that he had no chance. He saw
the butts of pistols in the waistband of the Quaker's
clothes ; he saw death in his eye, and knew well he held
it in his hand.
Resistance was death, and he felt It. He could not
even ask the Quaker what he meant by this strange demand.
"Write!" whispered the latter, "and write as I told
thee!"
Howe obeyed, and in the moonlight, on paper stamped
with his own coronet, wrote the order, signed it, and
placed his own seal upon it.
The Quaker read the paper carefully, placed it with
the others in an inner pocket, and, still holding the dagger, drew out a strong cord, already noosed, and slipped
it.over both wrists of the earl. Deftly, and so suddenly
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that his lordship could not resist, if he dared, he slipped
the pear-shaped gag into his mouth. It was strapped
and fastened in a second.
Then more deliberately, and with great dexterity, the
Quaker fas tened his feet securely, and so bound his
body to the bed that he could neither turn nor roll nor
in any way make a noise or signal for aid. His door
was already fastened on the inside.
Now the Quaker consulted John Roberts' silver
watch.
"Verily, I have wasted time," he said, in a low tone.
"I have but a half hour to spare ere I will be looked for
with anxious eyes by those who will watch and pray
for my coming. Farewell, proud earl. When thee next
says thy prayers, pray for 'Washington and Glory'!"
His lordship could not mutter a reply, nor even
writhe, though his hot veins were almost bursting with
impotent wrath.
The next moment he was alone ; the Quqker went as
he had come, like a shadow.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

The provost jail keeper, the monster Cunningham,
slept in his office near the jail door, ever ready to receive victims whenever they came. He trusted his outer
door to no guard, his business to no inferior.
It was within a quarter of an hour of midnight when
his private bell tingled in his ear. Quickly he arose,
dressed as he was, and went to the door.
To his astonishment, he found John Roberts, the
Quaker, there, as he afterward swore on examination.
"I didn't expect you till daylight. The Quaker isn't
to hang until sunri se, is he?"
"That is the hour. But Lord Howe wants to force a
confession from him, under pretense of pardon. He
hath sent me alone to take him there that he may learn
facts concerning Washington and his army. Behold
the order. The ink is hardly dry."
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"It is his lordship's sign and seal. I will arouse the
man and bring him out."
"Nay, give me the key, and I will speak with him
kindly before I unlock the door, else he will rage like a
wild beast on seeing me. Hast thou bought the rope
with the guinea I gave thee to-day?"
"Ay, and a good bottle ()f Jamaica rum besides, to
warm me up for the work in the morning. Take the
key; your plan is the best."
The Quaker took the key, was admitted within the
jail, and Cunningham heard him talking in a low tone
to the prisoner.
Then, to his astonishment, Adah came out meek as a
child, and stood at the door while the Quaker whispered
to Cunningham :
"Have all ready for the work at sunrise. I will bring
him back to thee long ere that time. Good-night."
"Good-night," said Cunningham. "Little I wot will
Lord Howe be apt to get out of that rebel. He is one
of the stony and silent sort who don't scare worth a
sou!"
But the Quaker and the prisoner were out of sight
in a second. As they passed around the corner he returned to his office, and took a second nightcap of rum,
and turned in again, to sleep and dream of the work to
be done at sunrise.

CHAPTER LIV.
A RIDE IN THE NIGHT.

It was midnight, as the bells tolling on the ships in
the river, to the number of "eight,'' gave note to all
who could hear.
Not one minute before, the person who had simulated
John Roberts so well, accompanied by Adab Slocomb,
hurried into the front door of Primrose Cottage.
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The next instant Naomi gasped out, "My husband,
thou art free!" and fl ew into Adah's arms.
"There comes the wagon. We have no time for talk
or endearments now. V.l e must be beyond the British
lines before day dawns," said the pret~n de d Quaker,
earnestly. "Upstairs, F riend Adab, are two bundles of
drugged and silent humanity. Thou knowest what they
are. They are worth one hundred pounds in gold each,
when delivered into the hands of Gen. Washington.
You can carry one to the wagon-I will take the other.
Then, with these females, thou wilt enter the rear part
of the wagon, where you will be unseen und~r its cover,
while I hold the driver in converse. Once all in, we will
move, and move speedily. I have pass and countersign
-even more-an order for troops to aid me if I want
them, and we are safe till far beyond the British lines."
"Hero! Friend! if I but knew thy name, I would
so long as I live couple it with every prayer I utter!"
cried A dah, gratefully.
"You shall know my name by and by. Up now, and
belp me pitch those bundles of wickedness into the

wagon."
Instantly Adah obeyed, and in a few seconds two
men, so wrapped in blankets as to look like bales of
carpet, or goods, were carried out and pitched into the
fore end of the wagon.
The Quaker now approached the wagoner, who sat in
his saddle on his off-wheel horse, and said:
"Here are t en guineas for th ee, now, John Armstrong.
If thee has me and my goods in Germantown inside of
three hours, thee shall have a guinea for every ten minutes less than that time thee makes."
"Will not the guards delay us ?" asked the wagoner.
"Nay. I have the countersign and pass from Lord
Howe."
" Then, Friend Roberts, I will do my best and strive
to make the time such that thou wilt have to give me
four guineas more."
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" I am willing, for my business is urgent and requireth haste."
"Thee can depart. Thy goods are all in the wagon ,"
cried Adab, assuming as nearly as possible the whinin g
t one of Abraham Carlisle.
T he wagoner at once started his powerful team, and
as it moved on Adab sprang in and took his seat beside
N aomi, whose hand pressed his, and whose head now
rested on his noble breast.
They were yet in peril. Should , by any strange accident, the condition of Lord H owe be discovered before
the wagon was beyond the British lines, the alarm would
be spread far and near by signal rockets , every post
would be on the alert, and troops in motion in every
direction.
And even now, should some extra zealous officer take
it into his head to inspect the contents of the wagon,
even the pass given to John Robert s, and now in the
hands of the young Contin ental, would scarcely be apt
to save them.
But t he young hero, so perfect in his disg uise, rode
boldly in front of the wagon, and so well and boldly
acted his part as John R oberts, who was known to be in
Brifo:h employ and pay, that within but little over two
hours he was safely past every post and picket occupie d
bv the British fo rces.
· As they drove on throug h the outskir ts of Germa ntown, the wagoner cried out :
"Look at thy watch, Friend Robert s, and see how
many extra g uineas I am to have."
The ponderous timepiece of th e veritable J ohn
Roberts was lugged from its fob, and the answer came
quickly :
"Thee has earned three extra guineas, and thee shall
have them shortly, when the light of day dawn eth. For
we journey still fa rther, to a depot in the countr y
where I have stores of exceed ing value, and where I am
to receive two hundred pounds fo r goods now in thy
wagon ."
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" F riend Roberts, thee is a shrewd trader."
"Yea, J ohn A rmstrong , thee will think so if I let thee
into the secrets of my trade. But this is the time to
make money ; the harvest is ripe, and he who will not
reap when he has a chance is not wise."
"Thou ar t right, Friend Roberts. Which road shaH
I take now?"
" That to thy left, which leadeth toward the 'King
of P russia' tavern, for there we will halt to refresh both
man and beast."
" Is it not venturing too near the lines of the enemy?"
asked the cautious wagoner. " It is on the road to Valley F orge, where I hear the camp of Washington is
held."
"Tut ! The rebels will not stir from camp in this
wintry weather. Fear not. Do as I bid thee, and all
will go well."
"Thou knowest best, and art too wise to put thine
own life in danger," said John Armstrong, and he
urged on his horses again.
In a short t ime the well-known tavern was reached,
but as landlord, hostlers and all were yet in bed, the
teamster only watered his horses at the capacious trough
and then kept on, for Roberts seemed anxious to get as
far fo rward befo re daylight as he could.
But the roads were heavy in the country ; there was
snow enough to clog the wagon wheels, and the team
began to show signs of giving out.
And now J ohn Arm strong was doomed to receive a
t errible fright. They had just crossed to the west side
of the Schuylkill, over a shaky old bridge, when, passing a grove of cedar and spruce trees, they heard a
short, stern shout:
"Halt !"
The next moment a score of armed and mounted men
rode out by the side of the sing le vidette who had
halted the wagon, an d J ohn Armstrong saw that they
were in Continental uniform.
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"J ohn R oberts, we are Jost ! We are taken!" he
groaned. "I shall lose my wagon and my horses !"
" W here is J ohn Roberts? Show me th e pestilent
traitor !" shouted the leader of th e horsemen . " I owe
him a g rudge which only the hangman 's rope will repay !"
John Armstron g hear d no repl y, but looking back
where J ohn Roberts had been seated, saw, in the gray
of the dawn j ust comin g, on e of the most vvonderfu l
transform ations that ever met mortal eye.
Off fl ew the broad-br immed hat of th e Ouaker and
h is wig, an d out shone a young and handsom e face,
while the next instan t the Q uaker coat was tossed back
into the wagon, and the fo rmer wearer exhibited a Continental uni fo rm which had been wo rn under it.
At the same moment the young Continen tal shouted
out to the leader of the horsemen :
" Capt. Holmes, can you not get fresh horses to put
to this wagon ? I have treasure within which must be
at Vall ey F orge before noon, and information which
will fill every hea rt there with joy. Adab, step out and
show yourself !"
Th e giant Q uaker was in th e road in a moment,
grasping the hands of old fri ends, who had only lately
h eard of his capture and peril.
There was nothing said yet, either by Adab or the
young Continen tal, about the contents of the wagon ;
that was reserved, if the secret coul d be kept, until
they reached headquar ters at Valley Forge.
Holmes instantly had the saddles taken from fo ur
of his heaviest horses, and then exchange d them fo r the
team in harn ess, and J ohn A rmstrong , sorely bewai ling
his lot , for he was a T ory in the full est sense, was
obliged to take his saddle again and drive on.
"You have served the kin g and Satan long enough ;
we'll make you work for 'W ashington and glory' now,"
said tbe young hero. as he told A rmstrong he would put
a bullet through him if he shrank from his work.

CHA PTER LV.
THE REN EGADE QUAKERS I N DURA NCE VILE.

It was but a little time after he had taken h is noonday
lunch that Gen. Washington , looking from his window,
saw a huge, covered wagon, drawn by four horses, approaching hi s quar ters at a trot. In front and rear rode
a small body of horsemen, among whom, to his great
joy, he soon recognized the portly for m of Adah Slocomb, and the lithe, graceful figu re of the young Conti nental whose watchword was " Washington and
Glory."
In front of the house Isaac Stacy was throwing off a
load of wood from a shed, and on the porch Deborah
stood, talking with her father.
Washington went quickly to the door as the wagon
drew up in front of the house, and the next moment he
extended a hand to Ad ah, while he reached out the
other to the young Continental, who handed him a
paper, and said :
"General, a li ttle before midnight, last night , I had
an interview with Gen. Howe, which I wi ll explain
more full y in a report, by and by. Thinkin g his plan
of spring operations might interest you, I brought it
alon g."
"Strange and heroic youth, few serve thei r country
so bravely and fa ithfully as you!" said the gratified
g eneral.
"I have a surprise for you, g eneral, after Adab has
got the dry goods part of the wagon load out."
Adah was busy at this work now, and in a minute
more Deborah Stacy clasped her mother in her arms ,
while Naomi and Petnmia Stone went in to see H ann ah
Slocomb and give her joy on the rescue of her heroic
son.
Then came the surprise.
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Conscious, but gagge d and bound so they could
neithe r speak or move, John R oberts and Abrah am Carlisle were lifted from the wagon. The effect of the
drugg ed liquor was gone, but they had been so well
gagge d and tightly bound that when set up on a bench
on the porch they could not move or scarcely speak.
"There, general, are the two arch-tr aitors who have
given you so much troubl e," cried the young Continental. "There are the renega de Quake rs, John Roberts and Abrah am Carlisle, and here are the passes they
held from Lord Howe ; here also are the orders they
held to hang Adah Slocomb at sunris e this mornin g,
and an order for the arrest of his poor young wife,
who, they had arrang ed, should be forced to see him
execut ed."
"Monsters !" cried the general, indign antly.
"That is what I called them when I heard the plan,''
cried the young Continental. "Susan , thee is a treasu re,
and thy pudding and spiced sauce incomparable."
The Quakers g roaned , for in an instan t, by the tone
of mocke ry, they knew who " Susan " was, and how they
1
had been detected in their treach ery, and foiled in their
work.
Washi ngton looked over the plans, passes and other
papers, and then turned to Col. Fitzgerald, his aide.
"Colon el," said he, "have irons forged , not less than
one hundr ed pound s in weight, and riveted on these two
black-hearted and infamo us traitors. Then throw them
on the g round in the strongest guardh ouse, and place
four trusty men at a time to watch over them until the
enemy evacuate P hiladelphia, which, it appear s, will
soon occur. Then they shall be taken to the provos t
jail and hung on the very gallow s which was to bear
the body of our heroic scout and good friend, Adah
Slocom b. T ill then , no food but the coar sest bread, no
drink but water shall pass their lips. They shall not be
allowe d to see any one but their guard s; no letter or
word must be passed from them, they must be treated
with every severit y."
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"Mercy I g reat general, mercy!" gasped John R oberts.
" Such mercy as you would have meted out to Adab
Slocomb and his hapless bride, shall be yours," said
the chief, sternly. Then, turning to Adab, he said :
"Friend Slocomb, you are a blacksmith by trade. See
to the forging of the irons, which will take the place of
the rope now on their limbs. Col. Fitzgerald, I hold
you personally responsible for their safety till the hour
of execution comes."
"Sir, they shall not even have a chance to die till
they swing from the gallows tree," said the colonel.
"Now I will hear your report in detail," said the
general to the young Continental , and he went into his
private room, while Adab sent John Armstrong and his
team to the government stables, and then accompanied
Col. Fitzgerald and the guard with the prisoners to the
place of confinement, where an hour later they were so
ironed that escape was literally impossible, and guarded
by men who could not be bribed by a crown's treasures
to show them the slightest leniency.
They found now that treason to their native land was
no light offense, and that the cruelties they had practiced were fearfully recoiling on their own heads.
In vain they sought to open converse with their
guards; in vain pleaded for permission to send to Lord
Cornwallis for an exchange, saying he would give a
hundred prisoners in his hands for each of them.
" No ten thousand would be exchanged for you, whose
lives are forfeit to every law, human and divine," was
the stern answer they received to their pitiful pl eading.
Meantime, they could see daily, as th ey sat on the cold
ground, th eir recent captive, Adah Slocomb, moving
about with his happy young wife by his side, and more
than once "Susan" came to ask if she was yet a treasure
to them.

CHAPT ER L VI.
RASCALIT Y PUNISHE D-HEROISM AND VIRTUE REWARDE D.

It was summer again, and the wintry snows which
had draped the evergreens at Valley Forge bad gone
down in moisture to give strength to sprouting grass
and bud and blossom.
Valley Forge was deserted by all but the few who had
dwelt there before the army came, and there was a great
change all over the land.
Howe had gone back across the sea ; Ointon had
taken his place; the tide of war was sweeping wildly
over the Carolina s; France had openly espoused the
America n cause; Washing ton had turned defeat into
victory at Monmouth, and though some disasters bad
occurred, the mighty chief could see "sunshin e through
the clouds."
And in this glad summer hour, with Philadelp hia
once more fully in American hands, with all its defenses garrisoned, come the closing scenes of this story,
one of which, attested by history, was one of the most
intensely exciting of the era.
I allude to the execution of John Roberts and Abraham Carlisle, which, once decreed by W ashingtoo, was
as certain as the rise and set of the sun, though hundreds of influential men asked a change of sentence,
for policy sake.
The chief was inexorable. Their crimes demande d
the terrible expiation , and policy was blind, while, for
once, justice stood open-eyed.
'
Mere skeletons to what they had been, those men
were brought out under the very gallows on which
Adah Slocomb had been doomed to suffer, and while
they pitifully confessed their evil works, pleading only
for life, they were swung up as an example to others
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in that city who would have been as bad as they, had
they possessed the satanic courage.
Thousands had come in from the country around to
see these notorious villains executed, and among these
came Job Turner, his wife, and his two daughters, Almira and Katurah Ann. Susannah had not yet returned
home.
Meeting Adah Slocomb near the place of execution,
after it was over, J ob and his •family accepted an invitation to go to dinner at Slocomb Hall, where Hannah
Slocomb, now recovered from her wounds, presided,
and where Mrs. Stacy, Deborah and Petrunia Stone
were permanent guests, for Isaac Stacy still served with
Washington.
At the dinner table Job Turner and his family were
introduced to Naomi and all thoie just mentioned, but
one was not named, though he sat by the side of Deborah St.acy, whom he kept in constant laugh by his
jovial talk.
This was the young Continental.
Almira Turner seemed to take a strange fancy to this
young soldier from the moment she entered the room,
and was not able to take her eyes from him. And she
had a good chance to look at him, for she was seated
nearly opposite. He either did not see her continued
and persistent glances, or pretended not to, for he never
let his eyes rest on hers ; but he was doomed to a surprise before the dinner was half over.
F or Almira, suddenly rising, rushed around the table,
threw her arms around the neck of the young soldier,
and kissed him again and again, with a fervor which resounded through the room, and while tears of joy rolled
down her cheeks, she cried :
"Oh, Susannah ! Susannah ! you thought I didn't
know you I"
Now, while Adah looked on in real wonder t o think
how blind he had been, little Deborah Stacy roared with
laughter, and fairly jumped up and down with delig-ht,
for this had been her "secret." She had known it from
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the hour when Susannah came and changed clothes in
her room at New Brunswick , to go and rescue Naomi
the first time from Roberts and Carlisle, and she had
kept it faithfully ever since.
Old Job was delighted. His Susannah, in a soldier's
uniform, a hero praised by Washingto n, was a treasure
that he could boast of until his dying day.
Even Sally Ann, though pretending to be shocked
at seeing a woman in man's clothes, ·hugged Susannah
with a fervor that nearly took her breath away.
It was a happy family meeting, and though Susannah
persisted even after her sex was discovered , in remaining with the army, we are happy to record that she
served with honor, and at the close of the conflict retired
with credit.
She had earned her commission, but she would not
r eceive it in person, but Gen. Washingto n had the
pleasure of handing Col. Jim H olmes his commission,
when Susannah resigned her position as soldier, to become a soldier's wife.
Capt. Steers, as a major, at the same time, received
sweet Deborah Stacy from the hands of her parents, for
they said she had been so long with army men, she
couldn't be content without taking one for a husband.
Adah Slocomb, and Naomi, his wife, and mother,
with Petrunia Stone, witnessed all these events, and
gave "testimony that it was seemly a11d lovely to behold."
And now, dear reader, the author thanks you for the
patience and loving-kindness whkh has brought you
through this story to
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